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hAIBSTAT. Optimizing the procedure if a four-part assay of a
bulk material is considered on the basis of the variance of each part

j versus' its cost. In d replications (defined as Days), a settling
Chamber is used c times to deposit organisms on p Plates per chamber
run; the plates are incubated and Read r times per plate. A nested
analysis of variance provided estimates of the components for the
variance function: -
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The cost function is the sum of the cost rate x number of repeats for
each part:

Cost - (unit Reading cost) rpcd + (unit Plating cost) pcd

+ (unit Chamber cost) cd + (unit Day cost) d.

A Lagrangian multiplier approach yielded minimum variance for a fixed
total cost:

Mn [V(Assay) + A(Cost)].

This approach is contrasted with non-linear programming and integer
programming..

ION. A problem commop to both bulk sampling and sample
surveys is to obtain as much information about a population, usually
stratified or segmented in time or space, as possible for a given
budget. For example,,grain production in the mid-west or even from
a specific farm would need to be sampled according to various strata
defined by bags, bushels, wagnn loads, etc. To maximize the infor-
mation, i.e., minimlza the variance of the sample mean for a given
cast is the way the problem is usually stated.

Duncan, among others, has written extensively on procedures for
bulk sampling and has a pertinent bibliography. Similarly, Cochran2 ,
to pick another outstanding writer, has worked extensively in the area
of sample surveys. The problem addressed here Is rn optimize an assay
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procedure for a sporulating organism where the steps may be considered
as a three-phase procedure. This problem is answered partly by bor-

rc~in th tchn;;c f= ul aa.A riiupt csuLvfy vuJluLJ.uKI; iL in ls

approached from the point of view of integer progrmming.

A "day" is a natural block of work. A small amount of the spore
material in dry state is encapsulated and dispersed with a CO2 pistol

into a small chamber. Several agar plates are set in the bottom of the
chamber onto which the dispersed spores fall. After a suitable incuba-
tion period in a humidity chamber, the plates are "read" until 100
organisms are counted and the percent viability is estimated. Several
such readings are made. It is the purpose here to minimize the variance
of this essay procedure subject to a particular assay cost.

I. VARIANCE FUN'CTION. An experiment was designed specifically to
provide estimates of the various sources of variation. In each of
several "days," repeoted chamber runs provided an opportunity to observe
variation from one chamber run to another within the same day. Six
chamber runs per day were scheduled, three agar plates per chamber run
were prepared, and each plate was read six times. The experiment con-
tinued over 18 days. For sake of simplicity the variation due to
technicians is omitted in this report.

A nested analysis of variance giSso both the structure of the
analysis and the results.

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE ON % VIABILITY

Source df MS 5S1

Days 17 315.013 a 2 Ba a 6 + 36a2

Chambers in Days -90 26.990 2 + 2a 2+ 6020,.o. .,p
Plates in chambers 216 20.981 a + 2oa

Readings in plates 324 15.012 a2

2 . 15; a 2 .2 8'R P p c De

Because of the balanced arrangement, there was no problem in estimating
the components in this hierarchical analysis according to the expected
mean square shown in the table above. The estimates of those components
of variance are also shown there. In this completely randomized design
with all factors considered random, the variance of the mean percent
viability is given the following equation:
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This variance function permits the experimenter to obtain any degree
of precision he is willing to pay for merely by Qssigning appropriate
values to the number of readings per plate, the number of plates per
chamber, the number of chamber runs per day, and the number of days.
One criterion for this degree of accuracy is the cost of the assay.
A second criterion concerns the intended use of the material and to
what degree of accuracy he must know its viability.

II. COST FUN•TION. Cost functions are notoriously difficult to
describe realistic,•ly, especially when the assay procedure itself is
conducted on a sporodic basis. The function chosen here was selected
primarily because of its simplicity and war felt to be adequate for
the problem at hand:

S - rpcd R + pcd P + cd C + d D, wher'e'R - .20; P - .50; C - .50;
and D - 2.50 are the (fictitious) cost per unit for leading, Plate,
Chamber and Day, and r, p, c, d are the number of units of each.

As is clear, this function also follows a nested construction and
assigns to each portion of the assay a fixed cost so that total cost
is obtained merely by counting the number of component parts. Overhead
costs such as equipment, utilities, laboratory space, etc., have been
included in the "day" costs.

if the experimenter is willing to pay S dollar@ for one assay of
the material, then the conjunctive use of the variance and the cost
function will optimize the assay procedure for that cost. Conversely,
the cost function will show him what he would need to pay to obtain
an Assay for a prescribed precision. The optimization processes are
shown in the next section.

III. OPTTIIZATION PROCESSES.

A. Lagrangian Multipliers

Let us write the following function

L-V(X) + XS

which includes both the variance and the cost as a quantity to minimize.
Following the standard procedure, partial derivatives of the function L
art taken with respect to the parameters d, c, p, r giving four equations
in five unknown@, tho fifth unknown being the variable %. The fifth
equation is the cost function itself. These derivatives, which can be
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equations whose solutions are also shown in the Appendix and were ob-
tained as a unique set by virtue of the simplicity of the nested design.

It is clear, although not proved mathematically, that any hierarchical
design with random effects and an associated nested cost function will have
these two properties: non-linearity and analytic solution.

The procedure involving the Lagrangian multipliers clearly treats
d, c, p. r as continuous variables. Obviously they must be positive as
well as all of the other input values such as cost rates and the variance
components. In keeping with this approach, we should then expect to find
the solution for these variables to be non-integers. For a limit of
S - $9.00 per assa', the optimum solution gave

d - 1.98; c - .79; p w 1.73; r - 3.54; V(31) - 7.4; S - 9.0

Because the experimenter must work with integer values of these
variables, the next highest and lowest integer value of each variable
were examined in combinations with similar upper and lower values for
all other variables giving rise in general to 24 combinations. The
variance and cost functions were computed for 8 of the 16 combinations
plus one otherl and, the one that minimized the variance for the allotted
cost was chosen: specifically where S - $9.00, d - 2, a - 1, p s 1, r , 5.
These 9 combinations are shown in the table below with the selected set
shown with an asterisk.

d~_ a a. X:

1 1 1 3 17.0 4.1
1 1 1 4 15.8 4.3
1 1 2 3 13.0 5.2
1 1 2 4 12.4 5.6
2 1 1 3 8.5 8.2
21 1 4 7.9 8.6
2 1 2 3 6.5 10.4
2 1 2 4 6.2% 11.2
2 3 1 5 7.5 9.0*

By extending the perturbation range beyond adjacent values, such
a table also has the advantage of displaying to the experimenter what
a small increase in cost would yield in terms of increased precision.
Similar solutions would be available at other levels of possible cost,
S, per assay.

B. Integer Programming

Integer programing is that type of mathematical programming that
seeks to optimize a particular function subject to certain constraints
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theory to date has not discovered a general procedure for problems

in integer programming but several alternative procedures are avail-

able that are felt to be optimum for well-behaved surfaces. k fuller

discussion of integer programming is beyond the scope of this paper

and is not pursued here. An effective alternative procedure cotisists

of asking the computer to map the surface for all combinations which

are reasonable and to select the optimum value which satisfies the

cost restraint.
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'I
AN APPLICATION OF MATHEMATICAL PROGRAMMING TO EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

J. Richard hMuurt

U. S. A. Aberdeen Research and Development Center
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

It often happens that a number of observations (measurements) of interest

can be made each time a complex system is operated. When there are seyeral

different modes in whict such a system can be operated (missions) the set of
observations may be diff.,rent for each mission. Many observations may be

common to several modes oF operation while somen may be peculiar to a particular

mission.

When "it Is necessary to obtain a number of observations for each of a

knowif set of subsystems.(or functions) the question of how many times the system
must, perform each type mission arises. A reliability demonstration test for a

complex system is an example of the above, TIW4 paper givis an example of a

procedure by which the required set of observations can be obtained at a

minimum cost. Hopefully this example will help those whol are active in research

and~development to recognite situations in which appreciable saving can be
effected by the use of mathematical progranming. These-procedures are relatively.
simple to use once the problem to which they apply has, been identified.

As an example, consider a complex system which consists of six mejor'sub-

systems. A reliability demonstration test must be conducted for the system and

also for each of the subsystems operating as part 6f the system. This system is
capable of performing four different types of mission, The amount of operating

timeTumber of operating cycles) for each subsystem during a mission depends on

the mission t/re but it Is essumed that the probability that a specific subsystem
will fall during a misslon depends only on the amount of operating time (cycles)

it accumulates during the mission and not on the type of mission which the system
is performing. That is, it is assumed that the distribution of time (cycles) to

failure does not depend on the type of mission the system is performing when the

subsystem is accumulating operating time (cycles).

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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It is necessary to use a reliability demonstration plan which allows no

failures because of the limited availability of test resources. For the

system to De testea tnis dictates that, in oraer to aemonstrate the desirea

r;iHability with the required confidence, each of the subsystems must accumulate

the operating experience given in Table I.

TABLE I

Requited Subsystei Operating Experience

Subsystem "peratinq Time (Cycles)

1 60 minutes
2 30 minutes

3 40 ,mninutes

4 80ml mnutes
5 20 cycles

6 30 cycles

It, is further required that the system must complete at least two of each type

mission without failure. J

The operating time (cycles) for each subsystem during each'type mi'ssion is-'
given in Table II .

TABLE II

Operating Experience for Subsystems by Mission Type

Subs tem Missio Type

1 6 12 0 3

2 9 0 4 6

3 8 2 0 5
4 0 6 10 :3

5 5 2 0

6 3023
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The units of measurement for the entries in Table II are minuteq for subsystems

one through six and cyoles for subsystems seven and eight. Thus, Table II says

that a subsystem one operates for six minutes during a Type I mission, twelve
minutes during a Type 2 mission, three minutes during a Type 4 mission and

doesn't operate during a Type 3 mission, etc.

), The problem is to find the best wey to run this test program in the sense

that the total cost of testing is minimized. The cost of running each type
mission.is given in Table Ill.

TABLE Ill

Cost of Running Each Type Mission

Mission Type__ Cost of Mission
•1 4.0

2 38

• 3 43

4 39

The cost data in Table II are relative costs which are in't:housands of dollars

in this example.

With the preceding informatloh available, it is seen that this is a problem
in linear programming in which one must determine the minimum number of times to

require the system to complete each type mission,.i.e.,ý minimize the ýost of

testlng, subject to the constraints that each subsystem must accumulate at least
a• much operating experience as t~s given in Table I and also the system must

complete at least two of each type mission. Since the solution will be in terms
of number of tests, it a.l.so follows that the solution vector for the linear

program must be integer valued. A problem of this type is called an integer

programming problem.

The first step in finding a solution to the problem will be to formulate it

in standard terminology. Let Y be a column vector with Jth element equal to the

number of times the jth type mission must be run, that is
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"where iyj are unknown which must be determined. Let C be a row vector with

elements equal to the mission costs given in Table III, B be a column vector

with elemernts equal to the required total operating requirement for each
qtuh',vytfm a. nivan in Tahle ! _nd .A. ab m_ triv with eaelnents eanwl t the

Operating tin-P (cycles) for each mission type as given in Table II. With this
notation the prablem is to find the vector Y such that: I:

CY z minimum
AY > B

Z2)
2

and all of the elements of Y must be integers. Substituting the numbers given
in Table I, Table II and Table Ill in the above relationships leads to the I•i•

following statenent of the problem:
Find a vector of integers, Y, such that

CY 4 8 yi + 38y2 + 43y3 + 39y4 minimum

and

6y, + 12y; + 3 Y4 >_ 60

gyi + 4y3 + 6y,' > 30

8y, + 2y2 + 5y, >"40

A.Y 6y;, + I1y, + 3y, >_80 B
5YI + Y2 + 2Y3 > 20

3yj + 2y., + 3y,, 30

Y2 >2

Y. _.2
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The last four constraints can be eliminated from the problem by the translation
of axis

(X)

X2 X Y - 2 =Y "2e

X3 2

where e =

This transforms the originail problem to the equivalent problem: Find a vector X

svch tiat

"CX = minimum
AX > Bx

where Bx = B - AM

* ahd M - 2e for this problem.

The next step is to inspect the vector Bx to determine whether the complexity

,of the problem can be reduced. If any element of Bx is zero or negative the operating

requirements for the correspor, ding subsystem will have been satisfied when the system
has completed the number of each type mission necessary to satisfy the constraints

Y > M. Thus, the size of the problem can be reduced by dropping all constraints

corresponding to zero or negative elements of Bx.

In the example Bx = B - 2Ae is

60 / 6 12 0 3 '18

30 9 0 4 6 J -8

40 8 2 0 5 2 '10

180 0 6 10 3 .f2 42

20 5 1 2 0, 2 4

3,30 3 0 2 3 2 ,.14
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The second element in B9 is negative, which means that if each type mission is

run two times in order to satisfy the requirements X >_ 0 (Y > 2e) there will be

(9)(2) + (0)(2) + (4)(2) + (6)(2) = 38 minutes ooerating time on subsystem number

two, w.;hich is eight minutes more than the required thirty minute operating time

for that subsystem; hence, the second element in Bx is minus eight. This allows

a reduction, in the size of the problem without changing the solution by dropping'

the second constraint equation.

Letting A and BO represent the reduced matrix and vector resulting from I
the deletions, the problem is rewritten as:

Find a vector X such that
CX =minimum

AoX > B°

X> 0

"The next step is to inspect the columns of the matrix A to determine whetherS~0
the dilmensioni of the proble'm can be reduced by omittirg one or more of the elements

o0 the vector X. If any column of A0 contains all zeros then none of the subsystems

for which data is needed will operate during the type mission corresponding to that

column,, Requiring the system to complete such a mission would only increase the cost

of testing w-ithout generating any needed data. The dimension of the problem is

reduced by eliminating the zero c6lumns from A and-the corresponding elements from
0

the vectors X and C. Lettinrg A', XV and C* be the new matrix and vectors which result

from thistrarsformation, the problem is stated in final form as: Find a vector XP

such that

C°X° - minimum

'A Xo > 0°,

In the numerical example, omitting the second row in A and the second element in

D3 reduces the problem to the form:x .

X2CX (40 38 43 39) ( minimum

X35

X1,
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6 12 0 3 n18

2 0 5 10
10 3 x42=B

0 -" X

2 0 A3

3 0 2 3 14X.,

1 x/0

Y- 0

0i x • > 0

0
The dimersion of the prole,, can not be reduce, because none cf the columrs of Ao

contain ri. zero cl i erits. Thus, it is in the final, reduced form.

With ':. ,ceptio,. of the requireenl thiat the elCc.cnts of X':ub'. b-• integers,
the above is simply a linear programming prebleri vwhic'• can be solved using, the

simplix method. It can be shown that, if all of the elements of AO are either zero
or one and all of the elements of B* are integers, then the solution vector obtaidx
using the simplex method will have all integer elements. This would be the case
each of th- subsystens were of cyclic nature, e.g., relays which operate f'or only one
cycle when required during a mission. Also, if for each subsystem, the operating

time (number of cycles) is the same during each mission in which it is required to

operate and theoperating requirement is a multiple of this. then the problem can be
reduced to the zero-one-integer problem and the simplex me.hod can be used to find

the solution vector for the integer programming problem. It should be noted that the

above rema.rks apply to the problem after it has been put in reduced form by making.
all possible decreases in size"and dimension. That is, even though ii is not possible
to formulate the original problem as a zero-one-integer problem it may be possible to

do so for the problem in reduced form.

It shoulo be emphasized that the cond.tions of the preceding paragraph are
sufficient but not recescary to assure that the simplex method will yield an integer
solution to the problem. Since the simplex method is much easier to apply than the

methods of integer programning, it is advisable to first find the simplex solution and
see whether it is integer valued before proceeding further.
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The simplex solution for the example given here is not integer valued so a

search routine was used on the computer to find the solution, which is:

X= 3 or Y =X + 2e

t3' 5s

with minimum cost of

I2t
3•

CY = (40 38 43 39) 604
5

The reader may find it interesting to show that the solution satisfies all of the

-onstraints.

The problem formulated here is of the same structure as the nutrition or diet

model found in the literature. The reader is referred to Chapter 2Tof "Linear

Programning and Extensions" by George B. Dantizg for an excellent treatment of the

formulation and treatment of that problem.
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Tranamission of Infrasonic Waves

t Generated by Large Missile Launches
by

R.3I. Lacy and C. X. Sharp
Institute for Exploratory Research

U. 8. Army 2le ronics Comand.
Fort Nonmoiath, Nev Jersey

Infrasonic pressure waves generated during launching of large mis-
silos can be detected at distance& greater than 2000 kilometers * On a
numer of occasions during recent years, two infrasonic wave trainis
spaced about 30 minutes apart have been recorded by sensor sarray areas
located at Fort IMinmputhp A. J. These areas are approximately 14W0 kil-
ometers from the launch pads at Cape Kemnedyp Florida. To date., no
expla--ation for these observed early arrivals of an Infrasonic wave
train which appears to travel at approximately twice the normal veloc-
Ity of sound through the atmsphere, has proven to be acceptable. Most
recently, we have observed a relationship between these sounds and the
jet streams traveling the proximity of 'the path frois Cape Kennedy to
Fort Monmuth. On this basis, we have evolved a hypothesis that such
correlation exists between the jet streams and Wei anomalous propasga-
tion of sound waves* Because of the large amount of jet stream data#
but relatively few missile-firing events, a statistical design of fur-
ther experiments, adequate to test the hypothesis Is planned. A thea-
reI~cal. analysis explains the pressure wave spectra received as con-
sisting of three separate groups of spectra.

Introduction

Infrasonic wave propagation phenomena have been explored. with re-
newed, Interest in recent years.* In this. report we evomriae our our-
rent findings. We are concerned bere only with infreasfic frequencies
traversing the atmosphere. Infrasonic waves are Inaudible soued waves
4boas frequency of oscillation are below 15 Is; they have the sam

*velocity as audible sounds, I-e., about 332 n0/sec at 200C and a pres-
sure of 760 =01g The absorption of infrasound is- considerably less
than absorption of audible sound of the atmosphere due to heat conduc-
lift anm viscosity. 1 Because of this, the detection at long distances
of infrasonic enerwa generated by the large missiles, "s represented
by Titan III and Saturn V, launched from Cape Kennedy, Floz16* to 9.om-
sible. Frequency analysis of a number of magnetic tape recordings mae"
at Fort-Ammuiuth, I .J. during the arrival of Infrasonic waves generated
by the missile launches show the maximal energy propagated to be cen-
tered within 0.5 to 5 Is. The maima of these traveling pressure oscil-
lations corded in the Fort Diomeouth test areas seldims exceed 2.5
dynes/VM "normal" traveltim for infrasonic waves from Cape Ken-
nedy to Fort Mommoaath Is between 70 to 85 minutes after laungh. TUNs

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's
mianuscript.52



variation in arrival time may be due to the directions and velocities
of the surface vinds along the travel path. The duration of the infra-
sonLe wave tr~ais als hasm been obser-ved to vary between five and ten

-Thm varission my ne the result of the relative signal-to-
noise ratio at the sensor location for each launching. Furthermore a
so-call"d precursor or wave train has been sporadically observed that
arrived about 10 minutes earlier than the "nozmal" wave rra1n. Figure 1
clearly shows this precursor recorded., vhen the vind turbulence vas
practicealy nil, at a site 1000 ka north of Cape Kennedy, Florida.

The Wind Turbulence Problem

The detection at long distances of acoustical energy produce& by
the large missile launches (Titan, Atlas, Saturn, etc.) from Cape Ken-
nedy it complicated. by low signal-to-noise ratios. The acoustical en-
erg to be detecled1 is in tkj form of atmsaberic pressure vaves of
usually less then 2 dyne c/ct, contributed. In the selected. frequency
spectra 0.01 to 10 Is. At the distance of interest for this study, ap-
proximately 1400 ko, the smplitude and frequency range of the pressure
waves detected havo been decreased considerably by atnospkerIc absorp-
tics, by the dispersive etfects of wind and temperature variations in
the lover and upper atmospheric regions, and by spherical spreading.
At long teages, the combined effect of these factors results in a reduc-
tion of the implitude of the missile-produced atmospheric pressure waves
to less tha the raW mo local atmsperic pressure variations, ambtent
at the senor location. These ambient variations dus to local atms- .
pberic conditions can have pressure amplitudes in the order of 100 to
500 dynes/caR and frvqeqnoy spectra siJilar to misslie-produced waves.

We found the most promising approach used to overcome these' dif-
ficulties, when the position of the infrasonic source is known, to be in
the mpayment of a la.e number of sensors (microphones, microbargrapbs,
or pressure transducers) in a linear array, parl&lel to the Infrasonic
pressure wave front sad the-use of real-time correlation •ohbaiques.
The output of each sensor in t array is ,cobined vith the outputs of
the others by summation or multiplication. If the sensors are suffi-
ciently spaced In the 11near arroy, the pressure variations caused by
wind turbulence at esch sensor tend to produce uncorrelated outputs.
These wworzelated outputs can be expected to •ea power-vise to IA2 ,
vhere I is the niber of sensors and A is the output ampl•tudes; vhereas
the missile-produced pressure waves arriving in phase at all sensors in
the broadside linear array will sun up to (LA)2. ?he improvement in the
signal-to-noise ratio over that of a single sensor will be equal to
10 log (NA)2/IA2 or in di equal to 10 lo1 M. Th greater the number of
sensors in the array, of coiuise, the greater the detection improvemsnt 2

(Fig. 2). In addition, an effective wind screen (Fig. 3) has been de-
vised to inclose eack sensor. This screening can result in a further
Imprzomnt in signal-to-noise ratio of 10 to 30 dD. The amount of Is-
provement Is a function of the degree of vind turbulence.
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A 1000' broadside linear array of 20 screened and equal&y spaced
microphone sensors have been in operation for several years at a test
mit.& in Wavo4im. I. .T. (174. 10. Tn nw~li M., vom'4fl th& Ai4r.atinn nf

arrival And determine the velocity of propagations a second linear array
of 10 sensors is In operation at a site in Viddletovn, VI. J., seven iloes
north of Wayside. Both arroyo are arranged parallel to the acoustic-
pressure vave-fronts arriving from Cape Kennedy. These arrays are re-
motely controlled and the outputs recorded via telephone circuits tor-
minating in a laboratory room. The time of pressure wave arri•vl from
launching time Too the wave durations) velocity, and other pertinent
data are recorded for each array and each scheduled large missile
launching.

Observations

The occasionally observed early arrival (precursor) of infrasonic
waves in the time freme of 38 to 43 minutes (Fig. 1) preceding the nor-
sal arrival period in of considerable interest to those concerned with
acoustic propagation phenomena. Observed spolitudes and durations of
these early arrivals are about one-haf that of the normal arrival. In
the lover atmospheric regions, the absorption coefficients which is a
function of temperature, viscosity, Ad pressure, is etremely mall at
these low acoustic frequencies. In the upper atmospheric rogioans the
absorption coefficient is pester# principally because of the lover at-
mospheric pressure. This lends support to our hypothesis that upper
atmospheric ducting is responsible for the early arrivin pressure vaves
at the Jet stream level (30 000 to 40 000'). Apparently, early arriml.
occurs only w•en the Jet stream flovs northvmrd *long the east coast
froc the' direction of Florida. We have observed this phevomens during
the winter months and it has been confirmed by studies .of the tropo-
pause wind anslysis stream function charts published daily by the IUM
Environmental Data Service.3 The velocity of the Jet stream a given
in these charts plus the velocity of sound at the relevant altituds
could account for the early arrival of the Infrasonic vave train. This
theory is further confiri•d by c=aring the observed reduced ave am-
plitudes and durations of the early grrivals with the amplitudes and
durations of the normal arrivals. A four-minute film shoving the var-
iation of these wind streams over a period of a year will accopay
this presentation. These ta ohw that the Jet stream prevail in a
vest to seat direction across the U.S.A. in the tmer. As late fall
occurs, the streams drop to the southern portion of the country with an
attendant curvature to the north along the east coast. Figure 5 shoas
typical vest to east sumartime patterns, while Figure 6 shows the win-
ter streams approximately parallel to the east coast. The latter is
thereby in the correct orientation to account for the precursor, or
earlier than normal wma arrival.
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Des•_r of xriment -Statistical Problam Are--

During observations of the earlvy Ilnfraund arrivals from Cape Net-
nedy. the detection of the weak ifrmmmi .wave trains f,,m Im Aim-
toaes is often masked by the effects of wind turbulence, particule2y
during the vwidy winter months in the northeastern pert of the U. B. The I
broadside army of nosy sensors (100 or more) appears to be the met
promising solution to the reduction of the effect of wind turbulence.
The micropioe sensors presently employed require considerable moiuten-
once and therefore large arrays of a hundred or more sensors become
rather impracticsl. At the present time, the problem of further reduc-
i',g the effects of wind turlbaien•e remains with us. Investigation of
two types of infrasonic gradient microphone sensor are currently in
progress. The gradient types offer pzli"s of greater reUiability, lover
costs per unit, and mey be less affected by wind turbulence.

Then the problem of site selection for the sensors further broadens
the experimental design problem. With but only two or three site instru-
mentatiins economically allowed, the question arises as to where the ssa-
pliag woILU prove to be most profitable In terms of helpful data. Addl-
tionally. the correlation of the sparse experimnotal data with the voltmi-
noun wiTd dfta provmde problae atreal hich sy be mernable to sbtistialetech~niques. As shown la, the accompwanyn filmando Figures 5 end 6j,th
wind data shows distint summr-winter variti~ons. But, tkw lambngbo
of missiles ame relatively few and far'betwveen.

other bypotbeses attempting to explain the relative occurrences of the
normal end precursor wave trains. For this experimental design consid-
eration, though, we are comining our attention to the one hypothesis,
i.e., the Jet stream bhypotheiLs. We plan to arrange experiment@ to con-
firm, or deny, this hypothesis. Initially, therefore, we mst determine
hoy best to proceed in this endeavor that Is typical of manay such quests
in what might be termed macroscopic expierimental research involving spo-
radic and uncontrollable conditions.
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SI I APPUXX I

w Wave Spectra .

'.A theoretical analysis was performed In an attexpt to explain math-
Siematically the total process of generation, Lrauuaissioný and reception

I ~of these pressure waves " typified by Figure I. This theoretical ap-

* proach is fundaental in nature as it provides understanding of the char-
acterist:ics to be expected from signasl so formulated. It is planned to
present this original and extensive theory in a separate publication as
yet undetermined.

Of interest, though, to those concerned with the physics is that a
close examination of the experimentally obtained signals of Figure 1
show a high correlation with these theoretical findings. Pronounced
characteristics that are readily apparent in Figure 1 coincide with the
analytical results. This figure shows that between approximately 47 and
53 zinutes from launch-tim, the normal signal consists of relatively .
prominent groups of signal spectra having amplitudes clustered at posi-;
tions located 48, 49, and 5Q.7 zinutes from launch time. It may be furi
ther noted that the first group of spectra at 46 minutes is relatively
small in amplitude, while the second two groups are contrastingly large.

This clustering and relative amplitudes are in close accord with
the theoretical findings, which show an expectation that three major time
periods of energies will be experienced in the reception of such pressure
s4ins. The first period is mathematically predicted to consist of

d
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relatively low-level ihP-frequency transiets. Then follf s two m-jor

grup* u" y;vww.2*. :jo.,c 1m, ,,,,i.n amplitude than the

initia. transient group.

This analysis therefore shows, as experienced experiflt•.l•y, that

one should expect a first-arrival low-level response to the initial

missile initi.ated energy spike. Then the two larger groups of pressure

waves follow, an Figure I. clearly illustrstes.
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YU. 3. An experimental design of an infrasonic wiind screen inclosure.
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(W AN ANTITANK M--,Il- WITH ,H:I)l- ,J:yTS

BY
It. G. CONARD AND N. It. RICH

U. S. Army Missile Command
Redstone Arsenal, Alabama

ABSTRACT

This paper deals with the probability of catastrophic failure and target
miss of an antitank missile in flight resulting from failure of control jets to fire.
When two failures occur in sequence, the missile deviates widely from the flight
path but is recoverable. When three jets fall to fire in certain sequences, cata-
strophic missile failure will result.

A complete solution to this problem would involve the determination of the
probability of- failures of all possible combinations of successes and failures
which would result in ground impact. It would consider the random distribution
of the location of the target relative to launch position and the distribution of the
missile about an average flight path.

A partial solution to this problem has been found in a system of "states,"
or intervals in the vertical plane. The recursive equations for the probability of
lying in each state have been developed and tables of state probabilities for
several values of the probability of success for one jet pair.

INTRODUCTION

The specific problem addressed In this paper deals with the probability
of failure for a missile which employs jet pulses as a control mechanism and as
a means for overcoming gravity.

In this system pairs of jet pulses fire sequentially as the missile, which
maintains a fairly constant roll rate, flies toward the target. The pairs of jet
pulses are so located about the center of gravity that little or no net torque is
applied to the missile body (Figure 1). The firing position of the jets is in a
near vertical plane. By varying the angle away from the vertical plane, a side
component of thrust may be attained. This side force makes lateral corrections
in the flight path upon command (Figure 2).

This article has been reproduced photographically from the authors' manuscript.
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11

JET JET

Figure 1. Location of Jets (Side View)

VERTICAL

HORIZONTAL

FIRING POSITION OF JETS RELATIVE
TO HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL AXES

.FRIC POSITI ON

Figure 2. Location of Jet Pulse (Rear View)

The major concern is with the effect on the flight trajectory of a pair of
jet pulses failing to fire at the correct time. Since the missile is acted on by
gravity, it will drop immediately unless continually sustained by these jet pulses.
The lateral dispersion will be affected als;v; this m•la or miay not be serious
depending on the location of the target with respect to location of missile when
failure occurs and on the magnitude of such disturbing forces as cross wind. In
this study, dispersion in the vertical plane alone is dealt with.

The missile is of a type which is continually commanded from launch to
target. In this paper: it is assumed that failure problems do not exist in the
guidance system, but occur only in the control mechanism.

So that the missile can be brought back to original flight path, the rate
of firing increases as errors become larger. The time interval between jet
firings is a discrete fraction of nominal firing intervals. The nominal firing
rate will just balance gravitational forces, but a more rapid firing rate %ill
fifrc, the missile to move upward.
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During the flight test prograni a kn,,wn rate of failuntv haw hvu.n obse.rvcd.
"The failures have been in the circuitr-v so hat ,'ither b)eth jets. of a pair fir.
simultaneously or both fail.

In the flight test program it has been observed that out of a total of ,M
commands, L pairs have failed to fire. The estimated failure rate of the cir-
cuitry, therefore, has been L/M. There is no reason to believe that the rate
will change unless the quality is improved at some additional cost or that the
circuit is redesigned.

The effect on the trajectory has been investigated when combinations of
failures have occurred in the flight program. Even though there has been a
fairly high rate of component failure in the flight test program, the missile has
not hit the ground. Although the missile exceeded a desirable control band for
an interval of time, it would have missed the tatrget only if the failure had
occurred immediately before Impact.

For this investigation two types of failures have been defined:

1) The missile deviates from the line.-of-stght to the target by more
than one unit. In this case it exceeds a desirable control band
which will result in a miss if the deviation occurs just prior to
i mpact.

2) The missile deviates downward three units ano wiil Impact the
ground. This case is a catastrophic' failure and can never reeovtv
ov hit the, target.

COMBINATIONS OF FAILURE

The first approach considered for this problem was that of determining
the probability of certain combinations of failure.

If it is assumed that there are N jet pulse pi rs, ('ach %%ith probathilit.1 p
of success and corresponding probability of failure q 1 - p and that the pairs

N
fail indepe:ndently of one another, the probability of no failures %Nill 1w p. 'l'h
following recursive equations hold:

1) Probability of no repwated failure (Fi'i in a sequence of N - lblh ii

A AN ---- A 1 4 pqAN-_2 A0  I 1  I
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21 Probability of at least thr-ee f; u e 0 . . I I -k f .
ol N = (Table z)

CN PC qpCNN N-1 N-3 " . ., .

3) Probability of at least one pair of failure ( I." h 11) r,, 1uh-4,,tVl,(
with three or more failures in a row -- Tabhe

WN = I - AN - CN

Trajectory simulation implies that when any combination of three out of
four consecutive pairs or three out of five consecutive pairs of jets fail to fireC in
the right sequence, catastrophic failure results. Some combinations of three
failures in six consecutive pairs result in marginal flight. A sequene of "even
where the first, seventh, and any one other pair in between fail will not result in
catastrophic failure. In fact, if every fifth jet pair failed to fire, the missile
would recover but the dispersion about the desired flight path would be large.

This alproach was abandoned since the important missile position
could be found only by taking a particular combination of failures and running a
trajectory simulation. The approach did not provide direct informatiorl on the
probability of missile failure. For example, the missile would fail catastrophi-
cally if failures and successes alternated (SFSFSF...), but this case would be
included in the calculation of AN.

DISCRETE STATE STOCHASTIC MODEL OF VERTICAL DEVLTIONS

The next approach taken involved a simplified model of the vertical
deviation from an average or nominal trajectory.

The average trajectory was computed by a least squares fit of the tra-
jectory when all jets are firing in the proper sequence and at expected time
intervals. The least squares fit established an average or expected trajectory
about which the missile oscillated (Figure 3). In making the fit to the average
trajectory the data immediately following the time when the failure occurs were
discarded. The data were again used when the firing rate once more became
normal.

At the time of firing of the Nth jet pair, the missile can be considered in
one of seven "states." Each state is an interval in the vertical plane.
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DEVIATION P

Figure 3. Vertical Deviation from Average Flight Path

If there are no jet failures, each pair will fire when the missile is in
state 0 (Figure 4). The missile is considered to be in state 0 when the first
pair is fired. Let xo(N) denote the probability of being in state 0 at the time

of firing for Nth pair, then X0(1) 1.

DEVIATION

TIME

Figure 4. Nominal Trajectory (No Jet Failures)

When the first failure occurs, the missile will drop into state 2 (Figure 5).
If the failure Is followed by a success, the thrust of the jet pair does little more
than arrest the missile in its fail; thus, the missile remains in state 2. The next
success will bring the missile to state I and the next success brings the missile
to state 0. For example, for the sequence S,S, F,S,S,S, the states will be
0. 0, 2,:1,1,0.
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DEVIAON STATE I O

TIME

Figure 5. Vertical Deviation (One Jet Failure)

Two jet failures in a row after a series of successes will drop the missile
into state 4 (Figure 6). If the next firings are successes, the missile will stay
in state 4 one time and then climb up one state at a time. Thus, the sequence
S,S,F,F,S,SIS,S,S, will result inthe states 0,0,2,4,4,3,2,1,0. For the sequence
S, S, F, S, F, S, S,S, S, S,S, as shown in Figure 7, the state sequence is
0, 0,2,2, 4, 4,3,2, 1,0.

Three Malures in a row will place the missile in state 6 (Figure 8). This
is a captive state representing the catastrophic failure of hitting the ground.
Once in state 6, the missile remains in this state.

The recursive equations for this model are given in Table 4. Here XI(N)
th

is the probability of being in state 1 at the time of the N pair firing. These
were developed through the following type of reasoning: The missile can be in

OE~iTIO.STATE 0

DEVIATION

STATE 4

TIME

Figure 6. Vertical Deviatien (Two Jet Failures)
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DEVIATION STATE 1 - S 0

S STATE 2 -1

TliT

TIME

Figure 7. Vertical Deviation (Failure-Success-Failure Sequence)

DEVIATION

" "STAT 3

S STATE 5

TI ME

Figure 8. Vertical Deviation (Three Jet Failures)

l1b X0(N' pX0N - 1) - pXI(N - 11

(2. XI(N) = qp7XON -3) - qpN1l(N - I qp'X2(N - 5) - qp'X3dN -6)

S (1 X2(N) z qXO(N - 1) • qpX0ON - 21 qpXI (N - .3) - qp'X2fN - 41 - qp'X:i(.4 - 5)

(41)CI iN qXIiN - 1i - qpXlfN - 2, t ,'X2(N - 3) cp
3

X3N - 41

(D X4(N) qX2N - lo - qpX21 X- 2 1 qpliN -3)

M61 X3(N' z qXVIN - 1H *qp)3IN - 21

(7) X6(NI m X6N - 11 - qXS N - 1I I qX4(N - II

Table 4.
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I
ta~tui~ U~C JtAi 4,.th Ncr in sta!L- AI Q!_ stp I at thf,

previous firing and that firing was successful. Thus, Prob (state 0 at time N,
= Prob (statp 0 at time N - 1H • Prob (success) ÷ Prob (state I at time
N - 1) • Prob (success), or XO(N = pXO(N - 1) - PXfN - 1). It is
assumed that the probability of success is independent of the state. The initial
conditions for this set of recursive equations are given in Table 5. The values
of the state probabilities for N = 1..... 25 and p = . g0..0. .95, .99 are
shown in Tables 6 through 9.

Sta es 1 2 3 4 5 C

0 1 p p2  p3  p' + p 3q p6 + 2p4 q

I ppq prq p4q
2 q 2pq 2p 2 q 2p3q 2p 4q - 2p'q 2

3 2p2q2  4p 3q3

4 q! 3pq2  4p 2q2  4p3 q2

5 2p2q?

6 qc 4pq3 + q4  q, 4 5pq. - Sp2 q3

Table 5.

The probability of catastrophic failure (hitting the ground) is the prob-
ability of being in state 6. If a target were of such a size as to cover states 0,
1, and 2 exactly, the probability of hitting the target would be the probability of
being in any of these three states.

There are several drawbacks to this approach. The target might not
cover an exact number of states so that the distribution within states is of
importance. The range of the target should be considered to be variable: thus,
the time between "times of firing" needs to be taken into account. As the pairs
are fired, the number of available jet pairs decreases. Thus, if a failure
occurs near the end of flight, the time until another unused pair Is in position to
fire is longer than It would be at the beginning of flight and the missile might
drop further. For this reason, the model does not provide a uniformly good
approximation to reality.
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One of the limitations of this approach is the difficulty of relating the
position of the missile in one of the various states to its position along the tra-
jectory since the rate of firing of the side thruster is not alwaya a pn-t.nt.

In order to compensate exactly for gravity there must be a predictable amount
of impulse imparted to the missile during a given time interval. If one side jet
pair fails to fire at the proper time and the missile-develops a vertical accelera-
tion due to gravity, the acceleration must be corrected and the missile brought
back to its appropriate flight path by more rapid firing of the side thrusters.

If the success-failure sequence is known, the number of successful side
jet firings required to bring the missile back to its original flight path can be
determined by flight simulation. For the simpler cases this hpa been done and
a time relation between state position and the required number of successful
firing results has been determined explicitly. The more complicated sequences
would present some difficulty especially if the supply of available side jets is
exhausted. On the average, however, a missile in a given state whose vertical
acceleration has been arrested will have experienced a predictable number of
successes within a given time.

QUESTIONS TO BE CONSIDERED

The following questions are submitted for consideration by the panel.

1) The distribution of the missile deviation about an average flight path
will involve the dispersion of a properly fmnctioning missile as well
as the dispersion resulting from jet failure. A technique is required
for combining the two sources of error.

2) Since the target is at a random position relative to the launcher, the
probability of hit may be related to the range of the target. How
should the target range be included as an error source?

3) Toward the end of flight, the number of jets to be fired becomes
limited. Therefore, if a failure occurs late in the flight, there might
be empty rows of jets. This would result In a delay in firing after
the failure until a pair of Jets would be in the proper position to be
fired. How should this problem be handled?
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A PROBABILI1 APPROACH TO CATASTROPHIC THREAT

Clifford J. Maloney*
Bethesda, Maryland

I. INTRODUCTION. Prior to World War II statistical methods wtre
viewed as a body of techniques appropriate to scientific research and
to a limited range of other activities, primarily insurance. The war
and the immediate post war years saw an enormous expansion of the ap-
plication of statistics to quality control of incoming supplies, opera-
tions research as a replacement for trial and error in the choice of
operational organization and technique, and sample surveys as a substitute
for complete canvass for obtaining socio-economic data needed in decision-
making. Developments more purely mathematical in nature, including linear
programming, development of the electronic computer, finite mathematics
and the like served to help foster an increasing mathematical, probabilisti•,
and statistical approach to decision-making in all aspects of human activ:L'.

Perhaps the one aspect which has so far not attracted the attention
of scholars has been the anticipation, prevention, and/or amelioration of
unexpected but costly contingencies; an activity the businessman has long
known as "putting out fires." But despite the fact that, superficially
at least, "every case is different," the very fact that in the aggregate
these occurrences are both frequent and costly, suggests that at the
very least we can attempt to codify the techniques by which the successful
practitioners cope with these pheonomena, however diversified, and that a
possibility as well exists that some underlying structure will be dis-
covered.

I1. THE NATURE OF CATASTROPHE. The Statistical Department of the
Metropolitan Life Insurance Company defines a catastrophe as anty accident
in which 25 or more lives are lost. Two incidents will. show that an
event may be a disaster despite the fact that no loss of life occurred
or was even threatened. The first was the Pueblo incident where the
chief cost was the severe, and continuing, but unmeasurable contribution
to the threat to peace. The second was the public reaction to the
characterization of a military briefing as a "brainwashing." One suspect(,
that, two years later, the reaction would be very different. A first
attempt to list the characteristics of a disaster is given in Figure 1.
The ensuing six figure. give a few ill-chosen examples under each of six
disaster characteristics to which the reader can undoubtedly add an in-
definite number of more suitable examples.

My claim that while, in fact, unexpected the disastrous event was
"predictable" can be illustrated by the seizure of the Pueblo. All
partiesrecognized that such an act was conceivable. The difference
lay exclusively in their assessments of its likelihood. All I mean by

*Views expressed herein are those of the author and not to be construed

as official.
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occurrence. Contamination of the moon by earth microbes, or of the
earth by organisms returning with the astronauts is another such case.
Earth rupture, tsunami, or earthquakes are all conceivable consequences
of underground nuclear tests. It is unnecessary to argue that the in-
conceivable never happens in order to make it clear that most catastrophes
are of an ortdinary garden variety; that their catastrophic nature lies in
their (1) severity and (2) unexpectedness, not in their absolute novelty.

That ceWmstrophe severity is as much psychological as real, may not
be at once apparent. Such loss (other than one ship and the suffering
of the men and their families) as was sustained in the Pueblo incident,
lies in the threat to world peace - i.e., is psychological. The Dugway-
sheep kill created a great public outcry - yet the anticipation that
several workmen will lose their lives when the Washington, D. C. subway
is built, won't raise an eyebrow. The brainwashing episode was an
extreme example.

I1l. DECISION-MAKING DOMAINS. To decide to ignore or to anticipate
a threat is to make a decision, and decision-making is one of the more
recent and more prestigious applications of probability. If, as claimed,
catastrophic threat has not hitherto been recognized as an appropriate
application of decision theory, there must be something about the material
that conceals its appropriateness for the technique. We can at once
expose this unconscious assumption, show how to remove it, and show theabsolute necessity of doing so by reviewing the circumstances \in which

the application of probability is currently fully recognized. 'First,
partly as a horrible example, partly because all problems not treated
with a formal algorithm are necessarily so treated, and partly to show
the absolutely fundamental role of probability in all of life's decisions,
the universally applied method of common sense will be listed as a specific
method and discussed. Its characteristics are given in Figure 8. Many,
if not most, of life's decisions'hinge on an estimate of probability. To

portray this rule in a military context, I have extracted certain sen-
tences from the chapter on the Anzio Campaign from the book COW4AND(

DECISIONS, published by the Office of the Chief of Military History in
1959, and present them in the appendix. Figure 9 is a map of the theater
involved. By reading these extracts, which are limited to only those
sentences in which a probabilistic concept is essential, in order one can
gain a picture of the campaign almost as complete as by reading the full
text.

Two further points should also be clear. The various generals
assessed the probabilities very differently. In particular, General
Mark Clark feared over-precipitate advance because of his one-time
experience at Salerno. The English authorities seemed to feel that
the German Cassino Line would crumble the moment the Allies had gained
a foothold. No Allied commander seems to have contemplated the possibility
of an unopposed landing -which in the event is what happened. What I 4
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no formalized procedure existed for dealing with the probability com-
ponent of comiand decision-making and that that lack proved costly.

The application of probability considerations first occurred, and
by now is well established, in the situations which grew out of, or
which can be logically reduced to, games of chance. In practice, these
cases arise in designed experiments or in sample surveys where the sample
is drawn by "probability sampling." This situation is characterized in
Figure 10.

In a closely related but distinguishable situation, characterized
in Figure 11, the sample is not drawn from a preformed population but
from a growing one. Both of these canes (Figuies 10 and 11) involve
probabilities and sample sizes in a middle range.

In the next situation (Figure 12) we are dealing with a case where,
again, probabilities are, or at lease often are, in..the middle range,
but sample sizes are usually not even defined. During World War II, the
Weather Bureau developed a so-called 30-year series of Northern Hemisphere
maps to enable military forecasters to make forecasts by matching the
current weather map with an earlier situation, on the assumption that
the succeeding weather should also be a repetition. Unfortunately,
matching is never exact. At this point a new factor s brought into
play, which goes back to the earliest recognition of 9 role of chance
"assessment'in decision-making, but whick-4as relatively neglected in
the century preceeding World War II, while an objecttie foundation for
probability seemed to be proving adequate. This new ,factor was the
concept of personal probability, not as a quantity having external
reality, but as a measure of subjective mind state whether shared by
several minds or peculiar to one. It will be argued below that this
factor has been incorrectly apprehended. Here it is' sufficient to note
that on this foundation a super-structure for dealing with forecasting,
technological and otherwise, has,'been elaborated and is being increasingly
widely adopted. A good introduction is afforded by Bright (1968) and
the references there included.

Finally, we come to the situation contemplated in this paper. Like
the case above, sample size is essentially non-existent. But here the
*probabilities are so low that no hope exists of accumulating a fund of
cases, sufficiently "similar" to provide more than the most tenuous basis
for probability quantitation even as a belief state. This is the case
described in Figure 13. The essential difference between this case and
that of Figure 12 is that, whereas in the latter, probabilities are
fairly high, here they are low. For example, stock market, weather or
weapons system forecasting cannot successfully be based on simple sample
statistics, as for instance is done when the number of telephones or
children per household, or the weight gain due to a ration additive is
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assayed in a controlled trial; still the market opens, the nert day
comes and brings with it an after the fact verifiable weather outcome, .
and whatever weapon system is chosen for development, five to Len years

justifies the decision or reveals its invalidity. But catastrophic threat
may or may not come to pass. The air defense of the United States against
a bomber attack by the Soviets was incredibly expensive. Was it a success?
No such attack occurred, -but would one have had one if the defense been less ef-
fective or less costly? We will never know. The current debate over ABM
deployment would not continue a day if all concerned were agreed that
within the decade of the seventies one or more technologically effective
nuclear missiles were highly likely to be launched against one or move of
our cities. The ABM proponents, quite as much as the opponents, not only
hope that the event will not occur, but assess its likelihood as low. The
disagreement is entirely over how low is low enough.

IV. PROBABILITY FOUNDATIONS. Three times in the past the development
of a new foundation for quantitative probability has resulted in a major
success in the increase in understanding and control of the real world.
The two "objective" foundations, the a priori or necessary of Cardan
Galileo, Fermat and Pascal, and the frequency foundations of Graunt and
Halley, developed about the same time, proved adequate as a foundation for
all applications of probability prior to World War I . They were abstracted
to a formal mathematical calculus at the end of that period by Kolmogoroff
and others.

For the most part the necessary and the frequency foundation forprobability are complementary. There is, however, one aspect in which

they give conflicting counsel, the problem of outliers. On the frequency
definition an outlier is meaningless - for that approach takes experience
as given. On the contrary, the a priori or necessary approach rejects
experience whenever it is in confiict with doctrine. Adherents of both
approaches, being sensible men, adhere neither to the one extreme nor to
the other. Nor, indeed, do they in practice achieve a comfortable com-rpr omise. i

As suggested above, notions of "degree of belief" as a foundation of i
probability theory, while studies in the years following World War I, were
not widely employed until after World War II. Most adherents of personal
probability adopt a concensus form of the approach. It is not what one
believes, but what one ought'to believe that matters. DeFinetti and
Savage, however, go all the way and allow everyone his own private degree
of belief, divorcing the concept entirely from external world events.

A fifth foundation for the concept of probability underlies, if
somewhat subconsciously, most work on curve fitting and indeed comes
close to formal enunciation especially in the older least squares
literature. Here every value of every quantitative property is assumed
to be precisely determined, but as a function of a literally infinite
number of independent or predictor variables, say
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X = + 8+ +6 + + . .

One schieves a chance structure by neglecting most of these latter. Then
the precise value of the predicted variable depends on the contribuLLon
of the neglected variables, which being unknown makes the predicted value
a chance one. Each of the other theories can be obtained by making assump-
tions about this formula. The a priori definition assumes that the relative
frequency of possible values of X can be inferred because the values of
the independent variables are known, whenever individually important. The
frequency definition conversely finds the values only of a fraction of the
parameters, age, sex, occupation and so on in the case of mortality schedules
ascertainable, but a number of essential parameters remain unknown, so that
observations on X, as well as calculations on the known right hand terms,
are required. Either subjective theory would differ from the a priori
approach only in that the values of the parameters and the form of the
function would be apprehended intuitively rather than be calculated from
theory or inferred from sampling experiments. How does a batter hit a
ball is the classic example to distinguish between the rational, algorithmic
approach to nature and the intuitive subconscious unanalyzed approach. The
batter seldom regards a graduate degree in mechanics as essential for suc-
cess - though he does indeed bear in mind all the identifiable admonitions
which can be derived either from theory or experience.

Personal probability is to be distinguished from objective probability
not because it is an entirely different - an unrelated - species, but be-
cause it stresses a component always present when a mind contemplates the
external world. Ite mind never knows the world, it has only beliefs about
it. These beliefs are a substitute, or better, an alternative for objec-
tive measures. In some contexts, the objective criteria prove more suc-
cessful, in others the subjective judgments. These beliefs can have little
value if not verified in practice, and verified in just the way that obj-
ective deductions are - by the observed outcome. If the odds makers pick
the wrong team to win the World's Series, all agree that the choice was an
error. One is entitled to his opinion - but only before the game. The
several bases for the concept of probability are set out in Figure 14.

V. A NEW 1VIEW OF PROBABILITY. It was remarked above that the
requirements of supplying a foundation for decision theory in circum-
stances where evaluating parameters by sampling of many indistinguishable
elements is not available, has since World War II been furnished by the
concept of probability as "degree of belief." It was further asserted
that the true nature of personal probability is not, as often thought,
something apart from objective probability. There is only one probability.
That is the success ratio in a series of trials. A logical complication
arises from the fact that the series is necessarily infinite and there-
fore necessarily conceptual rather than actual. It may be estimated in
each of three ways. The first way is the a priori or necessary approach.
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If the possible results can be enumerated, if they possess an adequate
degree of symmetry, and if they are independent, Va apply rho "rinciple
of insufficient reason. This approach has always been intuitively ap-
pealing, logically intractable, and limited in application. The device
comes this latter difficulty, shares in a different way the intuitive

appeal, but Litroduces its own logical difficulties. The degree of
belief approach possesses the prime advantage of always being applicable,
but only to the perceiving mind, never to the real world. For this latter
to occur we must appeal to a method of verification. For example, conlsider
a weather forecaster. Each newscast he presents a "fearless forecast"
preceded by an explanation of why his last forecast failed. Weather
forecasts are made on the basis of much data, much theory, historical
records, or Farmer's Almanacs. The basis is irrelevant. The verifica-
tion is the thing. If the forecasts are verified, the forecaster is a
success. The sequence of trials is thus the successive forecasts periods.
The successes are the verified forecasts, all others are failures. The
process is just as objective as was Graunt's birth series. That the fore-
caster used his degree of belief in formulating his forecast is as inci-
dental as the use by a batter of his in deciding to swing at a pitched
ball. Each man functions as a measuring instrument. A person is often
superior to a machine in such functions.

The catastrophic threat problem does introduce a complication. In
most, if not all, realistic applications of personal probability the
verification is not long in coming. That is why people forecast. But
a catastrophic threat is necessarily a rare event, if it happens at all.
Just as we cannot, before the event, accumulate an adequate fund of
experience upon which to base an estimate of probability, so we cannot
after the Oerification step accumulate a sufficient fund of verified or
disproved forecasts to establish a success ratio in a trial sequence
known to be homogeneous in the probability sense. Fortunately, the
occurrence compensates for its severity by its rarity. The new element
which the present analysis seeks to supply to the contribution of
probability to decision-making is a new technique of verification.

For this purpose consider Figure 15. Here we have listed not one
stochastic sequence, but three labelled as conditions A, B, C. A, B,
and C could be threats of aggression by three different nations, or the
threat of war, of famine and of a major epidemic. Each represents what
would usually be chosen to characterize one series of trials as ordinarily
described in discussions of probability. But the types of catastrophic

threat are not limited; they are legion. Suppose we employ the methods
of personal probability to assign "degrees of belief" to occurrence of
each. Further, let this be done not by one individual, or by one
forecasting team, but by many, each applying whatever "betting system"
is most attractive. We would get as a result a two-fold matrix of
assigned probabilities such as is diagrammed in Figure 16.
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While it is true that the probabilities subjectively assigned to
the contingency that a catastrophe of specified nature would occur in
a specific interval of time is low, and in general varies as between
the types of contingencies involved, the possible contingencies are
legion, so that it is to be expected that an any given estimation
procedure a fairly high number of possible catastrophes would be
assigned the same or nearly the mame value of the probability of
occurrence in a specific time frame. In Figure 17, this is indicated
by assigning probabilities not to individual catastrophic contingencies,
but to classes characterized by the property that within a class, each
individual catastrophe is regarded as equally likely. The grouping may
well be different as between rows. Hence, the columns do not refer to
the same contingencies in every row. The letter k in each cell represents
the number of contingencies all assigned the same probability of occur-
rence by the technique of that given row.

As each period of observation passes, the occurrence of the various
types of catastrophe would be noted. The subjective probabilities as-
signed by any one procedure (in any one row) would be verified or refuted
according as the empirical success ratio was sufficiently close to the
ex ante assigned probability or not. This empirical success ratio would
be calculated in a slightly different manner from that utilized at pre-
sent, where it is assumed that every sequence of trials is studied in
isolation and without regard to what is happening in any other. Let the
success ratio at a certain observation period be n/m; where n is the
number of catastrophes, all having been assigned the same probability,
which have so far occurred and m is the product of the number of such
catastrophes by the number of observation period.. Here k equals the
number of catastrophes grouped as having the same subjective probability
of occurring, and p is the probability itself. Let h be the number of
catastrophes of this class which occur in the next observation period.
Of course, h will almost always be zero,'rarely be unity and almost
never be greater. Then the success ratio at the end of this period
becomes

* n+h

m + k

The essence of this procedure is that we are judging, not the success
in assigning subjective probabilities to specific types of catastrophes,
but the betting system itself (at this level of probability). If the
probability assignment for one class of catastrophe is verified, our
confidence in the assignment of all classes is strengthened.

So far we have pooled experience in assessing the efficacy of a
particular "betting system," i.e., method of assigning subjective
probabilities, but only at a specific level (or limited range of levels)
of the assigned probability. An first shown by Karl Pearson, we can use
chi-square or some alternative approach to get a combined test of the
procedure irrespective of level.
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Particularly in a medical enviLumzunL Lair- L t nrc c Vnr
high level of safety for products produced for human consumption has
received increasing attention. The Polio and Thalidomide incidents
are instances. The cigarette and cyclamate episodes provide an il-

lustration of variation in response to evidence. These cases have
been studied (so far as the author is aware) by extrapolation of con-
ventional statistical techniques from regions of relatively high
probability (so that evidence is attainable) to the region of interest
where probability of occurrence is extremely low - one in a million
exposures or less. The present paper seeks to provide a procedure
for catastrophes where even this extrapolatory technique is unavailing,
but there is no reason why, when it is, that the evidence from both
approaches should not be pooled.

VI. THE COST FACTOR. Costs, like threats, are some real and some
imaginary. A perfect system of probability assessments would still not
be adequate for decision-making, if costs are ignored, except in those
instances where the probability concerned is negligible.

There is a vague appreciation that in a military context "negligible'
probabilities are a trap. Defenders, particularly budget officers who
are to fund protection from such "impossible" threats, or competitors
for those funds inevitably dismiss such probabilities as negligible,
yet often in fact, just that stratagem will be selected by attackers
in the very knowledge that it will be unanticipated by the defenders.
Instances are the Pearl Harbor attack; the choice of land over sea
approach at Singapore; the Black Forest end run of the Maginot Line;
the "post season" sea assault at the Battle of Hastings. Two famous
examples from the history of mathematics describe the failure of
Saccheri, and the success of Hamilton from a confrontation with the
unthinkable.

As this paper treats catastrophic threat the costs are by assumption
high. But a closer estimate is needed. Perha s the outstanding charac-
teristic of disaster costs is that the ex post estimates of cost!
"always" outweigh the ex ante1 cost estimates, and by a huge factor.
This is recognized by every parent who tries to get his teenage off-
spring to cross a collej;e campus or to drive the family car with due
caution. The military weets this problem in stark terms when it tries
to indoctrinate habits of safety in new recruits. Live ammunition in
field exercties represents one attempt to secure credible reality. How-
ever, no adequate technique has been found.

before the observation period.
,fter the observation period.
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But while a closer approximation of ex ante to ex post costs
assessments by new troops would reduce the incidence nf fraAnnAl

tragedy, and shorten the battle seasoning of troops, the wide dis-
crepancy inevitably existing in assessing the costs of catastrophes,
is thc essence of the catastrophic threat problem. Indeed, in practice
all or nearly all the discussion will be found to turn on an estimation
of the probabilities, and little of it on assessment of the costs, though
a giat deal of attention is devoted to deprecating the costs of preven-
tion or of protection predicated on this presumed negligible risk. With
a one-sidcd consideration of both costs and probabilities, there is
little chance of efficient decision-making.

The instintive impulse of the mathematically, or philosophically
minded is to generalize the problem and then return to the specific
example - in our case the unreality of ex ante estimates - on the basis
of supposedly clearer insight. To estimate is to make a decision, and
decision-making is intrinsically emotional. This point was graphically
demonstrated by Koehler in experiments during World War I, Figure 18.

If a chicken is placed close to a short stretch of fence and a
handful of grain is placed on the other side close to the fence, but
beyond reach through it, the chicken will excitedly press against the
fence and never step beck to seek a way around it. If the grain is
moved farther away, the emotional attraction will be reduced, and the
lhen will have a better chance of solving the problem.

So true is it that decision-making is an emotional process that
advertising and political discussion are directed almost exclusively
at emotional, and only incidentally at logical components of issues.
In consequence persons who will make decisions are selected on the
basis of emotional, not rational, characteristics. So widespread is
this process that it almost becomes a "first law of management" that,
when it comes to making decisions "those with the power lack the know-
ledge, those with the knowledge lack the power." In consequence, the
"on tap" become the "untapped."

This lack of knowledge has not merely been recognized, but has
been deplored through all of history. Even so, courts of inquiry,
"inquests, grand juries, staffs, study groups and a host of other
techniques, have evolved to supply knowledge deficiencies of those in
power. However, in a power rather than information dominated environ-
ment, all such devices tend to be ineffective because they tend to be
ignored. Where power makes decisions, only power can influence decisions
Where decisions are out of touch with reality because information is
ignored, and countervailing power is laking feedback from consequences
is avoided. Figure 19 lists certain principles which seem applicable.

Ascendency of emotional over informational factors in decision-
making leads to a widely recognized, widely deplored, oscillation in
efforts at averting or dealing with catastrophic threat. The soldier
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knows this oscillation in the contrast between his hero's role in
times of threat. and aerAnpnnp'. rV-1- In c-•ci-i . . ... A a Lin-roof
parable is known to all, but heeded by few. The technique outlined
in this paper represents only what could be done, but not what wil
be done, until the forces producing this violent oscillation are
rendered impotent. A single incident at this Design Conference will
illustrate the situation. One talk at the Conference was given by
Dr. Condon, in charge of the safety program for the moon landings.
After explaining that the success of the safety program was due,
in large part at least, to his refusal to adopt a "good enough"
attitude, the speaker conceded that the program was thereby made

costly and commented that, in the days ahead there will be "pressures
on us in the way of costs."

This to the universal story of the fight against catastrophe.
The expense ensures success; the success breeds lack of support.
It will always be thus where decision-making is a budgetary process.
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EXTRE•IE

UNEXPECTED

PREDICTABLE

PSYCHOLOGICAL

RARE

Figure 1. Characteristics of Catastrcphes

SUDDEN

Donora vs. Los Angeles Smog

-Iran Earthquake vs. Erosion

Epidemics vs. Normal Death Rate

Air Crash vs. Automobile Deaths

Poliomyelitis vs. Cardiac Arrest

Figure 2. l1lustrative Examples

EXTREME

Date Place Type Deaths

1947 Texas City Fire-exp. 561

1942 Boston Club Fire 492

1944 Port Chicago Ammo Ships 322

1944 Hartford Circus Fire 168

1947 Southwest Tornado 167

Figure 3. Illustrative examples
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U£EXPECTED

Thal ido-.ide Teratogency

Pearl Harbor Attack

Prince of Wales and Repulse

Virginia Flood (1969)

Fi•ure 4. illustrative examples

PREDICTABLE

Radium illuminated dials

Giant Solar Flare

Unknown Moon Agent

Smallpox za&ng natives

Nuclear test triggered tsunami

Figr.e 5. Illustrative examplis

PSYgiOLOGICAL

Sattle of Big Bethel

Sheep deaths near D)gway

D. C. Subway deaths

"Brainwash" political death

Figure 6. illusrtrative examples
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RARE

Figure 7. Putting out fires

RANGE - ------------------- all

.- NUE ........... "educated" guess,

SA!MPLE SIZE -------------- unknown

VALIDATION --------------- experience

Fiv.ure 8. (Cnori sense

Preceding page blank
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Figure 9. Theater of Anzio campaign
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RANGE - middle

TE........E-- ormai statistics

SAMPLE SIZE - - - - large

VALIDATION- experiment

Figure 10. Formal statistics

RANGE ---------- middle

TECHNIQUE quality control

SAMPLE. SIZE - - - - large

VALIDATION- - feed back

Figure 11. Process monitoring

RANGE-------- middle

TECHNIQUE forecast

SAMPLE SIZE - - - - none

VALIDATION- ----- feed back

Figure 12. Technological forecasting

RANGE ---------- extreme

TECHNIQUE----------

SAMPLE SIZE - - none

VALIDATION- - feedback

Figure 13. Catastrophic threat
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PROBABILITY FOUNDATIONS

Necessary Fermat, Pascal

Frequency Graunt, von Mises

Abstract Kolmogorof f

Personal Bernoulli, Bayes

Neglected Causes

Figure 14.

Cond Rslt Cond Relt Cond Ralt

A 7 1 S C S

A S B S C F

A F B S C F

A F B F C S

A S B S C F

A F B S C F

Figure 15. Exmplea of chance sequences

p . P PP
11 12 lj Plc

PP PP
21 22 2j p2c

P rl " Pr2 "" rj "' rc

Figure 16. Matrix of probabilities assigned to catastrophes
(column.) by different procedures (rows)
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K1 1 , P11  KI2, P 1 2  K 1 , P1

K2 1 ' P2 1  K2 2 ' P 22  .... K2  2c

K ,P K ,P K ,P
rl rl r2' r2 rc' rc

Figure 17. Matrix of catastrophes assigned a common probability

1IEHULR EFFECTI

"I

'0 0
1* I

I

Figure 18. Effect of emotional intensity on decision-m.'int
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Feedback necessarily occurs

Information feedback is cheapest

Information feedback is ignorable

Feedback through channels is no feedback

Figure 19. Principles of decision-making verification
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APPENDIX

1. A cocu.avler can make a decision simply by ruling out what appears
to him to be impractical or unfeasible. (244)

2. General Alexander felt that ... allied troops on the enemy flunak
below Rome might so threaten German comunications an to compel the
enemy to retreat. (248)

3. Link-up between the main -and the Anzio fronts, it was assumed,
would take place no later than seven days after the landing. (248)

4. A strengthened Anzio force, if assured continuous resupply by
water, could, he believed, consolidate a beachhead.... (249)

5. Whether the 60 miles between Anzio and the Garigliano was toW CLt

a distance for action on one front to influence the other wa- u
but it was accepted as an unavoidable risk. (249)

6. It'was, impossible to predict the exact German reaction to a laiding,
but the 'most probable reactions seemed desirable from the Allied
standpoint. (250)

7. The Anzio force might provoke the Germans ... to withdraw. (250)

8. ... intelligence officers of the 15th Army Group were rather
optimistic. (251)

9. ... they 'counted on' the effect of weather and on harassment !y
the Allied air forces to interfere.... (251)

10. The [ambiguity of orders to Sixth Corps] arose from the diffJculty

of judging .... (252)

11. Fifth Army intelligence estimates were less optimistic.... (252)

12. The enemy was judged to have. (252)

13. By the third day the Germans could perhaps. (252) 0!

14. Two additional divisions could probably. (252)

15. The Fifth Army assumed that the VI Corps would meet strorn ,
on the beaches (252)

16. It expected the Corps to receive heavy counterattacks.... (

17. ... having underestimated German strength at Salerno.... (25?j

18. The Fifth Army - and with it the VI Corps - expected Lhe sau,,

pattern.... (252) 570 5710



19. The Fifth Army expected the VI Corps to be ready to do one of two
things upon landing. (253)

20. The operation becomes such a desperate undertaking. (254)

21. Otherwise "a crack on the chin is certain" (254)

22. A failure now would ruin Clark, probably kill me, and curtainly
prolong the war... (254)

23. A week of fine weather at the proper time and I (Lucas) will
make it.... (255)

24. Alexander told Lucas "we have every Confidence in you" (255)

25. What troubled Gtneral Lucas.. .was the contrast between his own

concern...and nonchalance in the higher echelons .... (255)

2b. Lucas was not so sure. (255)

27. The chances are seventy to thirty that (256)

28. He [Lucas] believed his forces lacked the strength (256)

29, The general idea seems to be... (256)

30. 1 wish the higher headquarters were not so optimistic.... (25b)

31. Securing a beachhead was all Fifth Army expected .... (257)

32. Lucas [was not] to push on to the Alban Hill mass at the risk of
sacrificing his corps (257)

33, Such a possibility [moving on the Alban Hills] appeared slim to
the Fifth Army Staff (257)

34. The staff questioned Lucas' ability .... (257)

35. It was obvious what the loss of the supply base would mean (257)

36. If the enemy came to Anzio in strength (257)

37. The British feared they might mistake Americans for Germans (257)

38. What everyone had overlooked ... was the possibility of achieving
complete surprise (258)

39. The Germans always regarded the lung sea flanks in Italy as
exposed.... (258)
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[
40. To reinforce [local troops Kesselring] expected to call on Tenth
Army for a division.... (259)

41. He hoped to have the Fourteenth Army in north Italy move ... the .
equivalent of about one or two divisions (259)

42. Fearing that the Fifth Army was about to make a breakthrough.... (259)

43. Peeling that the fate of the Tenth Army .... (259)

44. According to the German estimate the landing had a goad chance... (259)

45. Field Marshall Kesselring assumed that the troops would probably try.
to seize the Alban Hills (260)

46. The Germans were tonsiderably reassured by Allied behavior at the
landing (261)

47. Kemmelring's order to stand fast on the Garigliano-Rapido line was...
in the nature of a gamble.... (261)

48. If the Allies attacked on January 23 or 24, German forces would not
be strong enough to hold (26i)

49. The evening of 23 January, Kesselring "believed" that the danger of
a beachhead expansion was no longer imminent (261)

50. By 24 January the German command considered the danger of an
Allied breakthrough removed. (261)

51, Alexander was very optimistic, Clark somewhat subdued (261)

52. Lucas' concern with logistical aspects came not only from prudence
(262)

53, He believed the Germans could increase their build-up (262)

54. lie believed the Germans would stop his VI Corps before it could cut
their line of communication (262)

55. His intelligence officers informed him that the Germans were taking
troops from the Fifth Army main front to oppose him (262)

56. This might permit the Fifth Army to advance (262)

57, The Fifth Army, Lucas was certain, would still have to fight powerful
rear guards (262)

58. He expected no spectacular rapidity of movement (262)
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59. ... he sought to biiild up his strength and his supplies to remain
intact even though isolated (Zb3)

60. 1 feel now [January 25] the beachhead is safe (263)

61. Lucas expected the 1st Armored Division to arrive soon (263)

62. That is about all I can supply but I think it will be enough (263)

63. 1 must do nothing foolish (263)

64. 1 must hold itt "..." I think I can (263)

65. Kesselring ca.e to the conclusion that the Allies were preparing a
full scale attack (263)

66. The beat defense, he felt, was an attack on his own (263)

67. Lucas thought he could attack in a few days (264)

68. He expected :30 LST's to be unloaded at Anzio 27 January (264)

69. Clark "rec4ved the impression" that the outcome of the struggle
depended on who iould increase his forces more quickly (264)

70. Though the'situation was not clear to Clark (264)

72. Apparantly, some of the higher levels think I have not advanced with
maximum speed (264)

73. I think more has been accomplished than anyone had a right to
expect. (264)

71. He urged, Lucas to take bold offensive action (264)

This venture was always a desperate one (264)

75. I could never see much chance for it to succeed (264)

76. Without Anuio our situation would have been desperate (264)

77. RAd I rushed troops to Albano and Velletri they would have been
destroyed (264)

78. The only thing to do was what I did (264)

79. Keep the enemy off balance until the Corp was ashore and everything
was set (264)
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eiiaa h--------------------Ir*C07P (265)

I
"..* .,ituation is crowded with doubt and uncertainty (265)

. xp•ct to be counterattacked in the morning. (265)

think\,he realized the seriousness (265)

'j;. Hie [Clark] thinks I should have been more agressive on D-Day (265)

T',,: r,- ,a.s been no c ance to build "Shingle" up to decisive strength (265)

,.'ivne could have seen,that from the start (265)

an win If I am left alotn, (265)

,'1,1'L know whether I can Stand the strain (265)

AItrt, ,id Lhose above him thought Anzio would shake the Cassino
S i ' It t', ce (266)

had no right LO think that (266)

it was clear that the attack had not accomplished much (266)

"•. :%rg'!r force met unanticipated opposition (266)

Ih, ,neiny had an unexpectedly strong and well organized defensive

""Q'.,•%3 .!luar Ohe Germans has built up their forces around Anzio (266)

.:it• Lthl A',lies did.not know was how close they came to breaking out
, . , .. , d (266)

AilI ,.I intelligence officers ,seemed like overwhdlming German

. Elitence officers had to assume (266) "

l i he could support two more divisions at Anzio on

, o l•'1.irk decided that the enemy build-up dictated a
.. :.enfi,%1v, LaC~ttC (2610)

i,- "bruary "keeping the enemy off balance" was s forlorn hope (267)

ire 'ris,.ppointed but there is no military :eason why they
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102. General Devers thought Lucas should have gone on - on landing (268)

103. "Had I done so, I would have lost my corps" (268)

104. Clark thought Lucas had done all he could at Anzio (268)

105. I thought I was winning something of a victory (268)

106. General Clark thought Lucas could have taken the Alban Hills but
could not have held them (268)

107. Clark thought British G-2 intelligence was always over optimistic (269)

108. The Germans built up their differences at Anzio much faster than
the British believed possible (269)

109. Clark had always felt that Anzio had little chance of success (269)

110. In retrospect Clark felt that the total losses at Garigliano and at
Anzio might have been safer and as productive at Garigliano alone (269)

Ill. A powerful counter attack at Anzio could well have wrecked the
entire Italian Campaign (269)

112. By the end of January, Clark was disappointed by Lucas' lack of
aggrassiveness (269)

113. Clark believed Lucas should have made a reconnaissance in force
to capture Cisterns and Campoleone.... (269)

114. Clark thought such an effort to be not incommensurate with Lucas'
forces (269)

115. Others felt much the same (269)

116. General Marshall thought Lucas could have taken the Albdn Hills (269)

117. However, he thought Lucas had acted wisely (269)

118. Marshall felt:Lucas could not have held the Alban Hills and the
port at Anzio (269!)

119. The theater G-2 had held the same opinion at the Christmas Day
Conference at Tunis (269)

120. G-2 thought Lucas would have been in a bad way without a main front
breakthrough. (269)
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121. The Allies would be unable to kecp the Germans from shifting forces
to Anzio from south Italy as well &a elsewhere (269)

122. General Lcmnitzer also fclt the Allies did not have the strength to
hold the Alban Hills (269)

123. Lemnitzer thought tnat Alexaader hoped that the Angio operation
plus a main force attack "might" force a German withdrawal (270)

124. The advance "on" the hills was exactly what Alexander thought
possible (270)

125. When Alexander visiLed tie beachhead on D-Day he approved the
decision not to push out far from Anzio. (270)

126. Lemnitzer thougst that Alexander thought that Lucas had done no
wrong. but was under too much strain (270)

127. By that time it was clear the Anzio operation would involve a

128. It would seem that Lucas' action during the first few days was

justified (270)

129. The main German Army showedno signs of withdrawing (270)

130. The Allies saw no immediate prospect if forcing a general retreat (270)

13J. It became far more likely the Germans would move in strength against

Anzio (270)

132. If the VI Corps went too far inland it would risk annihilation (270)

133. Allied intelligence judged the German strength as sufficient but not
ov'erwhelming (270)

1134. It would seem that the Allied hesitation on the Anzio shore stemed
fron a belief in German invincibility (270)

"35. This belief was a product of doubt and uncertainty both before and
luring the operation (270)

i•,, This belief was used later to explain the inevitability .of the
actial course of events (270)

137. The only thing that disturbed Lucas was the necessity to safeguard
tIhu port (271)
313'. Without it the swift destruction of the corps was inevitable (271)
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139. Lucas thoucht he could not havp dnnp 81fFirinrtv (971)

140. Nevertheless the alternative remained a disturbing possibility
to him (271)

141. He admitted a mass of armor and motorized infantry might have

reached the Alban Hills (271)

142. He was sure he could not have remained there (271)

143. Any force that far from Anzio would'have been in the greatest
jeopardy (271)

144. Lucas did not see how it would have escaped annihilation (271)

145. As it turned out he believed he had reached positions from which
the enemy was unable to dislodge him (271)

146. Lucas believed the whole operation a mistake (271)

147. Anyone who expected him to push to the Alban Hills was bound to
be disappointed (271)

148. Lucas had never considered doing so (271)

149. He considered his mission to be taking the port and its surroundings (271)

150. Perhaps this was an influence of the Navy (271)

151. Admiral Cunningham asserted no reliance could be placed on over
the beaches maintenance (271)

152. Unfavorable weather was probable (271)

153. General Clark said: "You can forget/Ithis goddam Rome Business" (271)

154. The capture of Anzio was an obvious bbjective (271)

155. But early occupation of the Alban Hills was vitfl (271)

156. The Anzio forces later realized the importance of the hills (272)

157. Was General Lucas justified in delaying seven days before starting
his offensive? (272)

158. Could he have gotten away with the gamble of an immediate drive to
the Alban Hills (272)

159. Certainly the complete surprise achieved at the landing could have
been exploited (272)
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160. According to Tenth Army estimates only a quick cutting of lines of
communication would have led to major Allied success (272)

161. Such a success would be more likely to capture Rome (272)

162. According to Kesselring's Chief of Staff, an audacious flying
column could have penetrated to the city (272)

163. He was astonished at the Allied passivity (272)

164. Could the Germans have withstood a dynamic front as they did the
static front? (272)

165. Would they have dared to hold both at Anzio and at Garigliano (272)

166. An Allied force ensconced on the Alban Hills would have been a
much greater threat than those or Anzio (272)

167. The answer can only be speculation (272)

168. Alexander thought an aggressive commanderlwould have acted
differently than Lucas (272)

169. He would and could have pushed regimental strength patrols to the
hills (272)

170. The shock of Allied troops directly threatening Rome might have
by itself permitted Allied retention of both the hills and a supply
corridor (272)

171. A bluff might have worked (272)

172. General Patton might have been successful (272)

FROM: COMMAND DECISIONS - Office of the Chief of Military History
Department of the Army 1959
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EMPIRICAL BAYES AND THE DESIGN AND
ANAI.VqTc nr VVWVETMU•.UT

Richard G. Krutchkoff
Virginia Polytechnic Institute

Blacksburg, Virginia

Let. me start with an introduction to Empirical Bayes. Consider
the simple estimation situation in which we observe a value x of the
random variable X which has distribution function F(xIE), and must
estimate 0 with small squared error. In tbe parametric situation,
the form of the distribution function is known except for the value
of the parameter 8. Both x and 6 may be vector valued.

For Empirical Bayes to be applicable here we consider the case
in which the estimation problem is routine. That is, we observe x

from F(x,16l) and must estimate 81; thcn some time later, in a similar

but independent situation, we observe x2 from F(x 2 182) and must estimate

a2. This routine situation continues until at present we have the

observation %n from F(xn18 ) and we must estimate e . These estimating
n n

situations we call experiences. As an example consider the situation
encountered at the Radford Arsenal. Every six weeks base grain was
mixed and subsequently cured with Nitroglycerine in order to form
propellent for the Nike missile. It was desired to estimate the para-
meters for each base grain separately sinc, it was believed that the
parameters would vary from base &rain to base grain in some unpredictable
manner. Sioce the 6 values e1. e2, .e3 ,..., en, vary in an arbitrary

and unpredictable manner, we assume that e is a random variable but with
a completely unknown distribution. It is important to note that we do
not use our ignorance of the distribution as a justification for choosing
a diffuse or uniform distribution.

If one were' to take a completel; classical approach to the prcblem
he would note that X is a sufficient statistic for 6 n This is easilynn
seen by noting that

n

F(x]lX 2,X3,...,X n jee2,e 3,..,) n n F(x 1ia)•

i-i

The classical solution to the problem therefore must completely ignore
the observations xlx 2 sx 3 ,...,xn-1 and use only the observation xn in

estimating 6 n Even intuitively this is an unfortunate result.
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,,. VuLe Bayesian approach to the problem assumes a form for

thi- distributLon ,Of, say G(o), and then obtains the estimator

iddF(x n fO)dG(O)
E(-! ) n dF(x IO)dG(O)

(the posterior mean) as the minimizing estimator. If the choice of
G(,) is correct then this is indeed the minimizing estimator. If the
choice of G(,) is not correct then the estimator may have a very large
mean squared error. Note that the Bayes estimator ignores the past
experience xl, x2 , x 3,...,XnI as did the classical estimator. Surely,

we should he able to use this experience in some way.

The Empirical Bases approach to this problem is now very simply
stated, We find the Bayes estimator E(OIXn), which is usually given

in terms of the unknown distribution function, and express it in a
form which can be estimated from the data, xl, X2 , x 3 ,..., xn without

knowledge of, or assumptions about, the unknown prior distribution.
The proper forms fcr E(Ocxn) are given in Rutherford and Krutchkoff [11]

for four general families of distributions. Examples of members of
these general families are the Poisson, Negative Binomial, Logarithmic,
Gamma, Normal (unknown mean), Normal (unknown variance), Exponential,
and the Uniform Distributions. In Lemon and Krutchkoff [5] an Empirical
Bayes estimating procedure is proposed for any discrete conditional
distribution. This procedure has now been extended to include any
conditional distribution.

Let me now briefly mention some recent applications of this approach.
First, consider the simple linear orthogonal model

S-i + i(X-) +Y i £ i

where the errors are assumed to be normal and where we must routinely
estimate t and .-. This problem is considered in Clemmer and Krutchkoff [Il
and the example analyzed there is worth rementioning here.

Every six weeks R-idford Army Arsenal mixed Base Grain for their
Nike missiles. The Base Grain was then cured with Nitroglycerine to form
rocket propellent. Estimates of the parameters in a linear model were
required for each Bast Grain. Since the chemicals were purchased at
different times and mixed at different times under different atmospheric
c•nditions, the parameters were expected to vary in an unpredictable
tanner. Using the estimator for the normal distribution given in
Rutherford and Krutchkoff [I1], Clemmer and Krutchkoff [i] found the
desired est.imatrrs as
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2I
E(ctl&) , +

and

2E(BI•) .. + f')
SXX f(()

where & and i are the usual Least Squares or Maximum Likelihood

estimators for a and 8, a2 is the error variance, N is the number of
th

observations taken in the n experience, SXX is the usual sum of

squares of the independent variable ( - f() is the
i-i

marginal density of the least squares estimator; and, f'(&) is the
derivative of this density estimated at the same point. In general,
the form of the estimator is simply the least squares estimator plus
a correction factor. The correction factor is the variance of the
least squares estimator time the ratio of the derivative of the
marginal density to the marginal density itself evaluated at the
present value of the least squares estimator. It is worth noting
here that if the parameter has a diffuse prior distribution then
the ratio of the derivative of the density to the density will in
effect be zero and the Rmpirical Bayes estimator will be the Classical
estimator. Thuso when the prior information is of little value this
correction term disappears rather than biasing the result undully.

The estimate of the ratio racommended in the paper [1], can
be simply'•written as

-" a
n S

h 1u [ 4i1i

where

A- On a

2h

&• - -' +h N

-4

2b
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and where

n N

with a ( ̂ A, an d - y,

i-i i-i

Note that we are using ft to represent the least squares estimate

th i
for a in the i experience and is to be interpreted as0

unity. An estimate of - - in obtained by simply replacing
f()

the a's with B's.

The improvement of this Empirical Bayes estimating procedure is
then compared with the Classical procedure by taking a ratio of the
mean squared errors. This was done by choosing a distribution for a
and B and generating a•.l 81 from this distribution and then generating

several observed values yi from the regression equation

Yi ,a + E1 (xi';) + Ei with ei being random normal errors. This

was done fifty times obtaining new values for the observations at each
experience. The Empirical Bayes estimator was obtained using the i-I
previous sets of data as past experience. The entire run of 50
experiences was then repeated 500 times. The average ratio' of the
Empirical Bayes squared errors to the Classical variance was then
plotted as a function of the number of experiences. This was then
repeated for many different prior distributions, error variances
and experimental designs. It was found that the mean squared error
for the Empirical Bayes procedure was never greater than that of the
ctassical procedure with the ratio of the Empirical Bayes mean squared
error to the Classical mean squared error often dropping well below
unity. it was also determined that the ratio of the mean squared
errors depends not on the prior distribution or the error variance
or the design but solely on one relation involving them; namely,

Var (&Ia)
Z-

Var ot
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for a and a similar expression for 8. This index is the ratio of
Llth icdaL UqudLeb variMace Lu Lite varadLiUn in tite piltdWtLetL . iLiLu -
tLively, if the least squares variance is small and the parameter
variation large not much information can be extracted from past ex-
perience. This is, in fact, the case. When Z is extremely small,
below 0.1, we find that the derivative of the marginal on .L is smanll
compared with the density itself and the correction i..,stur disappears.

On the other hand, when the least squares variance Is large and the
parameter variation small, much is to be gained from past experience.
However, when Z is very large (say 10) then one might as well assume
that the parameter is not varying at all and pool all the data. The
interesting and realistic range is when Z is about unity. Figures 1,
2, and 3 given here are for Z values of 0.5, 1 and 2 with past experience
ranging from one to fifty. The solid line is for u2 known, obtained by
pooled data or estimated from the present data with N > 20. The broken
line is for 02 estimated from the present set of data with N - 8. The
reduction in mean squares error obtained from nineteen batches of Base
Grain is given here iu Table 1.

Then in Martz and Krutchkoff [6] the regression model was extended
to the multilinear model

ym a + •X + yX• +...+ + i

where orthogonality was not required. This required obtaining the
multivariate extension to the estimators presented in Clemmer and
Krutchkoff [1] and finding estimitor. for joint marginal densities and
their vector derivatives. The mean squared errors once again were
never greater than those of the least squares estimators with their
ratio often dropping well below unity for the uswAl Z values,

2
The model was then extended to allow for the possibility that 2

varies in an unpredictable way from experience to experience. Consider
the model

y N X0 + C

where 4 is a kcp matrix of known fixed quantities which remains the
same ftom experiment to experiment and c is distributed N(O, *2r) We

2assume & and a vary randomly from experiment to experiment according
to the unknown prior distribution G(Q,0 2 ).

If X is of rank p, the usual least squares estimators for • and
are

= (x'x)w X'y
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~II

andI

k-p

Denote (k-p);2 by S. For this situation, the Empirical Bayes estimators
are given by

S(K.X)- 1f -20 )

k-p-2 fN,k-p(dS)

and

"-2 S _N.kp-2__ ,_)

k-p--2 f ,k-p(OS)

The past experience for this is in the form of the vectors

The ratio of densities given here are estimated in a way similar to
the expressions already given but a bit more complicated. The actual'
formulas are not yet published, but can be found in the Virpinia
Polytechnic Institute Ph.D. dissertation of one of my students (see
Rancher (8]). Needless to say, many simulations were run and never
was the Classical squared error for any component of 8 smaller than
that of the Empirical Bayes procedure for as few as one past experience.
The amount of improvement was similar to the figures already showp. On
the other hand, there were cases in which we needed as many as five
experiences before the Empirical Bayes procedure had a smaller squared
error than the Maximum Likelihood procedure when estimating a 2 . See
for example figure 4.

Another example of an Empirical Bayes application is in Sequential
Estimation. Here we considered the case in which one must sequentially
estimate the mean of a Normal distribution, the cost being the sum of
the mean squared error and a'constant times the number of observations
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taken. Although the big problem was the stopping rule, we had some
difficulry In h-1.d.A-i : La , experience, since the number of
observations taken differed from experience to experience. This
problem was solved, however, and the solution in generally applicable
to this type of past experience. The results, i.e., the ratio of
Empirical Bayes cost to Classical cost plotted as a function of the
number of experiences is typically as shown in the solid line of
figure 5. The dotted line is the improvement obtained by using the
Classical stopping rule and then the Empirical Bayes estimator. Since
determining the stopping time by the Empirical Bayes approach is so
very tedious we recommend using this hybrid approach. Unfortunately,
the details of these procedures have not as yet bmen submitted for
publication. They are available, however, in the Ph.D. dissertation
of another one of my students (see Lemon [41).

Anbther project presently underway is the estimation of the
power spectral density function in a time series. In a time series
situation one often has past experience from similar situations or
one can break the present time series into parts which can be considered
experiences. for example, in testing stress on airplane wings in a wind
tunnel ona has the results of tests on other wings. When the Navy obtains
a time series signal from the path of a submarine, it is merely one exper-
ience in many such experiences. In each of those the object is to obtain
the power amplitude of the various frequency components. We have used
the Empirical Bayes approach tp obtain efficiencies of the order of 150O
that of the standard approach. -This work is still in progress.

A project which Is just about complete now involves estimating the
arrival and service paramters in a Quo. We have estimators for Quasinvolving the exponential and the Ehrlang distributions . As usual, the
Empirical Dayes estimators have a significantly smaller mean squared'
error than the usual estimators. A typical example is depicted in
Figure 6. A is the mean arrival time, p the mean service time, and p
is the traffic intensity for an M/M/l Quo.

hNow let us discuss the Analysis of Variancei. First, we considered

the x'indom effects model:

Yij P +5 a + C j

witt I effects and J repetitions per effect. We were able to estimate
the variance a2 of the effects as well as the error variance by using

A
past experience. By making a ratio of these two statistics, we came
up with an analog to the I statistic. The percentage points of this
statistic were found by Monte Carlo simulation for several values of
I, J and numbers of experiences. We found that these tables depend
only on J and N and not on I. Many typical situations were then
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simulated and the power for the Empirical Ravam tPat cf e h !Y c... • ;
0 0 was always significantly greater than that of the usual F-test

for the same size. After as few as ten or fifteen past experiences
the power was as much as 50-80% higher for the Empirical Bayes test.

For the fixed effects model

y ~ + C

we had to reparameterize to full rank before proceeding. Once this
was done, the estimates were the same as 'for the linear regression
situation. In order to test the Hypothesis w * 0, we made an analogy
to the F statistic by using the sum of squares of the Empirical Bayes
estimators for the pirameters in the numeratoijand the estimated error
variance in the denominator. Here the percentage points were found to
depend 6n the number of repetitions, the number of experiences and also
the number of effects. Only tables for up to six effects were simulated.
Once ugain the Empirical Bayes test w• always more ppwerful than the
usual F-test (when there were at least four past experiences). Un-
fortunately, the details of this topic are not yet in print, but can
be found in Rencher (8].

Before leaving parametric Empirical Bayes, I've been asked to
briefly mention the results we obtained in long range prediction of
rainfall. The Weather Bureau puts out a map, twice a month, predicting
rainfall in the categories of light, moderaxe and heavy for a period
of 30 days. The predictions are for large areas'and not for particular
locations. We were asked to use this map and predict for each city the
amount of rainfall within the next 30 days. We were able to do just
this.. We found a procedure for predicting the probability distribution
or rainfall in inches for any location that had been collecting such
data for at least fifteen years. The results were remarkably successful.
One could only compare with the Weather Bureau, however, for the categories
light, moderate, and heavy. The Weather bureau, for example, was correct
in Roanoke, Virginia, but 30% of the time while we were correct more like
70% of the time. The details of this project can be found in Philpot
and Krutchkoff [7)...

Let us now turn to another type of Empirical Bayes Estimation.
C(onsider the situation where the distribution of the observation is it-
•qlf unknown; a non-parametric situation. Hbre, we observe the value x
oa the random variable X whose distribution depends in some unknown way
on .' and we are asked to estimate e with small squared error. Such
Cstimation in of course impossible. For this situation, we assume that
there is a supplementary observation pbtained after the estimate is
kven, perhaps in the form of customer feedback. To be more specific,
let us say we have observed an x from some unknown distribution and
must estipate the , value related to it in solae unknown way. Later,
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we are given an observation y from the random variable Y whose

is, our supplementary sample is an unbiased estimate of e. Un-
fortunately,'this estimate is too late. In Krutchkoff (3] the
problem is assumed to be routine with the u values varying in an
unpredictable way. The Empirical Bayes estimating procedure for
this situation is very simple. If the present observed values is
x and there are several past experiences with this same value of
x, then use as your estimate the average of the supplementary values
y which occurred after the occurrence of the value x. If there is
not a sufficient number of past experience at xi . x, then make a

linear regression using the past y values as the dependent variable
and the past x values as the independent variable and fknd the re-
gression value of y at x. The results of such a situation are given
in Krutchkoff (3]. Generally, after a few past experiences the
Empirical Bayes mean squared error drops below the mean squared error
of the Classical estimator which would be used if the distribution
of X were actually known. Here we have not only au estimator which
we can use when nothing else exists, but one which is better than the,
usual estimator when one does exist.

An exteniion of this non-parametric approach was givin in
Gabbert and Krutchk9ff (2). Here we assumed that a machine producing
items wAs to be checked to determine when #t was Out of Control. The
linear regression form of the estimate was employed but using only the
past fifteen experiences.

A sample of defectives was taken and x, the sample proportion of
defectives found. The value y &as later supplied by some other pro-
cedure such that EY a p, the true proportion of defectives. Clearly,
each box is an experience witb/the true proportion of defectives•
varying randomly." The estimate of the present proportion was obtained
from x by using the past fifteen values of x,y, in a linear regressi:on;,,'
and obtaining the regression value of y for the praeent value of x.,
The Variance needed in the control chart was also obtained ftom the
linear regression as the variance of the regression line at the
present value o6x. A typical power function for the Empirical Bayes
procedure is gi%4n in. figure. 7. Here the machine was caused to go out
of control, producing a proportion of defectives varying randomly about
some undesirable proportion P 1 (Q is .the in control value>. The power

for the procedure is seen to start~out below the usual control chart
procedure but after a few experiences with the out of control machine
the power increases rapidly. In this example, the Empirical Bayes
procedure detects the out of control situation at about the twelfth
consecutive sample whereas it takes the usual procedure about 18
samples. Of course, since this Empirical Bayes procedure does not
make use of the fact that the sample is Binomial, it can be applied
in situations where the distribution of the first sample is itself
unknown. We are presently working on a single sample non-parametric
approach but not enough results are as yet available to present anything
here. 587



Although the title of this paper contains the "design of
experiments." I have virtually nothine as vet to report. Several
results, however, can easily be predicted. For the non-parametric
supplementary sample situation we did not require the present sup-
plementary sample to determine the estimator or its squared error.

If the squared error is within tolerable limits, we need not take the
supplementary sample at all. We can, in effect, calibrate the pre-
liminary sample eliminating, the need for talking the more costly
supplementary samples.

In the parametric situation we recall that our squared error
was smaller than that of the Classical procedure. By estimating
the prior variance we can estimate the efficiency of this procedure
and thus b& able to predict the number of observations one needs to
obtain a predetermined squared error. This number will, of course,
be smaller than that required by the Classical Procedure.

No doubt there are optimal designs for the Empirical Bayes
<procedures. Since Empirical Bayes is more efficient than the

Classical approach using the classically optimal design it makes
good sense to hope for an even-better efficiency when we find the
Empirical Bayes optimal design. This question is, as yet, unanswered,
but we are working on it.
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TABLE 1

NIKE MISSILE RESULTS

MAXIMUM PRESSURE VS. AGE:

FOR c" FOR 8:

n Z R Z R

2 .43 .98 1.34 .93
3 .51 .95 1.72 .88
4 .45 .95 1.08 .87
5 .23 .97 .53 .90
6 .45 .91 .89 .85
7 .42 .91 .98 .83
8 .74 .86 1.38 .75
9 .64 .88 1.30 .75

10 .59 .86 1.23 .72
11 1.04 .77 5.01 .58
12 .95 .77 3.69 .56
13 .30 .91 .71 .81
14 .69 .81 1.72 .80
15 .54 :.86 1.36 .70
16 .54 .86 1.57 .69
17 .41 .89 t.51 .61.
18 .52 .86 1.57 .69
19 .17 .96 .45 .87
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I
YOULDEN AWARDED THE 1969 SAMUEL S. WILKS M124ORIAL MEDAL

Dr. W. J. Youden, now retired from the National Bureau of Standards,
has been awarded the samuel S. Wilke Memorial Medal for 1969. The an-
nouncement of Dr. Youden's selection for the 1969 Wilks Award was one
of the highlights of the Fifteenth Annual Conference on the Design of
Experiments in Army Research, Development and Testing, which was held
at the U.S. Army Missile Command, Huntsville, Alabama, 22-24 October
1969. Dr. Youden has long been recognized as one of the outstanding
applied statisticians by both the U. S. A. and countries abroad, as well,
having made many fundamental contributions to the design and analysis of
statistical experiments and methodology. The citation for Dr. Youden
reads as follows:

To Dr. W. J. Youden, father of 'Youden Squares' and the
'Youden Diagram,' for his extensive contributions to the art
and practice of experimentation in the sciences and engineering,
through conception and lucid exposition of novel, yet rather
elementary, techniques of statistical analysis and crafty ap-
plication of standard methods; and through his exceptional
productivity as an author, indefatigable energy and phenomenal
effectiveness as a speaker, by which he has inspired a whole
generation of scientists and engineers to greatet achievements
through application of his unique statistical precepts.

Previous recipient@ of the Samuel S. Wilka Memorial Medal include:
John W. Tukey, of Princeton University (1965); MaJor General Leslie E.
Simon (1966); William G. Cochran of Harvard University (1967); and,
Jerzy Neyman of the University of California (1968).

The Samuel S. Wilke Memorial Medal Award is administered by the
American Statistical Association, a non-profit, educational and scientific
society founded in 1839. The Wilks Award is given each year to a statis-
tician and is based primarily on his contributions to the advancement of
scientific or technical knowledge in Army statistics, ingenlous application
of such knowledge, or successful activity in the fostering of cooperative
scientific matters which coincidentally benefit the Army, the Dopartment
of Defense, the U.S. Government, and our eomitry generally.

The Award consists of a medal, with a profile of Professor Wilke
and the name of the Award on one side, the seal of the American Statistical
Association and name of the recipient on the reverse, and a citation and
honorarium related to the magnitude of the Award funds. The annual Army
Design of Experiments Conferencts, at which the Award is given each year,
are sponsored by the Army MNvthamatics Steering Committee on behalf of the
Office of the Chief of Research and Development, Department of the Army.

The funds for the S. S. Wilks Memorial Award were donated by
Philip G. Rust, Thomasville, Georgia.
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I I
v' e .tpprov.tttit President A. Ross Eckler ot the American

,t it , '•l. it 1,,i, tht: Wi Iks Memorial Medal Co i•m ttee for 19h

Profeisr Robert E. Bechhofer - Cornell University
ir.oiv,,sr iii tam u. tocr.ran - Harvard University
Dr. Francis G. iressel - Duke University and the Army Research

Off ice-Durham
Dr. Churchill Eisenhart - National Bureau of Standards
Professor Oscar Kempthorne - Iowa State University
Dr. Alexander M. Mood - University of California
Major General Leslie E. Simon - Retired
Dr. John W. Tukey - Princeton University
Dr. Frank E. GCrubs, Chairman - U. S. Army Aberdeen Research and

Development Center, Aberdeen Proving
Ground, Maryland

!,L)G;RAPHICAL SKETCH. Dr. Youden was born in Townsville, Australia,
or, .',pil. 12, 1900. Two years later his father returned to his birthplace,
Dover, England, with his wife and young son; and the three resided there
Apri t 1902 - June 1907. During these years a sister, Dora Alice, and
brother, Harry, were born. In 1907, the family of five set out for
America, and entered the United States through the Port of New York in
July 1907. They lived for a while at Ivoryton, Connecticut, and at
Niagara Falls, New York, where Jack attended the local public schools;
then they moved to Rochester, New York, in 1916, for Jack's senior year
of high school. Youden spent the years 191.7-1921 at the University of
Rochester, except for one brief interruptioz tb serve his new country
as a private in the U. S. Army, October 15 - December 12, 1918. At the
Uni',ersity of Rochester, Jack was elected to the National Phi Beta Kappa
honor society, and was awarded a B. S. in Chemical Engineering in June
1921 The follcwing academic year, 1921-22, he continued at the University
%,f Rochester as an instructor in Chemistry, then went the two succeeding
','e,'rs, 1922-24, to Columbia University as a graduate fellow in chemistry,
cJcniln'• an 'I. A. (Chemistry) in 1923; and a Ph.D. (Chemistry), in 1924.

Immediately following receipt of his doctorate, Dr. Youden joined
Lhe staff of the Boyce Thompson Institute for Plant Research in Yonkers,
New York, as a Physical Chemist. He continued with the Institute in this
capacity, with two shart leaves of absence and one 3-year assignment as
In Operations Analyst with the Army Air Force, until he joined the staff

thv National Bureau •f Standards in May 1948 as Assistant Chief of the
,tcittic�i�,7 .ngineering Laboratory, which was then beginning its second

"-.ear ,-f existence.

Dr. Youden was often heard telling a "client" in consultation on
;•atistical aspects of experimentation, or an audience at one of his well
•' ~ ietu.rvire on statlsti':al methodology, that he is a "chemist,"
r.r1pivi.'.io it would appear, that he is really not a statistician. Well,
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I
Y,,uden may have been .0 1 ,- hmist I,,r :,is f i r !; jvvc:) ye.lis it the
Boyce Thompson Institute, but by September )9') he had already begun to
dish out advi.ce on the statisitc.,! .al ts,01 ,o: *.xperim.-nrtinn Th.
evidence is :o be found in his paper entitled, "A Nomogram for use in
connection with Gutzeit arsenic determinations on apples," published
in Vn.. 3, No. 3 of the Contribkutlons fiuw L:,e Boyce Thompson Institute,
pp. 363-374. And from impeccable authority we learn that during the
academic year 1931-32 he commuted on his own volition from Yonkers to
Morningside Heights in New York City to attend Professor Harold Hotelling's
lectures on "Statistical Inference" at Columbia University. H4 was on his
way to becoming an expert on statistical aspects of experimentation. From
then on he became more and more of a statistician.

The paper that was ultimately to make his name a laboratory, if not
a household word, saw publication in early 1937: "Use of Incomplete
Block Replications in Estimating Tobacco Mosaic Cirus" (Contributions
from Boyce Thompson Institute, Vol. 9, No. 1, pp. 41-48). Here he
gave examples and illustrated the application of a new class of symmetrical
balanced incomplete block designs that possessed the characteristic "double
control" of Latin square designs, without the restriction that the number
of replications of each "treatment" (or "variety") must equal th. number
of "treatments" (or "varieties"). This paper and its new designs led to
Dr. Youden obtaining a 'Rockfeller Fellowship that enabled his to take his
first leave of absence from Boyce Thompson, and to devote the academic
year 1937-38 to further work in the field of experiment design under the
direction of R. A. Fisher himself at the Galton Laboratory, University
College, London. Youden's new rectangular experiment designs, tirmed
"Youden Squares" by Fisher and Yates in the introduction to the first
edition of their Statistical Tables for Biological Aaricultural and Medical
Research (1938), were found immediately to be of broad utility in biological
and medical research generally; applicable but of less value in agricultural
field trials; and with the coming of World War I1, Youden Squares proved to
be of great value in the scientific and engineering experimentation connected
with the research development activities of the war effort of the British
and their allies.

Following Pearl Harbor, Dr. Youdent took a somewhat longer leave of
absence from the Boyce Thompson Institute to serve as an Operations Analyst
with the United States Army Air Forces, 1942-45, first as head of the
Bombing Accuracy Section of the Operations Analysis Unit of the U. S.
Eighth Air Force in Britain, where he directed a group of civilian scientists
seeking to determine the controlling factors in bombing accuracy; then, in
the latter part of World War II, he was transferred to the Pacific to
conduct similar studies preparatory to the B-29 assult on Japan. Stories
are legion among the members of the Operations Research Group of the
U.S.A.A.F. Eighth Bomber Command about Dr. Youden's exceptional skill in
the invention of novel and the adaptation of standard statistical tools of
experiment design and analysis to cope with various problems arising in
these studies of bombing accuracy. Some of these military applications
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I. tten tip tor imrnedtdt' use, and embalmed tor posterity in his

vr, '1i,,w t) Improv,e Formation Bombing," Air Forco Manual No. 07,
- L11 •ite i t,,it material to fis "Bombing Chart," I.ir Force

".1,i :1.. '9, April 1945. He was awarded the Medal of Freedam in 1946"- h•important contributions to the allied victory.

In 1947 Dr. Youden took his third and final leave of absence from
.thc boyce Thompson Institute: from May to November 1947 he was employed
by Project RAND, Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica, California, as
.1 LUnsuit on statistical problems in design and use of military aircraft.

As stated earlier, Dr. Youden joined the staff of the National
Bureau of Standards on May 10, 1948, as Assistant Chief of the Statistical
Engineering Laboratory, Applied Mathematics Division. Three years later
he became a Consultant (on statistical design and analysis of experiments)
to the Chief, Applied M'thematics Division, a post that he held until his
-'tirement on June 30, 1965. Since then he has enjoyed the privileges of

.;uest Worker at the NBS.

During Dr. Youden's first two years at the NBS, a fraction of his
salary was underwritten by the Research and Development Division, Office
ot the Assistant Chief of Staff, G-4, Department of the Army. This in-
volved coordination with Dr. Merrill M. Flood and others at the headquarters
office in the Pentagon; visits to Dr. Ellis Johnson's group at Ft. McNair;
and, quite characteristically, Dr. Youden took a number of trips to Army
research and development installations in various parts of the country, to
size-up "the problems" in their actual habitats.

Dr. Youden's first decade at the National Bureau of Standards saw the
invention and publication of his two-sample chart for "Graphical diagnosis
of inter-laboratory test results" (Industrial Quality Control, Vol. 15,
"No. 1I, May 1959), now called the "Youden Diagram," which has proved to
bQe an indispensable tool in the inter-laboratory test programs on the
N! tional Conference of Standard Laboratories that provide continuing

••irvuillance on the central calibration programs of the U. S. National
>!L.:,.c urement System. '

The early 1960's saw Dr. Youden's exploitation of a class of selected
it:oMnplete block designs of block size two for the specific purpose of
;.Konitification and estimation of the effects of sources of systematic
,-ror, the central theme of his paper, "Systematic Errors in Physical

it," (Phvsics T(day, September 1961).

.,ot thL least among Dr. Youden's assets are the effectiveness with
h ih ew c-omunlcatcs both in writing and speaking; his exceptional

.ductivity in both areas; and the inspiration with which he amuses
i, readers and audiences. During Dr. Youden's almost two decades at

. Ntiinal Bureau of Standards he was the sole author of thirty, and
, - tthr of fifteen published research papers; the sole author of
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two books and of seven chapters in other books; and for six years (1i54-
1959) he authored a highly original bi-monthly column on Statistical
vesign in the protessional journal, Industrial Engineering Chemistry.
(These columns have since been brought together and issued in booklet
form by the American Chemical Society under the title, "Statistical
Design.") During this same period, Dr. Youden gave 211 talks around
the country on topics Ln Statistical Methodology and Experiment Design,
under 125 titles, the repetition of some talks being by demand. In
addition, he made two lecture tours on behalf of the American Chemical
Society, addressed the NBS Scientific Staff Meeting twice, and was called
upon repeatedly by the Bureau to address special groups (e.g., high
school science teachers). Almost without exception, he was the speaker
most highly spoken of afterwards by such audiences.

Dr. Youden's first book, STATISTICAL METHODS FOR CHEMISTS (1951) has
had a sale of well over fiteen thousand copies. Together with his "column,"
this book constitutes one of the best sources of real-life examples of
effective applications of statistical principles and techniques in physical-
sciences research and development work.

As part of the program of the National Science Teachers Association

to place some of the most recent advances in science before junior and
senior high school students, Dr. Youden prepared one of the NSTA's Vistas
of Science Books, EXPERIMENTATION AND MEASURD(ENT (1962). As of July 1969,
this booklet has sold over 52,000 copies; and is continuing tu sell at the
rate of over 1,000 copies per year.

Dr. Youden's total contribution to the art and science of statistics
in experimentation is truly impressive. A few weeks before Dr. Youden's
retirement from the National Bureau of Standards on June 30, 1965, the
Royal Statistical Society elected Dr. Youden to Honorary Fellowship at
its annual meeting in London on June 2, 1965. There can be no question
that Dr. Youden in a very derserving recipient of the Samuel S. Wilks
Memorial Medal for 1969.
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lill! •v.; 01. A llYI11II) 'ONMI"TII:I? T1)I-' VAI.UATI-; MAN-MAClIlNE
i'PLAOR")I{MAN('I-. OF t)MI'lP.L VLIII(IACE C()NTROL SYSTEMS

Myrna L. Toivanen, Human Factors Engineering and
Simulation, Systems and Research l)ivision,
Honeywell Inc.. Minneapolis, Minn.

Bernard S. Gurman, Avionics Laboratory, U.S. Army
Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N. J.

Dr. Erwin Riser, Avionics Laboratory, U.S. Army
Electronics Command, Fort Monmouth, N. .1.

Summary

This paper describes the role of systematic real-time man-in-the-loop simu-

lations in evaluating man/machine performance of complex vehicle control

systems. The simulated system consists of: 1) a hybrid (digital and analog)

computer system which is used to simulate the vehicle dynamics and the

environmental conditions defining the system state, to drive pilot information

displays, and to translate the pilot's control inputs into vehicle responses:

2) electro-mechanical flight displays and/or a computer-addressed cathode-

ray-tube (CRT) display which are used to provide the pilot with the information

required to perform the defined control task; and, 3) a fixed-base control

station which is configured to represent control characteristics of the vehicle
being studied. The important considerations in the formulation of the exper i -

mental design and schedule are discussed. The performance measures used
to evaluate overall system performance are described. The limitations on the

application of the simulation study results to the real-world situation are dis-
cussed. A summary of the simulation mechanization, methodology, and results

of a previous study of helicopter IFR formation flight system requirements is

provided as an example of the use of man-in-the-loop simulations to evaluate

system pet formance.

This article has been reproduced photographically from the WithLirs manuscript.
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IMHE USE OF A HYBRID COMPUTER SYSTEM TO EVALUATE
PERFORMANCE OF COMPLEX VEHICLE CONTROL SYSTEMS

Introduction

The evaluation of the performance of complex systems would be prohibitively

expensive if it were necessary to wait until the system were built and only

then test it under actual environmental conditions. The cost involved in re-

designing and rebuilding the system at this point in its development would

probably increase the cost of production systems by at least an order of magni-

tude. If the system is man-oriented and there is a chance that system inade-

quacies may result in catastrophic human injury or loss of life, the risk of

system failure is too great and evaluating system performance in this manner

becomes unthinkable.

Tests of aircraft or spacecraft systems involve unusually high. risks, both in

terms of human life and equipment loss. It has been necessary, therefore,

for spacecraft and aircraft systems and design engineers to develop alterna-

tive techniques for evaluating performance of such systems prior to actual

flight tests. The most comprehensive and flexible technique which has been
developed has been that of computer simulation.

A computer simulation to be used for system performance analysis consists

of an approximate model of both the system and its relevant relationships with

its environment mechanized in the form of computer programs (see Figure 1).
The system and those environmental conditions which affect system perform-
ance are defined in terms of mathematical equations. Then computer programs
are written to mechanize models via appropriate computers and algorithms.
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The simulation of a man-.,-ien1u,1 . must incltlde- an additional math
nmodel for human behavior or nust :aluw the human operator to be included as

part of the simulated systen. In mst complex nian-orientec systems the

operator's function is a signi'ý7:.',n' factor in total system performance and is

"too complex to be represento'y 1-y existing human Iehavior models. When

this is the case, the human op, -ato• is included as one (f the subsystems of

the simulation. Then the simulaticr, must include sensory cues to provide the

operator with necessary information and physical apparatus which allows him
to perform his function in the simuiiatL d system.

In addition to being much less expensive than actual system tests, analysis by

simulation is much more flexible. After a siniulati6n is developed, it is

possible to systematically investigate system performance resulting from\
changes in one or a number of the subsystem models or environmental condi-

tions by merely changing the values of the selected parameters in the corn-

puter programs. The system design can be changed and tested in much less
time and at relatively low rost comparred to that involved in rebuilding and

reinstalling hardware in the actual system. The systerm can Ix, tested step by

step, analyzing one subsystem while hlolditn other system parameters constant,

adding to the complexity of the r,,del only as greater levels of detail are

required.
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The proper selection of the computers to be used for a simulation depends on

the objectives uf the ttudy and the nature of the system being simulated. The

most appropriate computer is not necessarily that which has the greatest
sophistication or capability. Most digital computers are at a point of develop-

ment now which makes them suitable for use in simulations (i.e., computation

speed has been increased to a point where it is suitable for solution of at least
the low-frequency system dynamics). The high accuracy, exact repeatability,

and flexibility of the digital make it the most appropriate choice for overall
simulation control and for simulation of the subsyntems which are nonlfiear in

nature. The analog computer, although not as accurate as the digital, provides

continiuous solutions and is more appropriate for solving higher frequency

system dynamics.. It is also more appropriate for simulating characteristics

of system hardware which operates in a continuous fashion. Other advantages
of the analog for simulation of vehicle dynamics are more operational in

nature.. The analog 'can be programmed to represent linear vehicle dynamics

more easily and debugged more quickly than the digital computer. Also, it
can be chailged orn-line without going through the somewhat time-consuming

processes of making card changes, recompiling the deck of cards, and reload-

ing the program as required for digital programs. Because of the .unique
characteristics of tne analog and digital computers, a combination of these

two computer types, or, a "hybrid" computer system, is extremely'attractive

for the simulation of real-time, man-oriented systems involving vehicle
dynamics.

The extensive use of computer simulation techniques by aircraft and space-
craft systems engineers has made the computer an integral part of the systems

design and analysis process. This paper explains how and where the computer,

specifically the hybrid computer system, fits into the design and analysis
process of man-oriented sy'6tems involving vehicle dynamics. Although the

discussion will b. based on this specific class of systems, most of the tech-

niques and methodology discussed would be applicable to evaluation of a wide

variety of complex systems.
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Manual IFR Formation Flight System Model

The specific system which will be provided as an example is a manual IFR

formation flight system. This system is being investigated by Honeywell under

the Joint Army-Navy Aircraft Instrumentation Research (JANAIR) Program,

a research and exploratory development program to define and validate advanced

concepts which may be applied to future, improved Naval and Army aircraft

instrumentation systems. This system would allow a pilot to fly at a fixed

position (fiXed range and bearing) with respect to another aircraft under poor

visibility conditions. The primary elements of the envisioned system (Fig-

ure 2a) would be: 1) an on-board special-purpose comptiter to calculate infor-

mation regarding aircraft position in the required f. rmat for display presenta-

tion; 2) a dis'play which. will present the necessary information for position

control to the pilot; 3) the pilot, who must make control inputs based on the

information displayed to him; 4) the controls of the vehicle, which will move

the vehicle control surfaces as dictated by the pilot's control movements;

5) the vehicle dynamics, which will result in rotational and translational move-

ments; 6) attitude and/or rate sensors on-board the vehicle which will sense

the rotational dynamics of the vehicle; 7) an autopilot, which will provide

feedback into the pilot's controls and/or the vehicle dynamics; 8) navigation

sensors, which will sense the aircraft's position with respect to the lead

aircraft: 9) and a filter which will smooth the data obtained from the sensor.

As mentioned previously, the simulation of the system must include relevant

environmental conditions: two of these are shown in Figure 2a'- i.e., system

disturbances, such as turbulent wind conditions (10), and the learler flight

profiles (11).

Figure 2b shows a block diagram of the organization of Honeywell's hybrid

system in the mechanlization of the formation flight system model. Honeywell's

hybrid system includes a high-speed digital computer with a real-time capability,

a number of analogs, a hybrid link for two-way communication between the

digital and analog, a cathode -ray-tube which can be used for generation of
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ment panel with a number of conventional flight instruments, a fixed -base
pilot control station, and standard peripheral equipment which allows communi-

cation between the computer and the user. Figure 3 shows the control station

located in front of the cathode ray tube display and Figure 4 shows the control

station and the simulated aircraft instrument panel.

In the investigations of this simulated formation flight system, pilots have

been included in the simulation loop. The flight control and management task

which must be performed by the human operator consists of multi-axis air- /

craft control and three-axis control of position with respect to another air-
craft. This task is much too complex to be represented by existing math models

of human behavior, which are generally used to represent only single-axis

control tasks.

When simulation runs are made, the pilot is seated at the control station in

front of a display which provides him with Information about his position in

space with respect to the lead aircraft. The display can also provide him

with aircraft control commands, in which case the position control task

becomes primarily one of three-axis tracking. The flight profile of the lead

aircraft (programmed on the digital computer) results in the sequential per-

formance of a number of basic maneuvers. The pilot's task Is to maintain

his position with respect to the lead aircraft throughout these maneuvers.

Since this system is to be used for low visibility conditions, the pilot is pro-

vided with no visual cues other than the CRT display or specific flight Instru-

ments in the simulated cockpit.

System Analysis and Design Process

The process of system analysis and design by simulation and empirical evalua-

tion can be broken down into the following tasks: 1) development of the system
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"Figure 3. pilot's Station at Cathode-Ray Tube Displayi

, I.

Figure 4. Pilot's Station in Cockpit Mockup with Electro-
Mechanical Flight instrument Display
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model; 2) development of the experimental plan for systematic investigation of

system performance; 3) development of the computer simulation: 4) prelimi-

nary simulation runs to optimize the simulation, 5) conduct of man-in-the-loop

simulations according to the prescribed experimental plan; 6) analysis and

interpretation of system performance data; 7) system recommendations and

formulation of conclusions. As noted in Figure 5. these tasks are interdepend-

ent, with both the sequences and relationships between them being important

factors in the effective evaluation of system performance,

One of the mistakes commonly made in the use of simulation techniques is to

begin the programming of the computer prior to developing the math models

of the system and the experimental plan to be followed in the evaluation of

this system. Efficient organization of the program requires at least 90 per-

cent completion of both these tasks prior to development of the simulation

programs.

Development of System Model

The definition of the system to be simulated in terms of math models is pro-

bably the most difficult task in the system design and analysis process. The

difficulty of this task varies with the number of subsystems of the model which

have not been previously defined. If the study is a design problem rather than

an evaluation of an exilting system, the number of such undefined system

variables is Usually greater. However, even when subsystems are previously

defined In terms of hardware characteristics, there are not necessarily exist-

ing math models to describe them. Thus the development of a number of math

models is usually necessary for any system analysis problem.

The complexity of the simulation to be developed depends on the number of

math models required to define the system adequately and the extent of detail

necessary for each model. The validity of the simulation, of course, depends

on the level of complexity selected for the modeling of the system. Determin-

Ing the exact level of complexity suitable for a given study is one of the most
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simulation validity and the scope of the study. Determining exactly what this

tradeoff should be requires a combination of good judgement and a great deal

of previous simulation experience. Unfortunately, z.z the simulation model

approaches exact duplication of the real world, the cost of simulation analysis

also approaches the cost of flight testing the actual system.

The subsystems which have been defined for the manual formation flight sys-

tem model are those shown in Figure 2a (subsystems numbered 1-11). Since

the primary objective of this research program has been to develop appropri-

ate cockpit displays for manual IFR formation flight with existing aircraft, the

models of the vehicle, the autopilot, and vehicle controls have been predefined

at the outset of the investigations. With a human operator as a part of the

simulated system, of course, it has not been necessary to develop a math

model for the pilot. The remaining subsystem models have been developed

during the course of this research program. The greatest amount of time and

effort has been devoted to the development of alternative display models.

Development of the display model consists of the following tasks:

1) Identifying the information required by the piiot to perform

the manual IFR formation flight control task.

2) Incorporating this required information into a total display

configuration, which requires:

a) development of display format (i.e.. display symbology)

of the primary display,

b) development of display driving functions (i.e., those

equations used to control motion c)f display elements),

c) selection of standard.cockpit instruments which should be

included to provide the re-quired information which could

not le incorporated into the primary display.
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Two of the display configurations investigated for use in this system are

shown in Figures 6 and 7. It may be noted that both display configurations

shown provide the pilot with tracking symbols which indicate how he should

manipulate the controls to achieve the desired positions. The multi-axis

control task required for a high-order control system such as this becomes

prohibitively difficult if the pilot must wait for the system's response before
receiving feedback regarding the accuracy of his control Input. For example,

suppose that a pilot makes a roll input to correct a lateral position error. His
control input will instantaneously effect a control surface deflection, producing

a roll rate, which in turn will result in a significmit change in roll attitude

within a second or two, which will produce a i.,ading change and lateral rate
of movement of the aircraft, which finally, after several seconds, will pro-

duce a significant change in the aircraft's lateral position with respect to the

leader. In other words, the input response must pass through several inte-

grations before the system finally responds with a change in aircraft position.

To provide immediate knowledge of the results of his control actions, lead
information which is based on anticipatory knowledge of the system response

must be presented to the pilot. One means of providing this information which

has been used successfully in the investigations of this manual IFR formation

flight system is display "quickening". Quickening refers to the display of

higher-order deriviatives of the system response. which in this case would

be time derivatives of the follower aircraft's position errors. Complete

quickening, (I. e., presenting the sum of the position error and its derivatives

in one element on the display), was utilized to drive the tracking symbols

shown in the display formats.

Use of Computer in System Model Development

The computer can be used to aid in developing the system model. Either the

digital, the analog, or both can be used for the configuration of a simplified
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VERTICAL SITUATION COMMAND DISPLAY

CLIMB RATE
INDICATOR ROLL ATTITUDE

REFERENCE

C~lII140

-- ACTUAL

-0-- AIRSPEED
ACTUAL TUAL
ALTITUDE LONGITUDINAL

SYMBOL (BASED

,600 20 ON QUICKENING)

HORIZONTAL SITUATION

A STATUS DISPLAY

0

BEARING DISTANCEHEADING INDICATOR

KEY

4ERTICAL SITUATION DISPLAY:
,4- LATERAL AND VERTICAL TRACKING SYMBOL

(BASED ON QUICKENING)

D PILOTS COMMANDED VERTICAL AND LATERAL
POSITION

-0- PILOT'S OWN AIRCRAFT SYMBOL

HORIZONTAL SITUATION DISPLAY:

A LEADER AIRCRAFT SYMBOL

- PILOT'S COMMANDED LATERAL AND
LONGITUDINAL POSITION

6 ILOT'S AIQCRAFT SYMBOLWITH HEADING REFERENCE

Figure 7. Vertical Situation Formation Flight Display (Used for
the Advanced Rotary-Wing and Jet Fighter Study)
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model of the system to empirically evaluate preliminary designs of subsystems.

F-or example, in aevelopilng appropriate display driving functions for the displaY
in the manual formation flight system, performance of a simplified system

model can be observed to determine which combinations of fvedback terms are

more appropriate. This simplified model could consist of only one axis of the

vehicle control dynamics, a simple model of human behavior (perfmaps only a

lag) in response to the specified display driving function, and a continuous

(analog) recording of vehicle response in terms of position and attitude. Small

programs can be written to analytically evaluate specific subsystem math

models. For example, to determine the relative elocity required by the fol-

lower aircraft to maintain his position with resp et to the leader during a turn

at various ranges and bearings, the mathematic I relationships defining this

required velocity are quickly programmed with t e ranges and bearings being

the variables in the model. Then by merely typin in the desired ranges and

bearings, the corresponding relative velocitiesc x.l"U444in a fraction

bf a second.

In addition to the incorporation of the system model, the digital computer

programs must include the capabilities of overall simulation control and com-

puter/user communication through appropriate input and output channels. The

programs should be organized so that it is easy for the user to change the

values of any of the system parameters which are independenj variables in the

study. They should calculate, record, and output the desired performance

measures and be structured to correspond to the experimental procedure to

be followed during the course of the man-in-the-loop simulation runs. These
additional functions of the computer simulation programs make it necessary

that the experimental plan for the study be developed prior to simulation devel-

opment.
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fDvelopment of Experimental Plan

The analysis of system performance by simulation, especially when the

human lperator is included in the simulated system, can involve many hours

of simulator runs. If too little time and effort is devoted to planning the

experiflents, the results of all these hours of simulator runs may turn out to

be completely meaningless. No matter how complex or valid the simulation,

its usefulness as a tool in evaluating system performance depends on the

experimental plan followed in collecting the performance data.

When human performance is one of the contributors to system performance,

the system evaluation is based primarily on statistical inference from the

performance data collected. The statistical techniques wlhich can be used

in interpreting the performance data are necessarily limited by the experi-

mental designs and procedures which have been followed and the exact per-

formance measures which have been recorded. When developing the

experimental plan, therefore, it is necessary to select the Oesired statistical

analysis techniques and system performance measures, as well as the

experimental design and procedure. The tasks involved and some of the

factors which should be considered in developing the experimental plan are

shown in Table 1. Specific measures used to describe performance of the

manual formation flight system model are shown in Table 2.

Computer Program Development

After the system model and the experimental plan are well defined, it is

possible to develop the computer simulation programs in an efficient manner.

I'he digital computer programs are written to incorporate all chose subsys-

em models not programmed on the analog, to calculate and record perfor-

mance measures, and to allow effective communication between the user

and the computer. It should be organized in accordance with the planned
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Table 1. Development of Experimental Plan

Identify Independent Variables (IV)

* Will depend on study objpctives

* Number of IV's limited by time and money available

* In man-oriented system, human element will be an IV

Identify Dependent Variables (DV)

* Complex system performance evaluation usually re-
quires a number of different performance measures

* When the computer is used to record, calculate, and
output performance measures, additional costs asso-
ciated with additional data are rminimal

- Desired statistical analysis techniques should be
considered,

Identify Conditions Which are to Remain Constant

0 Will include all subsystems of the .simulated system
which are not independent variables

Determine most Appropriate Experimental lbesigrn

* Limited by scope of study
* Should be based on study objectives and nature of

the selected IV's

Determine Experimental Procedure to be Followed

* Should minimize learning and order effects

@ Should maximize control over experimental constants

Determine Statistical Techniques to be Utilized

o Limited by experimental design and performance
measures selected

* Should relate to practical application of study results

r
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"rable 2. Performance Measures Used in Analysis of the
Manual Formation Flight System

so Mean, standard deviaLion, and RMS (root-mean-square)
error in:

• Longitudinal position wrt leader

& Lateral position wrt leader

0 Vertical position wrt leader

0 Range from leader

These measures are used to indicate the pilot's level of
position control precision.

so RMS control stick rates (e.g. where X is

.0 RgS N wre Is
rate of control stick deflection in inches or degrees per
second). This measure is used as an indication of the
extent of pilot control activity.

*o Collisions with other aircraft

so Continuous time histories of position error, aircraft
attitude, and control inputs

so Propoition of time subject utilizes a given display

so Number of attention shifts between displays
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as possible and to free the experimenter from trivial tasks such as timing

or data recording. It should be organized such that changing values of

system variables can be accomplished easily and quickly.

The analog computer is wired to incorporate those subsystem models which

can be more conveniently programmed and debugged on the analog (such as

rotational vehicle dynamics) and the control station is configured to repre-

sent the controls of the vehicle being simulated.

Once the simulation is developed, it can be used over and over again for a

long period of time. It should, therefore, be well-organized and documented

so that it can be used and/or modified in the future with minimal difficulty

The digital computer programs should be modular in design for ease of

checkout and modification. The wiring diagram of the analog simulation

should be detailed and complete. The program development should not be

considered complete until the program is well documented.

After the entire system. model is mechanized in the form of computer pro-

grams, the simulation is op~erational and simulator runs can be conducted.

Preliminary Simulations - System Optimization

I' Preliminary simulation rurns are required to optimize all subsystem models
based on man-in-the-loop system performance, to optimize simulation pro-

cedures, and to experiment with the ranges 0fthe independent variables of

the study. It is usually only after this phase of the systems analysis process

that the system model is totally defined. Although the basic math models

for the system must be developed prior to writing the computer prugrams,

it is usually desirable to experiment with the parameters which define the

exact characteristics of a given model after the simulation is operable.

For example, the model of a digital filter may be specifically characterized
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optimal values of these parameters are dependent on the specific system

application. For complex, man-oriented systems it is usually easier to

determine the most appropriate values for such subsystem parameters

empirically by means of preliminary simulator runs.

When system response depends on the performance of a human operator,

there is often no analytical way to accurately estimate the effect of specific

systeiin designs or parameter variation on total system performance. When

this is the case, the only way to determine whether a given system model is

functional is to test it empirically with a human operator in the simulation

loop.

The preliminary simulation phase of the study provides the analyst with

rough estimates of system performance. As a result of this preliminary

investigation, he can select optimal values for parameters of the subsystem
rnodels, select reasonable ranges for the independent variables of the study,

and redesign parts of the system if necessary. For example, in the investi-

gations of the manual formation flight system, it was found that the position

control task was unreasonably difficult when the display provided only posi-

tion error information. The analyst experimented with various feedback

terms and found that the addition of position error rate and aircraft attitude

terms to the position error information made the task much easier. Such

preliminary investigations prove to be very valuable in maximizing the
effectiveness of the formal experimental tests conducted in the next phase of

the system analysis process.

Systematic Man-in-the-Loop Simulation for Collection of
Performance Data

After the computer simulation has been completely developed and optimized

through preliminary simulator runs, it is finally in the appropriate stage to
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begin the systematic tests required for performance evaluation. Although

conducting real-time man-in-the-loop simulator runs may be the most time-

consuming portion of the system ev,•wstion, if preceding phases of the sys-

tem analysis process have been conducted with care, it is also generally the

most straight-forward part of the study from the system analyst's point of

view. This phase of the system analysis process consists of familiarizing

the subjects with their task under the various experimental conditions and

then conducting the simulated runs as prescribed by the experimental plan.

For example, in the investigations of the manual formation flight system, the

pilot-subjects "fly" the simulated aircraft through the programmed mission

repeatedly under each of the experimental conditons until very little further

improvement is noted in their position control performance. Then each

subject "flies" the required number of missions for the various experimental

treatments in the exact sequence prescribed for him by the experimental plan.

System performance data are recorded and output for each simulator run.

The most important points to remember in this usually extensive and repeti-

tive process of system testing is that the value of the results depends on

strict adherence to the prescribed experimental plan and frequent checks on

"the accuracy of the simulation programs. The experimenter must guard

against becoming lax in his experimental procedure and should frequently,

preferably before each simulator run, perform a diagnostic check on the

simulation to assure that the programs are working correctly., Although

exact repeatability is a characteristic of the digital computer, it is not so

for the analog or the link between the digital and the analog. The analog

and digital may be improperly connected, some of the potentiometers may

be set incorrectly, there may be an amplifier or integrator which is not

plugged in securely or not working correctly because of some defect, etc.

A diagnostic check can be performed which will usually identify these pro-

blem areas quite quickly.
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After all prescribed simulator runs have been completed, the system per-

formance data is sorted and collated for interpretation and analysis in the

next phase of the system evaluation.

Statistical Analysis and Interpretation of Performance Data

There are numerous statistical techniques which can be employed in

analyzing the performance data. The most appropriate techniques depend,

of course, on the study objectives and the nature of the system being
evaluated. As previously emphasized, the techniques to be used should be

selected when the experimental plan and procedure are being defined, to

assure that the performance measures recorded and the plan followed will

allow valid application of the desired techniques.

The digital computer can be used to perform the lengthy calculations required

for the statistical tests. Most large digital computer facilities have a num-

ber of general-purpose statistical programs available for performing the

more commonly used and well-known statistical tests. A number of such

programs are available at Honeywell and have been used in analyzing data

obtained in tests of the formation flight system.

When the computer is used both for calculating and recording data and for

performing the statistical tests, the added expense associated with recording

additional performance measures and/or performing a number of different

tests on this data is relatively low. Since it is often difficult for the analyst

to di-termine which performance meawures are more appropriate until. atre.

the data has been collected and analyzed, it is a good ides for him to record

all those measures which seem to be relevant. If digital computer programs

are available for performing the desired statistical tests, the same philosophy

can be followed in determining the number of tests to be applied to tWe data.

E'ven when the scope of the study limits the statistical analysis effurt, it is
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important that sufficient performance data be collected and saved. It is often
desirable to perform further tests later as additional funding becomes avail-

able. Also, it may be that a future study with diffe-rent ohjortives reqllires

different mothods of data analysis but could be based on the same system

performance data. Some of the statistical techniques which have been used

in evaluating the manual formation flight system are shown in 'Table 3.

After results of the sto'.Ltical tests are obtained, they must be interpreted

in terms of their implications in designing or developing the system. Some-

times results which are statistically significant are not significant from a

practical systems application standpoint. For example, suppose that the

results of a statistical comparison of two displays for the manual formation

flight system showed that lateral position control performance was signifi-

cantly better for one display, and that the average position errors for this

display were consistently five feet lower than those for the other display.

No matter what the level of statistical significance, this small difference in

position error may not be of practical significance in terms of system

development. If performance resulting from two such displays were this

similar, the system analyst would probably recommend that display which

would be less expensive to incorporate into the system. Since the only

results of real significance to the system analyst are those which can be

related to the design or development of the system, it is important that

sufficient time be devoted to interpreting the results of the statistical tests

accordingly.

After the analyst has decided what the important study results are, thetse

results should be presented clearly in the final study report. Since the

graphical form of presenting data is usually more easily interpretable for

the reader than the tabular, it may be helpful to show at least the more

important results graphically.
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Table 3. Statistical Tests Used to Evaluate Performance of
Manual IFR Formation Flight System

Statistical Procedures: f Based on Following PerformanceMeasures:

Factorial analyses of variance 1) RMS position error
2) RMS control stick rate

3) Mean position error

Calculation of mean andlor median Mean position error for a specific
position errors for factorial corn- subject, treatment, and maneuver.
binations of independent experi-
mental variables.

Calculation of mean and/o,' median Standard deviations around the mean
variances for factorial com~binations position error for a specific subject,
of independent experimental treatment, and maneuver.
variables.

Calculation of correlation and/or E. g., between lateiral and longitu-
regressions between system dinal position errors, or between
variables, fore-aft and right-left control stick

movements, etc.
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iormuiation ot Conclusions and System Hecommnundations

The final step in the system evaluation process is the careful examination
of study results to formulate conclusions and make..ystem recommendations.

Sometimes in the early phases of the system investigation, recommendations

regarding system Implementation--such as required hardware character-

istics--cannot be made until further research ha.• b(:en conducted. The

"study conclusionR at this point usually relate primarily to the feasibility of

V system concepts. The primary system recommendations made will be

suggested areas for further investigation, utilizing those eff,..ctiv, system

concepts and models which have been developed during the previous system

studies as a basis for future studios. rte system analysis process des-

cribod in this paper would then be repeated a number of times until suf-

ficient system aspects have been investigated to allow recommendations

regarding hardware characet.ristics and specifications,

Results and conclusions of the formation flight system research are pro-
vided below as an example of the steps which must be completed prior to

actual system development and the type of'conclusions which can be drawn

from system evaluation studies based on computer simulation analysis.

Results and Conclusions of lIexuarchl on Manual IF:
Formation Flight System

The research on the formation flight system has not yet reached the point

where the exact specificutiori of required hardware characteristics would

be desirable. The philosophy followed in this system investigation has

been to first determine the fý!asibility uf basic system concepts and

associated system performanco, assuming no limitations imposud by sys-

tem hardware. Then, one by one, th, system limitations imposed by

realistic hardware characteristics and expectcd environmental conditions
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have been added and resultant system performance evaluated. Since there

are so many system variables in a complex system such as this, it has not

been desirable, either from a cost or operational standpoint, to investigate

all these variables simultaneously. Instead, a number of different studies

have been conducted and each new study has utilized results of previous

studies as a basis for evaluating additional system variables. The studies

which have been performed to investigate the manual IFR formation flight

system and the major results of these studies are described briefly below.

The first study (Reference 1) of this program was conducted to investigate

basic information requirements for the manual IFR formation flight control

task for rotary-wing aircraft and to evaluate display concepts for a com-

puter-addressed cathode-ray tube display. The effects of turbulent wind

conditions and subsidiary pilot workload were also investigated in this study.

This study assumed no limitations on sensor outputs (i. e., high data trans-

mission rate and no measurement noise). Some of the study results are

shown in Figures 8 through 11. The major conclusion of the study was that

formation flight under IFR conditions appears to be a realizable goal with

the aid of the computer-generated display formats developed.

The second study (Reference 2) was conducted to evaluate an existing hell-

copter formation flight system. This study assumed the sensor, computer,

and display characteristics of the system being evaluated. Results of this

study demonstrated the important effects of filtering techniques, data trans-

mission rate, and display driving functions on total system performance

(see Figures 12 through 14).

A third study (Reference 3) was conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of

conventional flight instruments in a manual IFR helicopter formation flight

system. Two state-of-the-art electro-mechanical displays, i. e., a flight

director and a horizontal situation indicator, were used in conjunction to

display the required information and were evaluated under alternative display

formats. This study again assumed no limitations on sensor system outputs.
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THE GRAPH RfELOV SUMMARIZES THE ICSJIIT7S OF THE PRELIMINARY

SIMULATIONS DESIGNED TO SELECT OPTIMIZED DISPLAY FORMATS

/IJ FOR THE CONVENTIONAL HELICOPTER.

SUMMARY DISPLAY COMPAR ISON
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Figure 8. Original Study of Concept Feasibiltiy and Display
Requirements for the Conventional Helicopter
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THE GRAPH BELOW SHOWS MEAN RMS ERRORS PLOTTED AS FUNCTIONS
OF THE SYSTEM UPDATE TIME INTERVAL. SYSTEM UPDATE RATE IS THE
RECIPROCAL OF SYSTEM UPDATE TIME INTERVAL.
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Figure 12. Sample Prototype System Evaluation - Effent of
System Update Rate on System Performance -

Conventional Helicopter
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Figure 13. , Sample Prototype System Evaluation - Effects
of Terms in Display Quickening Equations on
System Performance
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T I
SThe results of this study (see Figures 15 and 16) indicated that it was possible

to obtain position control with the electro-mechanical displays comparable to

that obtained with the computer-generated displays.

The fourth study (Reference 4) investigated the relationship of variations in

the effective data transmission rate (i. e., defined as the update rate of the

information presented on the displays) and the effective level of measurement

noise (i. e., noise which appears on the display after filtering) on pilot/

system performance in the helicopter IFR formation night mode. Results

(see Figures 17 through 19) showed: 1) that position control performance

degraded with increasing measurement noise; 2) that position control per-

4 formance did not improve significantly by increasing the update rate above

4/second; and 3) that optimal display driving functions and data filtering

techniques are dependent on the data update rate and accuracy characteristics

of the system.

The objective of the fifth study (Reference 5) was to evaluate the effect of

varying levels of automatic control assistance on pilot/system performance

in the simulated helicopter IFR formation flight mode. An information update

..rate of 4/second and a moderate noise level were assumed throughout this

study. Results of the study (see Figures 20 and 21) indicated that increasing

the level of automatic control assistance provided greater system stability

and made the pilot's control task less demanding, but did not significantly

improve position control performance over that obtainable manually with the

aid of the quickened display.

The sixth study (Reference 6) was conducted to define information and

display requirements and investigate variable sensor output characteristics

fox two additional vehicle classes, i. e., the advanced rotary-wing and the

jet fighter aircraft. The results (see Figures 22 through 25) indicated that

manual IFH formation flight with the envisioned system appears to be feasible

for the advanced rotary-wing and the jet fighter aircraft and that the effects
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on system performance of variation in measurement noise and display

update rate were the same aR found previously for the helicopter.

Some of the basic conclusions which have been drawn as a result of these

research studies are summarized below.

Display driving functions are more important th 'the display format in

determining the pilot's control performance. The results of the various

display evaluations suggest that as long as the basic display/control

relationships are satisfied, all required information is presented, and the

display formats are interpretable, a number of different display formats (in

terms of specific symbology and orientation) are appropriate for the

envisioned IFR formation flight system.

Manual IFR formation flight with the system as modeled for these research

studies appears to be a realisable goal for the conventional helicopter, the

advanced rotary-wing, and the jet fighter. The level of position-control

precision to be expected for a specific aircraft class, given the presentation

of all required information, the use of an appropriate display format, and

optimal display quickening, will be a function of at least the following

variables:

1) Hate at which new information is available for display

2) Level of measurement noise on positon information.

3) Filtering techrgque pased to smooth the noisy data

4) Experience level and capability of the individual pilot

5) Extent of pilot workload required for subsidiary tasks.

It is suspected that other varisibles, such as pilot fatigue, aircraft separa-

tion distances, formation georretry, formation airspeed, command mode

(i. e., fly-to or fly-from), leacd aircraft perturbation, etc., also effect
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postion-control performance. Current research under the JANAIR pr6gram

includes investigation of a number of these additional system variables.I Prior to exact specification of the hardware required for the manual IFR

formation flighit system, these and other seemingly relevant system variables

should be investigated.

The Value of Simulation In System Performance Evaluation

The conclusions •iummarited above are somniat tentative in nature and do

not specify the exact level of system perforinance which can be expected with

the developed system under actual flight conditions. It must be emphasized

that simulation analysis can not be a substitute for actual system tests.

Rather, simulation is a compromise method of evaluating system performance

with a degree of validity which falls somewhere between preliminary pencil-

and-paper analyses and tests of an actual breadboard system. Exactly where

it falls in terms of validity depends on the complexity of the system model..... which is developed for the simulation.

The value of simulation as a system evaluation tool is greatest for those

systems which cannot be easily defined analytically (such as those iAvolving

complex human behavior) andwhich cannot be tested under real-world condi-

tionp without extremely high risks (i.e., in terms of human life and/or

system costs). For this type of system, compromise methods of system

evaluation are necePrary, and they are not meant to replace actual system

tests, but to precede and minimize the extent of these tests.

Although:there are inherent constraints and limitations in the evaluatitn of

system performance by simulation analysis, it is extremely useful in answer-

ing questions such as the following:
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Fi
* Is a given system design or concept fea-lble?

* How does one method or design compare to another?

* What are reasonable minimum and maximum limits on the

variation of a given system parameter?

* What are the effects of varying two or more system
parameters simultaneously?

* Can the human operator perform the required task?

0 Which system tasks should be performed automatically?

* What is the general relationship between system performance

and a given FPyatem paraneter or environmental condition?

If the system analyst couiducts his system investigation scientifically and if

tie teknpers his. forMulation of conclusions and system recommendations by

acknowledgement of/the constraints and limitations of the simulation, he

will find comiputer /imulation techniques to be an invaluable tool in the
sys.tem analysis and design process.
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r. I SSA RY

Activity indires' Mean-square pitch and/or Aroll rates rof the
simulated aircraft

A/C Ai rcrtaft

Autopilot mode Level of akutomatic control included in the
aircraft control system. Range~s from

simple damping in a single axis or the air-
craft to control of the aircraft's heading and
altitude.

Concomitant ta~sk A class of secondary task which is performeod
uiniultanoously with the primiary task and Is
highly quantifiable in nature. In the study

referenced inthpkis p~r, the prlmary~air-

craft position control task was performed
continuously. and the pilot's formati~on flight

display was intermittently blanked out, Then

secondary task cues *ere provided, requiring
that the pilot simultaneously perform the

secondary task at ajor~qed-pace (i.e., the

fquency and time intorv~il of the formation'

feig~ht d isplay inte rrupt~ion as controlled by
tbe excperimenter rather thoti left to pilot

discretion). The levels of the secondary
workload were defined in terms of percentage

of time the pilot was required to perform the

secondary task.
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Data transmibsion and/or The rate at which new infermation about the

update rate follower aircraft's position in space 'with
respect to the lead aircraft of the formation)
is available for display.

Dependent variables Variables of an experiment which describe

system performanci,. These performance

measures are assumed to reflect changes in

the levels of the independent variables of the

experiment and are thus considered to be

"dependent".

. Double-cue flight director Electro-mechanical night instrument cur-

rently used in both fixed-wing and hefcopter

aircraft to provide.informnation about aircraft

pitch androll attitudes. The "double-cue"

flight director has two separate moving ele-

ments, one representing pitch and the other
,, ~roll attitude deviations.

Filter In the referenced studies the filter-simulated

was a digital a-$ filter. The filter is required

to smooth'the aircraft positimn infov'mation

obtained fiom the assurned Sensor system.

Sensor systems, are usualy characterlzed by

a certain level of measurement noise.

LFR Instrument FlIght. Rules -- This term is used
in this report to refer to very luw vilibility

conditions whena P. pilot would have to depend

primarily on instrumentR for vi.ual cues.
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IHAS display format Integrated Helicopter Avionics System -

The vertical situation display format which
was intended as a part of this avionics system

was configured for use in the IFR formation

flight mode in one of the referenced studies.

Independent variables Parameters of a system which are varied to
investigate their effect on system performý-

ance.

N

Mean position error 2 X /N , where X was the measured

position in a specific .axis dur~ing a specific

maneuver and N was the total number of posI-

tion measurements recorded during the ma-
neuver., For the referenced studies N was

equal to the total maneuver length times the

display update rate.

Measurement noise Used to refer to the error in the measurement

of the follower aircraft's position with respect

to the leader. The sensor system was as;.

sumed to include noise with a normal

(Gaussian) distribution described by the

standard deviation. In the referenced studies

these standard deviations were defined in

terms of the bearing (OB)a elevation (cE), and

range (aR) measurements ( in degrees), or in

terms of the longitudinal (@x), lateral (CY),
and vertical (az) position (in feet).
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Perspective display format A display format configured for the fnrmat-c-

flight mode which provided the pilot with a
three-dimensional representation (in two

dimensions) of his formation position with

respect to the leader.

PPI display Plan Position Indicator - A display format

configured for the formation flight mode

which presented a horizontal view of all air-

craft in the formation.

Quickening A method of providing lead or anticipatory

information regarding the system's response.

As used in the referenced studies, it consisted

of adding higher order derivatives (i.e., rate

of change of position) of the systemts response

(change in aircraft position) to the actual posi-

tion error. The resultant sum was used to

drive one element on the display.

R M.S Root-Mean -Square - - Xi2/N where

Xi was the measured position in a specific

axis during a specific maneuver and N was

the total number of position measurements

recorded during the maneuver. The RMS

measure was also used to represent the levels

of pilot and aircraft control activity during

a given maneuver, in which case XI represented

respectively the rate of movement of the con-

trol stick or the aircraft's attitude.
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II
SAS Stability Augmentation System.

Single-cue flight director An electro-mechanical flight display which

has only one moving element to represent

both pitch and roll attitudes of the aircraft.

The element represents both aircraft axes

by movement in two different axes on the

* display.

SSK/FF' Stationkeeping/ Formation Flight.

N
Standard deviation Z (X-XI)I1 N. where R is the mean

value of the observations (X1 ) and N is the

total number of observations.

Subsidiary pilot workload The pilot's workload on tasks other than his

primary task (aircraft position control In

the referenced studies). See the description

of "concomitant task" for more detail on how

this subsidiary workload was simulatec$.

System update time interval Reciprocal of the rate at which the pilot re-

ceived now information about his position with

respect to the formatiol leader for display,

SCoefficient of a-9 digital filtering model which

determines weight of current raw position
measurement versus average over old

measurements.

Coefficient of a-0 digital filtering model which

determines weight of current velocity measure-

ment versus average over old measurements.
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IN VALIDATING A METHOD

OF MODELING A MAN-ORGANIZED SYSTEM

Bob B. Lukens and Robert A. Brown
University of Alabama
Huntsville, Alabama

ABSTRACT. During the past decade, significant advancements in
business organization modeling have been achieved. The man-organLzed
system is a system whose elements consist of people, material, money,
and information. Various methods and procedures have been developed

to model this business organization. The purpose of the research
project is to investigate the theoretical aspects of validating a
method of modeling a man-organized system.

A new approach to modeling the organization is a method called
Dynamic Organization Network Analysis (DONA). The basis for this
method is the use of state variable equations. A question arises
concerning the validity of the DONA model. This is answered through
anmexperimental system designed to test the model. The experimental

system incorporates a computer simulation with known characteristics.
The simulation is used as a standard for comparing the performance
characteristics of the DONA model.

S

The remainder of this article has been reproduced photographically
from the authors' manuscript.
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I

EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS IN

VAUDATI•NG A METHOD OF MODELING A MAN-ORGANiZED SYSi tM

Introduct ion

During the past decade, significant advancements in business organization

modeling have been achieved. Various procedures and methods have been developed

to model systems including man-organized systems. The man-organtzed system is

characterized by elements such as people, material, money, and Information. A

method widely used in modeling large organizations is computer simulation. One

of the most extensle works on compqter simulation of large organizations Is by Jay

W. Forrester. 3 In'his book "Industrial Dynamics" he introduces Lis concept of mcodeling

organizations and ýe describes a new computer language, DYNAMO, to implement

the modeling techrýique. Forrester's method is suited to a project which requires modeling

of fine details of anr organization. However, the method may require years to fully

model a large organization. The need for a method of modeling to be accomplished

in a timely manner caused a search for other approaches.

Within the lost few years, state voriablei have gained attention as a tool to

be used In-systems analysis. 1,4,6,7 The state variable equations have found use in

mechanical, hydraulic and electrical systems. Herman E. Koenig, et. al. in the book

7"Analysis of Discrete Physical Systems" proposed that the analysis may be carried into

soclo-ecornomic systems. The strength of this approach lies in the fact that the systems

Is considared from a control-system point of view. The basic postulate is that the system

is regarded as a conservotivo system. The matching of inputs to outputs requires for-
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mulation according to energy considerations. This approach differs from the economists

approach in that the economisrtviews the system as a iuck %u V will; Willy LIa,,,ua. W1%

outputs. Other quantities such as internal performance characteristics ore not given

detailed consideration by the economists. By using the control theory point of view,

the analylst is capable of manipulating those quantities which control the performance

of the organization.

The Dynamic Organizational Network

Analysis Model

The state variable approach was used In the modeling of a socla-economic system

by Koenig.'8 Koen'ig's procedure paralleled Forrester's in that mathematical relation-

ships have to be developed For all significant operations. This Is very time c.ons.,mino

for a large organization. The fact that only two forms of equations are needed In the

state variable approach caused further considerations of this approach. The state variable

equations are as follows:

T Mt) - P (t) to x(t)

Y(t) - M (t).+ N X(t)

where P, Q, M, and N are matrices characteristic of the system, X(t) Is the vector

of Inputs, Y(t) is the vector of outputs, and the 1Y (t) are state variables.

Rewriting these equations in matrix multiplication Form yields:

[(t] [MN] [x( t ll6
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This form suggests o form appearing in multiple regrestion analysis.2 With

these concepts ;n mind, a modeling method called Dynamic Organizational Network

Analysis (DONA) evolved. J

The DONA method of modeling is a self-generating procedure in that the

matrices characterizing the system are generated from the system through regression

analysis. Regression analysis requires data from the system and this data will certainly

consist of discrete quantities or measurements taken at some time Interval. Since the

state variable equations describe continuous functions,,ao discrete form may be derived

by writing the equations in difference-equation form.

S (t +h) . +,' 1) L 1(t)

I I

Taking first differences to high-pass filter the records, thus eliminating trends,

yields

""" for h I

I VI

where

, (• T• (f + l) - Y'(t)

I(V ) = W(t)- Y(t- 1)

Letting the matrix [S [(P m ).] and substitut ing yields
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The VX, VY, VT, and "- are determined from calculations using actual data

produced by the real system to be modeied. T'he time interval may be one hout , ust

week, etc. By the use of a computer program for multiple regression analysis, the

characteristic matrix, S, can be determined.

.The Laboratory Concept for Volidalion

A question arises concerning the validity of the DONA model and the method

which produced the model. The usual procedure for validating-such a model is by using

information from the real system ,nd determining if the model predicts in an acceptable

manner-when compc! with the performance of the real' system. It was felt that at better method could be use~to validate the DONA model. A laboratory concept was

developed to validate the method, which in turn vqlldaites the model produced by the

method. In this concept the paramaters can be controlled to determine the'range and

responsiveness of the model experimental system shown in Figure 1 is used for the

S validation procedure. The block marked.'"SIMCO" is a computer simulation of a sales

comppnny. This simulatiort'was developed by C.:McMillan and Richard 'V'.onzales. 9

As orglnally written SIMCO was a distributor operation for a single product.' Stochastic

derhand and load tinles were incorporated. SIMCO'was modified to handle a second

product and to.simulate personnel actions; I.e. hires, fires, and transfers. These modi-

fications were made to widen the scope of operations through the addition of the second

produilt and to have some Interaction of elements; e.g. the transfer of personnel from

one product line to the other. All of the characteristics of SIMCO are known. Since

SIMCO is a subrorutine, It can easily be replaced to study the validity of DONA as
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applied to.any other simulated activity.

I - of ... , , .

analysis procedure for developing the "S" matrix. In the laboratory tystem the "S"

motr~x will characterize the SIMCO Sales Company. The DONA model block in Figure

1 represents the followTng matrix equation.

LY(t) x t)J

The left side of the matrix equation ii the DONA output.,

The outputs of SIMCO and the DONA model are finally compared as shown-In

Figure 1. The comparison is made on all parameters desired or deemed 9ppropriTte for

consideration. For example, the DONA model not oidiy produces the ;ystem ouiputs

but also predicts for the next time interval the value of the state variables.

Enperimental Design Consideralions in the Validation Procedure

The problems revealed in this project have provided some valuable ihIsights'

into modeling of a man-organized system using this method. The laboratory, concept

described above has been fully implemented. The entire concept has been written into

a computer proroam and the program has been run and debugged.

Since thi- is a laboratory, the genercition of stimulus data was the first big

problem. Even though the computer program could handle a total of 40 input and state

variables the problem was not the number of variables. The problems centered "Pround

tke bekcivior of the varck(ales.
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It was learned that a rrar-organized system as sin-lated produces variables some

* of which cause redundancies ir the equations. This of course causes singulariltes

* in the matrix. A particular variable of the stimulus data, though time-varying over

the long term, may have a constant value for the simulated time period; and when the

forward and backward differences are taken, the value of the difference is zero. This

same problem can uccu. with a parameter whose first derivative is a constant. The

forward and backward difforences, will be constant but in the multiple regression analysis,

azero varianýe Is computed. A possible solution to the problems of -zero values for

tho. variances is the use of a "dithering signo!," much the same-as the dithering signal
...used In Control s'yerms. The redundancies in the equations can be overcome by careful

selection of the iystem pao'meters.

After tal~lrig cdreful note of the above conditkwars, attention is then directed to

the types and levels of stimulus data, The prediction capabilities of the DONA model

can be tested throughits ab ility to "track" the real syslom or, as in the case of the

laboratory concept, td "track" the SIMCO simulation. The inputs to SIMCO and DONA

may be any one or a .combination of signals composed of random noise, sinusolds, implu~es

or step functions. A particular characteristic to observe is the frequency response of *

the DONA model. The interactions deslgned into the SIIMCO simulation were part of

this test to determine the "worth" of the DONA model and the method to produce the

model.

Problems can also arise in tha comparison phase of the laboratory concept. The

critoriont for agreement in the outputs is based on the quadratic form of the covoriance

matri,.. A recent t',ook by JenWn: ý.:,. Wnlts10 describc, this procedure whkn an analysis
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is required of a multivariate system. The equation of the quadratic form of the covarionce

matrix is as follows:

Probiity(.X, .JT - Proability ( 2m)

where V=-coVT £y j,t), y(k,t)"] , t =1 ....

m degrees of freedom z order of V matrix

This equation is used In two different statistical tests. First, the equation is used to test

the prediction capability of the model as a function of time. It can be determined when
in the time domain the model ceases to predict with the specified confidence, The

* equation then m=y be used to test the •ignificunce of each dimension (variable) in the
model I ]nitead or me su',i 

-,r .,,btit 
a'

mode. nsedormeosur, te vrubilty as function of time the variability is
measured as aofunction of u variable in the model With the time fixed. Again it can

be obse'ved when the- model ceaoes to predict with the specified confidence. Using

this method for corrparlson, of the outputs quantitative 'nformotion Is generated which
gS~es th, perfotmance cho aG(Jeristics of the DONA mocel and the'method usedsto pro-

duce the DONA model. i
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An Investigation of the Effect of Some Prior
Distributions on Bayesian Confidence Intervals

For Attribute Data

Alan W. Benton
Aberdeen Research and Development Center

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

ABSTRACT

One method of obtaining confidence intervals on the reliability of. a

system or component whose sample outcomes are either a success or failure

is founded on Bayes theorem. In the Bayesian formulation of the problem

one must assume a prior distribution on the random variable of interest,

namely, the reliability. The purpose of this investigation "was to determine

the effect of some prior distributions on Bayesian confidence intervals in

which it was assumed that the prior distribution may be represented by the

beta distribution. It was my intent to restrict attention to alternative

priors one might use when no previoua data or experience exists on a

system.

INTRODUCTION

Of primary importance to Bayesian statistics is the attachment of

probabilities 'to various possible hypotheses, or in this case probable

reliabilities.- The mechanism that performs this role is the prior distri-

bution. The plausible values which the random variable might take on do

not necessarily imply that one believes the probability exactly, they are

only a measure or rough indication of what one tends to believe are the

most likely values.

In Bayesian analysis the prior distribution is combined with the test

data to yield a modified distribution of reliability, namely, the posterior

distribution. That is, the information that we have on a component by way

of the prior distribution is updated with the latest test results. If we let

This article has been reproduced photographically from the author's manuscript.
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W - Reliability, 0 ýS W_ 1

n - Number of tests

r - Number of successes

then by Bayes theorem

f(W/n.r)
f g(n, r/W) f (W)dW

W

where

f(W) - Prior distribution of W

g(n,r/W) - Probabillity of observing r successes in n trials, given W.

f(W/n,r) - Posterior distribution of W.

In practice it is quite comon to assume a beta for the prior distri-

bution. There are several reasons for suggesting the beta, ao-nn•sthem are

M() its random variable has range [0, 1], (2) the beta can fit almost

any unimodal or nonmodal distribution for a r.v. over the unit interval,.

and (3) its ease in computations.. The beta density is given by

f(W) - Wa+i l. Wa_)b, 01W.11

al bI

* 0 elsewhere

where a,b N-1. It may be shown that by altering a and b the shape of the

distribution is changed. See Figure 1. These didtributions indicate the

plausible values which the random variable might take on.

Assuming f(W) to be beta distributed and g(n,r/W) to be a binomial

distribution, the posterior distribution is given by

f (Wn, rrW) f(W)
fW/n,r) n, rw) f (W) dW

n (r -Wn-r (a+b+l)l Wa(l W )b
I = albi

rI() Wr l-W)n-••_ W(lwbd

albl
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(a+b+n+1) I Wa+r (l-14)b+n-r
(a+r) I (b+n-r).

which is also beta distributed.

• CON5TRUCTILON 01 IONFIE,, E !MTEmRV~AL

Since the posterior distribution was found to be beta distributed, it

follows that a confidence interval for a beta varlate is desired. If we

let W-B(a,b), then a 1O0(l-a)% one sided confidence interval is given by

Pr W lW<l f f(W)dW -a
! L

L

An exact lower bound is given by
1

b+n-r+l

where

F (1-0) percentile of the F- distribution with 2(b+n-r+,) and

2(a+r+l) degrees of freedom.

a,b a parameters from the prior

n sample size

r = number of successes

The use of the F- distribution may be seen from the following. From

the change of variable theorem of integral calculus we may write

dW
g(F) - h(W - U(F)) d.

SLet a+r+l

W b4-n-r+i
1W a+r+lb+n-r+l

then
a+r+l

dW 1 b+n-r+l
dF I+a+r+l Fd..WWb+n-r+l

d I b+n-r*6l 6
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and on substitution

a+r+ 1
F) (a+b+n+2) (a+r+. 1 F+r

"* (~+ +i Ff

which is the F- distribution with 2(a+r+l) and 2(b+n-r+1) degrees of freedom.

Now recall

f(W) dW -J f (W)dW 1-1-

1 +RF

where

a+r+lR---
b+n-r+l

Noting that Fa(a) I . /F (l-a), the lower limit is given by

W - b+n-r+l
L 1+ ;44- F1.M

One of the reasons for using the F- distributiof' is that tables of this

distribuilon are frequently nore readily available than those of the incomplete

beta. Also, they are convenient for those values of a most often used,. e.g.,

0.10, 0.05, 0.01.

For sufficiently large sample sizes the normal approximation may be

employed, the approximation being best in the vicinity of W equal to one-half.

For the posterior distribution the expected value and variance of W are:

E(W) a+r+l

E(d =b+n-r+l

and

2 Qa+r+l) b+n-r+l)

(a+b+n+2) 2 (a+b+n+3)

Thus, the l00(l,-o)% lower limit is given by E(W) - z

661-o
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where z 10 is such that

DISCUSSTION

As indicated in the previous section, the lower confidence limit (LCL)

was computed for illustrative purposes. A confidence level of 95% was chosen

and the following prior distributions were selected:

a -1 -1/2 0 1 6
b -1 -1/2 0 0 1

References [1] and"41] give discussion on the reasons for assuming prior

distributions when a and b are both set equal to -1, -1/2, and 0. By letting

a-6 and b=t we give more credence to moderately high relialilities, which

-would appear to be a likely area of interest. For large a and/or b one gets

into the problem of the prior distribution far outweighing the most recent

evidence or sample..

In Figure 2 the lower 95% limit is plotted against the number o0 fail-

ures observed in a sample of site twenty. In general, the results are quite

similar for the other sample sizes investiga'ted (n-l0(5)X25). It may be noted

that the tnwber of failures begins at one! ,This was done since when 'using

the (-1, -1) prior one must assume the occurrence of at least one puccess and

at least one failure in the sample.

An examination of the lower limits plotted on Figure 2 yields the follow-

ing general results:

1. The (-1, -1) prior results in shorter confidence intervals than

&(-1/2, -1/2) prior which in turn Sies a shorter confidence interval than

the (0,0) prior. This holds true for moderate to high reliabilities. The
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order is reversed for low reliabilities.

2. The differences in confidence Interval length become smaller as

n. the sample size. increases.

3. All threj priors [(-1,-i), (-1/2. -1/2), (0,0)] result in shorter j

confidence intervals than those obtained with classical methods.

4. The (6,1) prior does not result in a uniformly shorter confidence 1

interval for moderate to high reliabilities.

Now, let r/n (# success/sample) be an indicator of reliability and

rank the priors accordinB to fheLr interval length. Thus the shortes;

confidence interval indicates' the most optimistic result and the longest

the most pessIminstic result for sample estimates of reliability. The follow-

Ing table presents a summary of these rankings.

Summary of Length of Confidence Intervals for
(-1s-1),(-1/2, -1/2)0 (0% O), (1, O).'Priors;

r/n Shortest - - Longesst'So~es (-l, •-z) (-1/2'1, -1/2) (~) od
0. 75-0.85)

.75-0.85 '(-1, -1) (1, 0) (L//2, - 1/2) 1(0, 0)

0.65-0.75 (1, n) (-1, - .) (-1/2, -1/2) (0, .0)

Thus, for rtn greater than 0.75 the (-1, -1) prior gives the shortest

interval while the uniform prior (o, n) gives the longest interval.
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II

SOME TECHNIOUF.S FOR COW•TRIUUrTTW
MUTUALLY ORTHOGONAL LATIN SQUARLES*

W. T. Federe', A. Hedayat, E. T. Parker
B. L. Raktoe, Esther Seiden, and R. J. Turyn

Mathematics Research Center, U. S. Army
Madison, Wisconsin

AMTAMI~ '"a-osntosof co0imstructing. &_A st -of muuly-
... h..6nil latin squares are-presented and the theoretical aspects
of various methods are discussed. Illustrative examples of con-
structing latin squares and sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares
are given. The methods of constructing latin squares and sets of
orthogonal latin squares are complete and partial confounding, frac-
tional replication, analysis of variance, group, projecting diagonal.,
orthomorphism, pair•ise balanced design, oval, code, product composition,
and sum composition. The methods of construction designated as partial
confounding, fractional replication, analysis of variance, and sum com-
position appear not to have been discussed previously in the literature.
The methods of complete confounding and of projecting diagonals have
been given only a passing reference with no'indication an to the actual
construction procedure. The sum composition method has interesting
consequences in combinatorial theory as well as in the construction of
orthogonal latin squares. Lastly, equivalences of fourteen combinatorial
system to orthogonality in latin squares has been investigated and
described.

*This article has appeared as Technical Summary Report No. 1030 of The
Mathematics Research Center, U. S. Army, The University of Wisconsin,
Madison, sponsored under Contract No.: DA-31-ARO-D-462.
The remainder of this article has been reproduced photographically from
the authors' manuscript.
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SuMNlL I E>JIj N IQ LEzi FRAi - :kN,%6R L'-T ING MUI) [tAI.LY
ORTHOGONAL LATIN SQUARES

W. T. 1'ederer 1, A. I ! fýI ' .ý Parker

B. L.. Raktoe 4. Esthc-r .i-vori anz pi~ . 1. Lryn"

I. Introduiction and Some Itrminokygv

- the pu"rpo-s~e of this paper is to reentý a seoitehd~o~ostru~n

mutually orthogonal latin squares and tc r(xhibit somne squares produced by each

of the methods. The set oif nmotho*~s pr-s._-nt(-a he-roin w~as 'Jiscussed it) a series

of informal semninars held,. cJurin.; VL.- ... : * s jl4-1h -in-: 1 ý '. :iy the

authors at Lcornell Universit-Y. Th- r~., tiv:,tio- ftr th'-se dis5;uss ions was derived

from results obt'5AflCd by Ii.I.-jait 111,.- i--6ir- tne *):.tinrisr 'AJ th.' authors.

New proceaures 1for constructing spt cr.., q ll' r:Lo.Iia ldtin squares and

new viewb of present r:-.vthocs '..t t-. itri-L:. L . *'t. :.I[! ~ir- in or"(-r to d"ivance the

theory of mutual orthogonalit-) in, lat.3t sý;.Thrfcs.

Professor of Nlolugical Statistics . >r'I _.&.-r sit' o lin Visiting Professr,ý,r,
Mathematics Reseiarch Center. U.S~. ;Ttr . U.i .. ity' 0- y.'iscon:Ain lur1
sabbatical leav' 1`40-70).

Assistant Protossor, Cornell Univvrnity.

Professor Mathemcitics, EUniveriit-,- i~. i~V~tr~PcfsoCr~l

University (July. 190)t9.
4Associate Professor, University ut 6t.!j an.;. Vi-iting AbSG.Iadt, Proio'ssur,

Co-rnell University (January to August,110 1J.'

Professor, Michigan State Univursivt. . : i Vistitn;q Plrolt s:i -> A.,vrrwli 'ni-
versity (June, July, August, 1909.

6Mathematician, Raytheon COturp~ntio.: dnd Unst,~P~V'sc ~rcitri-
versity (July. 190~).
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As may be noted from tne taole of contents, the different sections were

written by Jifferent authors. An attempt was made to have a consistent notation

andJ a uniform . stvie. Although r:uch more work is required to finalize the method

in several of the sections enough is known about ther method to use It to con- ....._-_

struct a latin square of any order -,r ti, cc.,nstruct a set of two or more mutually

orthoguro.l latin squares. Also, a number of equivalences may be noted for some

,i th.. :nethocis.

The theory of mutual orthogonality in latin squares has application in the

Iconstruc:tion .,f many r.-lasses uf (,x;,.rirnvnt dotigns anti in mdiny coinbinatoricol

systems. The latter sabject is discusskd in section XVwhere the equivalences

of vdrious coimbinatorijl systems tort, prt,'sntv-j. With regard to the fcrmner sub-

ject. there is dn evor present nved ftir n-,-. (,xcrlnont designs for new experi-

mental situations in urder. for the ,.-Jw.t•,r~tr not to-),have to conduct his ex-

perinient to fit known experiment desiqn,.

6ow- ,t the notatiun and t-rrmi.uh 1,qy that will be utilized is presented

below.

Definition 1,1 . A iltin square ot t.,r-.:r n on to set • with n distinct elements

is an n x n ma trix each of whosi, r .VS d columns is a pcrmutation of the set

~xarnole:

2is i latin square of order 3 on 2= {I..3} .
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IL uftr,itiun 1. Two litAn squaros I (d JII IIIJ LZ (b cj t of order n dr.
ii A j

said to be orthogonal it the ni or.rc.,'e pdi-b i a P, I) , j =,Z,... , ni dre

all distinct. Note that L1 and I . nr,,,." nut .efined on the same set.

.Example.

annd .

Definition 1. 3. rh., members u, a st f t iatin squares L,, L4 , ... , I*C -f

or Jvr r. are sai t,. b.. mutuall/ ipcir.,.. , rt!- ,.,J L . is ,thogur.al t(

I. , ' j, i~j I,.~... ... l-'r'ih t~r- C'n.tj s-: we rr-a- *i s'-. t-e.n-

Latitn n squares and orthogonal latin j-u.,r-s n.rd, ,t Je'lL !L? ycars of hrstory.

• Hedayat I 1969-section DI] has presLent(; a re.,i:ondbly ci.cGd paIfture of this

history which will not be repeated h.rv,. It za; I~la=n,,d to, prel•dre: c, historiala

account of deve•lopmnents related to urthugu;•rdity in la•tin squar•,s and to publish

this material together with a bibliograph:, ,:I.;,wh, r.,

677
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I1. ijtorial LJ; nfounjing Cýnstructitn of O(njti Sets

•i. i. uoniiiete iC-nfoundinci

""he r. row-column inteisctins may be related to the treatment combin-

"itLons in a n factorial treatment .--sign. To illustrate let us consider the 4

--- ..............- fa ctoria-l-and-the-l-atin square-of -otder --- 4 - hr level% ---- ---

and B. in the factorial will b-. us tx L, .Psignate the rows and the columns of

latin squar.' r . 4 as f, 1! w"'s.

.iiin stu, irs -.t orer 4

clumn 1 - tPe cure.n 4 - ,Bl column .3 (S) column 4 (B)

33
ruw 1 =L)00 (102 03

2 A 10 12 13

row -i 1A,A 20 21 ., 3 Z•-

rhu.;. four cumiinitions ,ut uf thn 1,, .viich hdve 1 0 in the subscript ij,

1. 0 ()0)0 1 , o,. ind I03, . ir. cP0s Lr.", tUfj 13s (A0 and are put in r(ow 1. C(on-

tmnuin:g this proc,'Jure the rumdnd, r of thv- ii combinations are allocated to the

r.Tidinizuq rows rind t') th(: .olunrr;ns c:, sh , - i .

Now, three ither effects tvitn 4 I,,vels eacn Can he set up from the pro-
4. ,• U1  u 2

'*,tiv, ',,Qjmetry PG 1.4 thc * irt. Ar IAR I , AB , and
uuu

I I 1 2jiAh ) . The levels of these effects and the corresponding latin square

produced Ly letting all cumbindtions of the level of an effect be a symbol in the

latin squdre are (see page 3_37 cf Ken-,1thorne [1621] , e.g. I:
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'0 00 4 II 1 2,! + 3 3 1 tI O 1 01 -1 Ozi 111II 0 3~ v IV

•^Ul, 1 01 + 104 23 4 341 IO 1 0 iI =lJ l I12IV' ILII!
0iUu 23 O 4 13 + Z0 + 31 - 1II z-z 111I 1 =IV 4z z~ 1 /=. Z -1 1_

3 03 + 12 + 21 + 30 .IV 30=IV 31=III 3 =[1 1 33 I

0 00+ 13 +21 4 32- a Y 6

(A 2 1 03 + 10 4 22 4 31 - 1 6

u 13~u 02 O+ 12 + 23.+ 30 .6 a 3

0 0+124234 31 -W W Z X Y

( SU31 02 -, "10 + 2-I 4 33- * X "x f W/ z
(AB = + 03 +.11 4 20 + 32 -Y Y X Z W

u i+u 3 uj ...___

301l + 3 +22 8 30 -Z Z W Y X

In the above the complete cunfounding scheme of sources of variation in

the 0(4,3) set and the effects in the fitctorial may be illustrated in the following

analysis of variance table wherein the sums ot squares in the lines of the analysis

of variance are orthogonal to each other:

Source of variation Degrees of freedom,

Correction for mean I

Rows = Aeffect 3

Columns = B effect 3
u 1

Roman numbers = (AS I effect 3

U 2

Greek letters = (ABS) effect 3

Latin letters = (AB I effect 3

Total 16
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Instead of relating the mutually orthogonal latin squares of order 4 to a
D Z4

4 factorial we may relate them to a Z factorial in the following manner. Let

the 16 row-column intersections be numoered as follows:

row .. 2. . ... - ......... .

1 0000 0001 0010 0011
2 olou 0101~ i 011 ilI

S11100 1001 l01 101o1

4 1100 101 1110 1111

Le.,t the factors be a, b, c, anci I .vw t.1 two levels 10 and I) each. Tho rows

Corr es'pond to fa'ctorial effects, A. B. -jnd A-A and the. columns correspond to fac-

rtura I oftects C, 1), and (D). i 1his k,, n Wi cuiistructing latin squares has been
used by Fisher and Yate's J195 71 fur Iitm s(4uareo of order H.) Then, let the

symbols in the 3 latin squares be, rprsnted by th:; following scheme: t .

lac, toriaLuenerator_ _,_ _binti_ _s latin squares

(ACiy. (BL)o,, (ABCU)0 0000 + 0101 4 1010 1 1 1 1 1-II I 1 11 IV
IAC) B , iAB'( D 1 0001 . 0100 LOll0 1110 11 11 1 IV IIf

0' 1

(Ak-; 1 , iBL)o, ABQ:D 1 0010 011i1 ,* [100 4 1 10 IIi 111 IV I II

(AC) . )2D , (ABCDi ) 0011 4 0110 1001 110)0 IV IV 11 If I 1
1 1' 0

(AD) iABo, iBCD) 0000 01 10 loll 1101 W W Z X Y
0' 0

iAU)O. (ABC) 1 , iBCD 0010 0100 1 0O)k1 1 11 X X Y W Z

(AD)I, (ABC 0 , (BCD)1 0001 4 0111 4 10104 1100 = Z Y X Z W

iAl)i, (ABC) , (BCL)) 0101 + 001 . 1000 I 10 = Y z w Y x
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(ACD)0, (BC)0, (ABU) 0000 4 0111 1 110 4 1001 a'0
(ACD)o, (BC)1, (ABD) 1  1010 4 0100 0011 4 1101 = p

(ACDI0, (BC)Q, (ABD)I 1000 + 0110 4 1111 + 0001 =

(ACD)1, (BC)1 , (ABD)Q 00104 0101 ' 1011 4 1100 = 6 b

The correspondence of the latin squares obtained from complete confound-

ing considering a 4 •ctorial and conid ering a 2. fa~toi--s d~moJttated-

in the following analysis of variance table:

Source of variation degrees of freedom

Correction for mean I

Rows = A effect in 4 factorial 3

4
A effect in 24 factorialI

B .. . 4

AB

Columns = B effect in 4 factorial 3

C effect in 2 factorial

D "4

CD . ." 1.

U
Roman numbers,= AB effect in 4 factorial 3

Z4
AC effect in 2 factorial I

BD . 2

( ABCD 2 ' "
u2

Greek letters AB effect in 4 factorial 3

ACD effect in 24 factorial

44BC I

ABD . .4
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U

Latin letters AB effect in 4" factorial 3

4
AD effect in 2 factorial I

AB( " .. .. I

SU(:D . . .. 4."•

Total i6

4 ~
It should be noted here that the effects in the 2 map directly into the

4 projective geometry or PG(1,2 Likewise, even though one more set of

generators is available, viz.

Generators Interaction

Roman numbers - AD, BC ABCD

Greek letters AC, ABD BCD

Latin leLters - BD, AB ACD

the three orthogonal latin squares produced are the same ones. Since the third

effect above is obtained as the product of the two generators, mod 2, we need

consiJer only the generators. Multiplying those by CD (mod 2) we Ubtain the

generators of the preceding scheme. fI-[nce, even though two different complete

confounding schemes are dcvallabl, there is a simple one-to-one mapping of one

set into the other set. Although nothing interostirg turns up here, it would be

interesting to study the various complete confounding schemes in the latin square

of order 1) as related to the 34 factorial.

As a second illustration of the use of complete confounding to construct

latin squares, let us consider the latin square of order 6. Using the notation
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represent a combination by ghij where q, h are members of 1 (3) and i,j are

2 2
members of 1 (4) The effects in the 2 and in the 3 factorials are denoted

respoctively by:

3 '4
A

3 4
B 1)
A 3B 3 C 4 D 4

C3 4 D4 2

The remaining interactions are given below in the analysis of variance table:

Source of variation Degrr-,c of fr.edom

Correction for mean 1

3 4
Rows = A C 5

A3 3

C 4

.3 4AX C4 2

3 4Columns = B.D 5

B I

4
D 2

3 4
B XD 2

Treatments or symbols =A B C D 5

C4D 2.

3 3 4 4
AB3 x C4D6
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Remainder 20

3 4AC x 2

3 4 4

B 3 X .C D

BA x C4D43 4-2B X C D

B3 x C44

A3 B3 x C4 D

A3B3 x D4  2
A 3 B3 x C 4D

3 3 4 2
A B X CD

Total 36

Let us now set 'up the 6 rows and the 6 columns of a latin square of order

6 with the corresponding designation of the 36 combinations as followla

Columns

Rows (BD (B3D4 (B D (B3 D) 3  (B3D 4  (BD34 5

A 34C 4 0000 0304 00OZ 0300 0004 0302

(A3C4 )1  3040 3344 3042 3340 3044 3342

(A 3 C4 )z 0020 0324 002Z 0320 0024 0322

(A3 C 4 3000 3304 3002 3300 3004 3302
34

(A3 C 4)4 0040 0344 0042 0340 0044 0342

(A C ) 3020 3324 30ZZ 3320 3024 3322
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Now let the levels of A3 B3 C 4 D4 correspond to the symbols in a latin

square of order 6 as followsI

Levels_ CombInation for whigh 3gm.3h+4i+4j. mod 6. is constat Symbol

(A B C4D 0000 + 3342 + 0024 + 3300 + 0042 + 3324 * 0

(A B C D 0304 + 3040 +'0322 * 3004 + 0340 + 3022 1

-(A3 -- D) 2  0002.+3344.+ 002* 3302-+ 0044 4 3320 -, 2

(ASB C4D 0300 + 3042 + 0324 3000 + 0342 + 3024 - 3
334

(A B C4D )4 0004 + 3340 4 0022 3304 + 0040 + 3322 4

(A3 B3C4D4)5 0302 + 3044 + 0320 4 3002 + 0344 + 3020 555

This produoes the following latin square of order 61

0 1 2 3 4 5

1 2 3 4 5 0.
S2 3 4 5 0 1

-3 4 5 0 1 2

4 5 0 1

5~ ~ 3 4 2

SAlternatively we could have used lev4ls of A8C4D2 to construct the
•, , following latin square of order bi

iLevels, Combinations for which 3g.43h÷41+21, rood 6,is conjtanty!• h•.•.

S(A BCD2) 0000 + 3344 + 0022 4 3300 + 0044 4 3324
0a

I(A3B3C4D2 0302 + 3040 + 0324 + 3002 + 0340 4 3024 1
(Aa- 0004 + 3342 + 0020 + 3304 + 0042 -•3320 2

(A363 0300 4 3044 + 0322 + 3000 + 0344 4 3022 3
S(A3B C4D2)4 0002 -+ 3340 4 0024 + 3302 + 0040 + 3324 4

i•(A B C4DZ)' 0304 + 3042 + 0 320 + 3004 + 0342 + 3020 5
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latin square of order 6

0o 5 4 3 z I

i 0 5 4 3 2

1 0 5 4 3

32 1 0 5 4.........
4 3 2 I 0 5
5 4 3 1 1

Thus, th," above square is sirmply a column permutation of the previous one. As

tnure , re no other acts ut 5 degrees of freedom leading to a latin square of order

6 Ui. e. A3 , 83, and A3 B3 exhaust tho three single degrees of freedom from the
4 4 4 4 4 2

factorial and C. D* . C D , and C r) exhaust all sets of 2 degrees of

freedom from the 3 factorial i, it is not possible to obtain a latin square of

order 6 orthogonal to either of th,, pruceding onrs using complete confounding

schemes.

F'or a latin square of ordvr 10 we| moy ui levels of A R C 6 D6 , A B Cb D•,

A iC D h, or A B C I6) to form four Jiffercnt latin squares of ordor 10.

II. Z. P4rIdl Confounding

In the last sectlonl us(' ,qA.S' rhod•k u1 complt'te confuunding of effects in a

factorial with tht. rows, columns, anu s'mbols in a latin square. Instoad of

completely confuunding in effect, it uuld bc partially confounded, Fror nxtrplr,

the latin squareuf order 4 could be considered as a 24 factorial as in the

preceding sbction, with the following scheme of confoundlnq:
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Rows 2 =z(C) I =(C), 3 3 (D),, 4 (D),

I (A)0 ,(B10  00o0 0011 0010 0001

2 (A) o (B) 0101 1)10 0100 0111

3 (A), , (B)r) 1 0))( 1011 1010 1001

4 (A)I ,(B)I 101 01110 1100 1111

If we set up the latin square symbols for the ahove as t h e r.

"the symbols correspond to the fulluwing combinations: .

, O,; *0 ) 10 10 101 I 10 1 ! ABOD)0 4 other effects

00: 0 1 1 0101 4 1010 - I I I - fA[3(jD)_ .

1: 3000 1 310 4 001 0 ill I As )'•?1

¼ 0001 0100 4 1011 , 1101 1AB'.D1 "

It is known that this latin squorL' has no orthogon:il mate (Hedayat 1196 9 1j.

rhir means that no orthogonal partitiv: ,)f th, remaining sum of squares can be

madd; which forms a latin square.

If on the other hand, the latin square usord s , thp conbiL'atins
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.:-rrosponding to the Greek letters are:

.: 0000 t 0110 + IU 1 + lI II (ABCDJ0 4 other effects

,• 0011 4 0 10 1 4 1001 + I 100 IABCIDJ0 +

3: 0010 + 0111 + 1000 + 1110= (ABCD)1 + (AC)1 + other effects

bi: 00o1 + 0100 4 10ol + li10 = (ABCD) + other effects

'Inis square has two mutually orthogonal mates and hence there must be partitions

-f tn', !ýuni.6 LA squsr,.,s nto orthuo-.unal components which correspond to the sym:lis

instead of inserting symbols in the latin square of order 4, denote the

s,,•'n•o1: in tieW latin square, by tht., fllowinng partial confounding scheme:

ii add thu two 1,'8 replicates gienerated by ((A)l, (D)0' (BC) and

iAI,. •; I• ABDJ i t(, obt:iin the 4 combinations (0000 4 01 10)*

I10 , IIIlj and denute thrso 4 combinations as symbol 4

ii) jidd th, two 1/ 8 replicctes gnerated by (WI/, (AB)I, (AC)0) and

L, , AL) ) to )bt, in combinations (0 lUl 4 1011) 1 il100

01) anci denote these 'I combinations as symbol i3 ,

ih, addh th.vo I, M replicit,'s gjoncrateJ by I(A)I, iD)o, iASC}I and

f,A,09, ,C)I, iBLIi to ooAtain cornbinations 11000 4 1110) 4 (001o +

111,i .ind jenote these 4 d s symbol N, ,

.. _r ,ii te t wo . ki replicates generated by i(ABi0, (AQ)), (ID)1 and

iABR (BL), ) to outain the combinations (1101 t 0011)

ý',Jl0 100l) and denote these 4 as symbol .
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This procedure results in the following latin square of order 4:

3 • a 6

6 • 3 •

Obviously, one could take any pair of 1/8 replicates such that the 4 combina-

tions are in different rows and in different columns to form the combinations for

a given symbol.

The above type of partial confounding results in the class of latin squares

denoted as half-plaid latin squares. If partial confounding were utilized in rows

as well as in columns the resulting square would be denoted as a plaid latin

square (so-called because of its resemblence to plaid cloth if the effects con-

founded were of different colors). The three types of squares are illustrated

below for a latin square of order 6:

.;uni•letv .:unfoundir~g ot effects

Columns
11 2= 3= 4= 5=

Rows (A)0 ,(C) 0 (A)0 ,(C) IAo10 ,(C 2z (A)l,(C)0 (A.j, (C), (A) ,(C)2

I = (B)0 ,(D) 0000 0010 0020 1000 1010 1020o

2 = (B)o(D), 0001 0011 00Z! 1001 101 1 1021

3 = (B)0 ,(D)z 0002 001Z 0022 1002 1012 1022

4 = (B) ,(D) 0  0100 0110 0120 1100 1110 1120

5 = (B)I,(D)1  0101 0111 0121 1101 1111 1121

6 (B)I,(D)z 0102 0112 0122 1102 1112 112
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Partial confounding of effects with columns

Rows I (C) 2 =C) 3 = (C)2  4 = (CD) 0 5 = (CD) 6 = D)

(180 ,(D) 0  0000 0010 0020 ,1000 1010 1020

2 =B) 0001 00II 002101 01 1.

3 (D 2 0002 00o1 0022 T TZ -Z10 1oo

4 = (B I, ()) 1100 1110 1120- 0100 0110 0-1,0

5 = (B) ,(D) 1 101 1Ill 1121 0121 010'1', 0111

6 (B) I(D)2  1102 1 1z2 01 Iz Oi2 0102

Partiai ccnfounding in both rows and columns

Columns

Rows I IC ) 2 (C ) 3 (C) 4 = (CD)0 5 z (CD) (I)z

I D 0 00 10 2.1) 00 10 20

2 D) 01 II 21 41 01 11

3 D- 2 02 12 1.2 12 zz 02

4 (C D-D2 ) 00 1 22 00 2 z ,11

i OCD4 1 0.2 10 z1 21 10 02

6 (OUD ]01 14 40 14 01 20

In th,, last table abrcývw only th(. subscripts for combinations of factors c

dnd d have bten inserted. Ther,, is som. dif•liculty in inserting subscripts for

fat-turs a and b such that these e(focts are orthogonal to both rows and columns.

In any ov,,nt, this problem require:; further study to determine ,If half-plaid latin

squareb ir,,d plaid latin sq.,r. ld tu latin squares not of the same type as given

by complete confuunding, If tne threu, types et latin squares of order 6 can be

produced by partidl and complete confounding, this would be an interesting reult.
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I11. Fractionial Replication Construction of 0(n,t) Sets

-l 3
Any latin square may be considered as an n fraction of an n factorial

where the rows represent levels of one factor, the columns represent the levels

of the second factor, and the symbols in the latin square represent the levels of

the third factor. As an illustration, consider the latin square of order 3 where

3the 9 nombinations represent the 1/3 fraction of a 3 factorial as follows:

Columns

Rows 0 1 2

0 000 012 021

1 102 I i I 120

2 201 eI0 222

The above is the 1/3 fraction of a 3 corresponding to (ABCd =r14 j 0,ood 3,

Since this is a regular fraction we niay write out the, aliasing structure In this

fraction as follows:

M ABC

A AB' r sC

B 4 AB •: A(;

C + ABC'0 AB3
AB +AC 4.3C

where the effects connected with a plus sign are completely confounded with each

other. In the above latin square thu symbols 0,1,4 correspond to the levels of

the third factor, c. Now if we set up a second latin square in which the symbols,
2say y, ,Ny, correspond to the levels of AB I the resulting square will be

2orthogonal to the first one. The square corresponding to levels of (AB I o 1s
i+91,mod 3
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0004 111 +222l t

2(11 4 01-+ 120~~ * W
-I 3'rhe class of fractional replicates constituted as an ro fi-action of an n

tactorial oecomes an important one to study as it relates to construction of mutu-
-3 9 1 1..

S .aly_. orthogona.lAutin squares... In. particularn, all/ 2 "fractions of--a -2 -and all -.-
Z 6

fractions of a 3 with all possible aliai4ng structures could produce several

sets of mutually orthogonal latin squares. This could have interesting conse-

q u en's In finrlite .eomt.',ry.

Fh- stru,-tur. of tne left-hand s,.t -f pardnietors in an aliasing structure

will ha,., d pattern; for example, tar n = 4, 5, and 7, the patterns are:

n = -4 rn= n = 7

M Ab,: NJ 4 ABC M 4 ABC

A A A

.13 li B

UC C

2 1AB AB3 AB
AB R A3 3 AB 3 ].

Ak AB

AB5B5

AB6

N t.th ,th-,,irh AFK: w ý,) omplptr ly cnntound,2d with the mean, any one of

th,- (Qthtor thret,-factcr interacition compon.nts ABUCv, u,V = 1, 2,... ,-n could

u:s..'. :,..trn uttlzeJ equjlly w-1l1. Also;. nute that the levels of C corresponding

t.. .. .': s pr,1,dujcf ,i latin square and that the levels of effects below the

,J -t.., 3 proliuc• 3 :;ift of - I mutuaIly urthogonal latin squares.-l 3

in general we w.int to look at all possible n-1 fractions of an n factorial,

th. subset of combinations for which the levels of C are the symbols
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in a latin square and to study their patterns especially for n 7,8, and 9. All

possible fractions, or rather all forms of the allasing structure, could be classi-

fied into all types of t mutually orthogonal latin squares, O(n,t) for t 1,2,

,n-l. Perhaps this is the manner in which the geometries of various values

of n can be eiýhaustively studied. In fractional factorial notation we want to

study all possible patterns' of X X in the following matrix equation:
11 1

M

A

B + Xý1XI 00 Y r
C

where the form of the first vector below the letter C will be.determined by the

values in XI1 X , the candidates for entry in-he vector are thd'remaining

2 '3
two- and three-factor interactions, and Y, is the particular set of nr out of nr

combinations for which the levels of any fourth effect in the first vector form a

latin square. Thus, it becomes important to study the properties of IX

even for the 2m system. The irregular fractions would appear to be the most

interesting for n = 7,8, and 9 since regular fractions can be related to complete

confounding in section II. I and to flats and points in the projective geometry.

We now wish to illustrate the use of fractional replication procedures to

construct latin squares which are mateless and which have orthogonal mates. To

illustrate let us consider the four standard latin squares of order 4 which are

(risher and Yates (19571):
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, I. r I I [AiR 17 IDT ' I AI B IC DI 1 A iB ICI DI

jIJDYJA IBD0 A C F)LCDB A D~ j
~J Tjj _c~ F)C-D CBA A D B

S:.quare Square ,I Square III Square IV

Tt is known (H.,dayat 1 l9t,9 that thoe irst three squares are mateless and that

the last square belong:: to all 0(4,3) set.

N .w nurnb,*r thu, •.w- ; ,; I , ,nr din,.te th,'sf, as levels of the factor

a; numb,:r the coGu'mnnS as 0,1,2,3, and .3s 0,1, ,3 for A, B, C, D, respectively,

anr,,j -'A:net,, these as, levels (if the, f~at.tLi 3 Tho.n, in fac~torial notation the above"

3.
.1(i ,.:mbindtions form a onc-fourth fraction of a 4 factorial treatment djsign.

The aliýising s(,.hen, for the fractional replicd•t. given as square IV. is:j

A AR, A R AB• C

[3 A. C A , 4 AB 3;

C A R. AI3BC A BC

", " -- !i t ., . .t(.( onr..ecte,.i w.th a plus 5• n arte completely confounded with

, :. t . Wi,." ct ,o, ; -. r,.. j.r;'irv- two iliasing structures results in

2 3.......... ..."-... lIt,. ,aI si~ni s true:tur,,!s tu.r ti; is 4" fr iCtic:,nl of the 43 factorial: the~su.

. -P. ' A

Ad,.,A..i" B " AB (3

1v ..,1 •.:, r)f Ak ar. -i f A• h t: form tw'o latiln squares, these two

, ... ' '. , 4, t) mLIutual'y rorthogonal latin squares.
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Now;, let us return to the set of four standard squares given above and

wA nntp Ih~ rnlv init T11ri~ ar,,. r...~n f^..-. -. n~j - -i -r

I I, and'III. These are:

additional combinations combinati~ons replaced in IV

Square 1 112, 130, 310, 332 1 10, 132, 312, 330

111 113, 130, 1269, 331 f220p, 231, 'ý3Z_1, 0-

;The alilasing structure (wi'/out the coofficierit- is given on the following page for

all four standard latin sn/ares of order 4. The, 1/4 replicate given by square IV

forms a regular fraction The remaining three fractional replicates are such that

none of the additional e fects are unconfounded with the effects A, B, or C of

the original latin squar of order 4. Since this is true no linear combdbintions

of these effects will be nconfounded. In order to form a latin square which is

orthogonal to'the given e it is necessary that there be'a set of effects which

is unconfounded with th effects in the 9iven square. This is impossible for the

three squares 1, 11, and ITI and hence thr squares are mateless as is well-known.

It would be interesting to ascertdin the aliasing structures for the six

standard latin squares of order 5 belonging to the 0(5,41 s~et and for the fifty

standird latin squares of order 5 for which are known to bu mateless (Hedayat

11969] W. After a study of these fractions, one should continue such a study for

n -7, 8,* and 9. It Is suggested that one consider a Z62 fraction instead of a

431fraction for n = 4 and a 2 9 -3 fraction instead of an 83-1 fraction for

n =8 *The reason for this is that there is much more theory available for the
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Aliasing structure of effects in the four 1/4 fractional replicates

of a 4 factorial for four standard latin squares of order 4

Square I Square N" Square III Square IV

Effect Effect Effect Effect

Effect 1 . o E .11 it4 1 IIf.

B P

C

AS P p P P p pC

AB 2  P P P

AB3  P P P

AC P p , P C

AC 2  P P P

AC3 P P P

BC P P P P P C

BC P P P P P
3

BC P P P P P
ABC P P P P P P P P P P P C

2
ABC P P P P P P P P P P P P C

3B~ P P P P P P
ABC3 P P P P P P

AB C P P P P P P P P P P P P C

AB .C P P P P P P P PP P P P C223

ABC p P P P P P P P P P P P C

23

- nedns Identical effect C means complete confounding
P means partial confounding bPank means unconfounded
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s 2 in the sm series than for any other value of s . Also, one may use the

generalized defining contrast which has been developed by Raktoe and Federei

[1969] to a considerable advantage in writing out aliasing structures in these

cases. Investigation of the regular and irregular fractional replicates obtainable

I for various values of n 'could lead to considerable advances in the theory of

mutually orthogonal latin squares.

/
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IV. ANOVA Construction of O(nt) Sets

There" should be some procedure which would utilize the orthogonality. of

single degree of freedom contrasts in the analysis of variance (ANOVA) and

which could be utiluized to construct orthogonal latin squares. For example, one

could make ,use of, orthogonal polynomial coefficients fdr row-and cUolumn con--.

trasts and then construct mutually orthogonal latin squares from these. To illus-

Er.it, consider the latin square of order 4 used previously wherein the row-column

4
i:-2t,,:soctions are numbered as a 2 factorial, I.e.

Column
Row 1 2 3 4

I 000o 00 0010. o011

2 0100 0101 0110 0111

3 161)0 10 I 1 1010 1011

4 1100 I 101 1110 1l11

me-relatiun between the 16 contrasts using orthogonal polynomial coefficients

anrd th, 2 4 factorial is given below:
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II
Source of variation df

C. F. M. I

%uw contrasts 3

A\-R c - I Rows linelar k( A 4 d

I- I " quadratic R = AB
AB L % I cubic R= ZA- B

Column contra sts nL

L -CL-.C CI Coumslier

D -2C + C5 ucC
L C 1 1 " quadratic = CQ -

C; =) CO cubic cc 40C 1"-',

Roman numbers a (AB 3

BC a 4RLCL R RcCC q RCL

ABCDz R C I RQ

Q Q Q..

Greek lotters a iAB

SBC = 2.RLCL = idRcCQ L QC CC

4 RL R C cRcCL i QCC

ACD = (-R -•RcCQ R G
L CQ

•U 3

Latin letters = AB (

KAD= 2R C -2R C-RC G
L L C C L C

4RcC I RLCG

ABC x RQ(-C ZCI I RUQ L C Q L
BCD- (-*RL + RC)CQ I CCQ

Total 16

The Individual degree of freedom contrast matrix foi the above It )mj:nj-
tions is t
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The partictlar contrast matrix utilized is not unique as has been

uemonstrated above. All orthogonal contrast matrices resulting in latin squares

could be considered. ror example, other sets of contrasts among rows (or columns)

could be:

2 3 4 1 2 3 4 .... •,

Mean + 4 + + Mean + + 34

R1 0 0 R1 + 0 0

R 0 0 - + or R + 4 -2 0

R + + - - R + + + -3
33

The interaction of row and column contrasts possibly coulO be utilized to allocate

the synols, in the latin square.

We wish to illustrate the methoc of constructing latin squares using

orthugonal polynomial coefficients. WP shall first consider the construction of

thre(-- mutually orthogonal latin squarcs of order.4 and then we shall consider the

construction of a single latin squar; of order 6. In the preceding table on

orthogonal polynomials for n = 4 dcnote all combinations with a plus sign as

belonging to (R1 C ) and those with a minus sign as belonging to (RLCL)0
1, L I L4.

* Do likewise for the R C and R C effects. Then, the four latin square
Q Q C C

symbols are obtained as followst
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(R C )19 (RQCQ)I, (R ) ) 0000 + 0101 + 1010 + 1111 A

(r I . (R C 1 0001 + 0100 4 1011 + 1110 = B
"L LI' 4 U U UU

(RLCL)o, (RQCQ)o, (RcCc)l= 0010"4 0111 4 10'00 + 1101 C

(RLCL)oL, (R•Q')l- (RcCc)O= 0011.+ 0110 + 1001 + 1100 - D

This resuts in the following latin square of order 4

A 8 Ic D

B A D c
C D A B

D C B A

Likewise, if we use the following polynomial contrasts we obtain the two mutually

orthogonal mates of the above squaro:

(RC)1, (RC , -(RcCLo 0001 +0110 + 1000 4 1111 =

(RLCQ),, (Rc L) 4 0 1 01 0 + II + 1.0- 1

S(RC(L~oo Q RQ cO (RCL)1 0011 + 0100 + 1010 + 1101 =-"

(RLC Q)o,' (RQ Cc)l,,, (RCCL)O 0111 + 1001 + 1110 + 0000 =

and

(R CR , 10 110 c
l' C (RCQ L 1 0

(RLC ih (RaC )00' 00 1 Ol 0111 + 1010 + 1100 11
L R0Ct L (CQo 000

(RLC)o, (RQCL)OI (RcCQ l u 0000 + 0110 + IoQjI + 1101 111

(RLCc)o1 (RQCL)lP (RcC' = 0010 4 0100 + 1001 4 1111 = IV

The above results-in the following two latin squares of order 4
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rl

6 il l I IV Iv
cP 6 , IV I III II

a y 6 I I I IV

The above.-method.of..constructing- mutually orthogonal--atin squares-using

polynomial coefficients works for latin squares of order n where n = 2 We

need another procedure for other value of n and shall now construct a latin

square of order 6 from the orthogonal po ynomial coefficients in the table of

single degree of freedom contrasts for 36 combinations. If we observe only

the signs of contrasts we noteýAiat the 36 combinations may be classified into

six sets of four with like signs and two additional sets of six. The latter two

sets• will be used to -build up the six. sets of four into six sets ot six as follows !

where all combinations with a plus sign go in the one level and all those with dflw

minus sign go in the zero level:

,R C)Pi, C 19 (R.CRC), (RCSO 2 from (RC ,(R Cz(RC)(R C).11 (A (R C;
331'2 440 55 ll 2 33 4 4U 5 5 i

{R2z), RC• ,(441,(:•50
2 3 ' . 4 4 ) 0

iR C2)O), (R3 C 3 J;O, (R4 C4 1O, (R5C5 )0  .6

(R2 C2 )O,.iR 3 C.3 I, (R4 C4 )0 , (R5C5 )1 + 2 from •R1C1)o,(R2 C2 )1 ,(R 3C3 )o,(R4 C4 ).I.,R5i5 0
K'(RG 2 IO.,.R 3 •-3C 1, (R4 C4 )1 , (R5 C5C0

(R C )0, (R3 Ci, 0.4R (R C 1

Irom these sets A'G, obt~ain '

4 4
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(i2 + ZI + 34 + 43) 4 (00 4 55) = A

(02 4 20+ 35 + 53) 4 (11 4 44) = B

(01 + 10.+45 454) 4 (22 4 33) = C

(04 + 15 +40 + 51) 4 (23 1 32) = D

(03 + Z5 +30 + 52) + (14 + 41) = E

(13 + 24+31 + 42) + (05 + 50) = F

This results-r, 'the -oilow-ng latin squaie ~f order 6:

"00o'A .. 10 C 20 B 30 E 40 D so r
01 C II B Z1 A 31 F 41 L 5 1 D :

0z B 12 A zz C 32 D 42 r 52 E

03 E 13 F Z3 D 33 C 43 A 53 B

04 D 14 E 24 J' 34 A 44 B 54 C

05 F. 15 D 25 C 5 B3 45 C 55 A

.The pair o.treatments in the second set of parentheses, e.g. (00 + 55), were

" picked f rom the set(of, six in such d manner cs to have i and j In the combina-

tion'l,. contain 0, 1, 2, 4, and 5 sLnec etach letter must appear once in

each -row and once In each column.
It woild b~e interesting and porhaps enlightening to carry out the above"

procedure for n =10 and 12 and to oxhaustively study the complete set of 35

contrasts for nr 6
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V. Group Construction of O(nt) Sets

V. 0. Introduction. The construction of O(n,t) sets based on groups and their

associated mappings such as automorphism, complete mapping, and orthomorphism

is the oldest and still the most popular method for n not of the form 4t + 2

.Eulor [178Z] Implicitly utilized some properties of finite groups of order 2t 4 1

and it for his cýnstruction of O(Zt+1,Z) and 0(4t,2) sets, resp.dctively.

.was MacNeish 1192] who, for the first time, explicitly (however, hot rigorously)

utilized group properties for his construction of O(q , q -) sets and O(n, X}

sots, where q is a prime, m is a positive integer and if n q q 2  q r

is the prime power decomposition of n then X = min(q1 I , q,2 2' q r Their
M M

field construction of o(q , q -1) sets found independently by Bose [19381

m
and Stevens [19391 is based on tho additive group of GF(q ) and its related

cyclic group of automorphisms. The O(n,n-l) sots for n 3,4,5,7,8 and 9

exhibited by Fisher and Yates (19571 are based on cyclic group and abelian groups.

Several beautiful applications of group theory to the existence and non-exiseonuc.

of O(n,t) sets have been found by Mann [1942, 1943, 1944] . The 0(12,5) s-ts

found by fohnson ot alj. [1961] and Bose et al. [1960) are based on abelianr

groups of order 12. Hedayat [1969] and Hedayat and Federer [1969] have foun6d

a series of results on the existence and non-existence of O(n,t) sets through tho

group theory approach. The interested reader on this subject will find the fol-

lowing references together with the references given to these papers very uscfii:

Page [1951] , Page-Hall [1955] , Singer [lq61] , Bruck [1951] , and Sade 1195Li.
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The author has no doubt that the reader can find many more interesting papers

directly or indirectly related this rich subject.

V. I. Definitions and Notations.

There are several forms of definitions of latin squares and orthogonal

latin squares. The following forms are useful for the results which will follow:

-aefinition-V. 1 -. A-latin- square-of order h onan-n;st o-i' nw ni-x 1 matrjh

whose rows and columns are each a permutation of the set •. Every latin square

of order n may therefore be identified with a set of n permutations (p,pZI,..*, pn)

where pI is the permutation associated with the ith row.

Defin~itin V. 1.2 Let L be a latin square of order n on an n-set

i = ,, ,t . Then, ;he set S - (Ll, L.,.. ,Lt} is saidtohea mutually

orthogonal set of t latin squares if the projection of the superimposed form of

the t latin squares on any two n-sets and , I j, f9rms a permutation

of the cartesian. produbt set of -) and 't " Such a set is denoted as an

'O(n,t) set.

Definition V.1. 3. If L= (P11. P " ' Pin and L2 a (Pz21 P " P

are two latin squaros of order n on an n-set , then we may define L1 L2 to

be L3 = (P11PI 1, P12 P, ... , P In P in The generalization to the product of.

t >2 latin squares follows immediately.

V. 2. 2. Construction of O(n.t) Sets Based on a Grou2:

We shall divide the problem into three parts based on whether n is a

prime, or a mixture of prime powers. The proof of the subsequent results can be

found in the references related to this section.
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V. 2. 1. n = Q a prime. Recall that any prime ordered group is cyclic.

Theorem V._2. .1 Let G = {p. P,.. P I be a cyclic Permutation group of de-

gree q gnd order q . Then, S,, = (Li, L2 , . L _I is an_ O(q, q-l) set,

r • here I.l = (PP 1pi
& I. (PI P•• P*

Demonstration V. 2. 1. . Let q 5 . Select any arbitrary generator such as"1 Z 34 5

(_ :_1., which generates a.cyclic permutatjon.gro.up. and, hence, ltin .... ".......

square Li . Then,

35 1]4 z -11 - 13-11 S 1 54 21 4 3152
7 53 1 4 3 152 1 3 5 2 1l 41 1

1 5 L 3 5 , 1 14 L 23 4 L33 15 5 ,L 2 , i4 5

42 3 4 5 12345 12345 2 3 4

For those who do not like to work with permutation groups we present the follow•n:g

theoremi

"1rheoro.n V.,2, 1, , Lol L(r) be an n x n sgaewt ri, j(mod q) 111j:.L (1, 1)th '

it 1j 0 0,,..1,q-l. Then, S) .L(l), LW) ... , L(q-l)} an Qiq,q-1)

L" q is a Drime.

Demonstratign V. 2.1. a2 Lot q a 5; then,

0 123 4 0 1 2 3 4 0123 4 0 1 .. ,4

"12340 23401 3 40 1 2 4 0 1 2 3

L(l) 3 3 4 0 1 ,L(2)u4 0 1 2 3 , L(3)a 2 3 4 0 ,L14) 3 4 0. 1 1

34012 12340 40123 2 34U11

4 0 123 3 410 11 1 .3 4 0 1'340
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Note that L( I I in theorem V. 2. 1. 2 is based on the cyclic permutation

group generated by ( 1  and L(i) z L(1). i a 2,.... ;q-1 .4pne-o

theorem V. 2. 1. e is a special case of theorem V. 2. 1. 1 .

mV. 2.2. n. = q where q is-aPrimernd m =gy 2stiveIntseer. Note that

this case in particular for rn I Includes case 1. We shall present three

k- - theorems for, this case. The first two are -based on cyclic groups and the third

one is based on any group which admits an automorphism of order t

Theorem V. 2. 2. 1. Let G = (PIt P2 ' ... Pn } be a cyclic permutation rtouP of

Sdecree n andSorde n . Then, S ( L 2 1  L IL..., s Ln O(n,X) 8et
21 { 1

where n M~ ,:~

_Qemonstrmtioh V. 2. . 1. Let n 3 = 9 . Select any arbitrary generator such

a (.3 4 5 1 6 7 9 9 2 which generates a cyclic permutation group G and hence,

a latin square L. Then, since X =2,

3 4 5 1 6 7 8 9 2 5 1 6 3 7 8 91 2145 17 5 8 6 9 2 4 1 3
6 3 7 5 8 9 4 'l 9 7 FZ 8 4 1 3 5 6758 6 9 2 4 1 3 4 9 1 7 2 4 3 5 6 7 8

8 6 9 7 2 4 1 3 5 and L2 m 3 4 5 1 6 7 8 9 z
- ------- - - , -. -...

9 7 2 - 4 1 3 5 6 6 3 7 .5 a 9 2 4 -

2 8 4 9 1 3 5 6 7 8 6 9 7 2 4 1 3 5

4 9 1 a 3 -6 -8 4 9 -3 5 6-7
12 3 4 567 8 9 l12 34 5 7 8 9

is an 0(9,2) set,

onjecture. The set S21 Is orthogonally looked, meaning that there does not

exist a latin square L* such that S2 1 U {I,) Is an O(n, + 1) met if n is not
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a prime. Note that for n even this conjecture is correct since any latin square

of even order based on cyclic permutation group is orthogonally mateless.

An analogous theorem to theorem V. 2. 1. 2 for this case is:

Theorem V.232. 2. Let L(r) be an n X n square with ri 4 j (mod n) in its

(i,j) cell, i % 01, 2,. .,n-I. Then = {L(l), L(2), ... , L(X)I Isaan
0(n,x, Let it n =qm. x, q,- I

2Demonstration V. 2. 2. 2. Lot n a q a 3 then,

0 1 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 18

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 2 3 4 5 b 78 Oil|

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 4 5 6 7 8 0 1 Z3

34 5 6 7 8 0 1 2 6 7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5

Ll)= 4 5 6 7 8 P I 2 3 and L(Z) 8 0 1 1 3 4 5 6 7

5 6 7 8 0123 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 810

617 ?8 0 1 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 6 .8 0 1 2

7 8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 5 6 7 8 0 1 2, 4

801 3456 7. 7 8 0 2 34 5 6

is an Q(9, 2) set. Note that theorem V. 2. Z. 2 is a special case of theorem V. Z 2. 1

viz. , L() is based on the cyclic permutation group generated by (1 3

and L(i L (1)), i Z,..., %

Theorem V.Z,._3. Let G x (a e the id a,2 a be group

order n A a an automorh ism of order t on . TGen,

1) S =(LI, L2 ,..., Ltis a..n O(n,t) set, where
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e. a32 a

a a83 a C(a(aa)

L aa(a )a~ a. (ia )a

4)if I~n jpartiouLar_ t n n-1, then one can himlrnify theL consltr~ItlOa of an

O(n, n-1) set from the fojlo~wing key latin scuare by- a vollo Rermutation of its

- - -M

2 ta ON~) C? (X) a. N~)

a~) (~ M a x)aa WRt x

.2 t
L a (.) a xr(X)a it(x)*j (x) a. .(X)a (X)

fo an xgtte idntt ele"

We see, therefore, that by means of theorem V. 2. 2. 3 one can construct

an O(n,t) met if we can find a group G and an eutomorphiarn a of order t

In particular, if t a n - I the whole task of construction reduces to the construc-

tion of L0as described above. If n a qmthen because every elementary
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abelian q-group G of order n admits an automorphism a of order n - 1, we

_,11m ",
can construct on Qtq , q - 1) but Lad se , r , nd .a fl-crc w'e present _

general method of constructing such an automorphism for any n q . In par-

ticular, we shall exhibit such an automorphism for the following n•

n m 2, 3,.6

n 5 m =,2, 3, 4

n - 7 m .... ,

2 2 2 2 2 22
n l 13 17 *19, Z32,29 , and 31

This will then perhaps be the largest table that has ever been produced so far

for O(n,n-l1 sets.

Note that there is rio loss of generality if we limit ourselves to the'follow-

ing elementary abelian q-group of order n "

G {(b. b2., bm bj 0, 1, ,... q-1.0, 1 z I , ,. ,m}

The binary operation on G is addition mod q componentwlse, 'li.z, b f b 2 ...
b )4 b ' b' b'

b2) 4bj b ... b* ) a (c ", where cl = + bi+ (mod q,. Note that

the elements of G are simply the treatment combinations of m factors, each

at q levels. The reason why we have chosen this particular elementary abolian

q-group is that it has a well-known structure to those who are concerned wi11i Cx-

periment design oonstruction. Note also that G is the direct product of m

Galois fields, each of order q.

The generator set for every elementary abelian q-group of order qm con-

sisti of m elements, and for uniformity, we may choose the following ordered
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generator set for G

g = {(100... 0), (01,0 ... 0), ... (00..., 010), (00... 01)}

Note that the structure of every automorphism a on G Is completely

defined If we know the image of each element of g 6nder a . G Is a vector

- '•%'•\ space of dimension m over Gr(qi.

Before proceeding further we need -the following well-known results

Theorem V. . 4. Let G be an elementary abelian Q-group of orde, n q

Then. Auto C Is isomort.icto. the (multlilicattve) arou_ of all non-singular

m X m matrices with entries in the field of integers modq .

The construction of an automorphlsm of order n--I for G* Is equivalent

n-1
to the construction of an m x m matrix A such that A = I but At I if t

is not a multiple of n - I over the. field of integers mod q .

We know from linear algebra that if * is a linear map on a vector space

V ard if x i V such that x o 0 but oxW x, then I is an elgenvalue of 0.

Moreover, If (\X •, is tho set of eigenvaluesIf 4 then '(%a , X
. 1

X. )Is the set of sigenvalues of cn Therefore, for our problem we must

find a linear map on C witha set of eigenvalues" XI having thp property that

for each 1, 1 = I modq) forall sa i,,.2,n-Z and n n-I a 1* Todoto
I ±

let r be a Gr(qm and let ý3 be a generator of the multiplicative cyclic group

of Gr(qm ), i.o. *1 , 1,2,...,n-• while n-l = I . Let f(x) bee

rmoni irr•.iuj-iblr! polynomial over GF(ql for P . Note that fVx) has degree m,

3 is sometime's called a primitive root or mark of F. Nrw, If we let A be the

companion matrix for 3, then it is eas-? to see that A has the desired property.
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Example
•*

let us findan automorphism of order I for G = {(00), (01), (10), (11).

It is sufficient, by previous arguments, to find a 2 x 2 matrix A of order 3

over the field of integer mod Z . Let GF(24) (0, 1, •3, 4 1) with the follow-

Ing addition (+) and multiplication (. tables

4 0 1 3 i+• 0 1 13 ÷ .
- , m - .... -, =i,

o 0 1 13+1 0 0 0 0 0

1 0 1 1 0 11

+ 0 1 U-4'-P_ - _

U , ffi 
3 41

141+1 0 '

Note that P Is a primitive root for Gl'(2 antd fix) a x + x + I Is a monilc

irreducible polynomial for- , since fp) F O(mod 2) The companion matrix

associated with fix) is .*/'

A.4

As a check

3 0
I l A3'

A over G'F(2), A

over Gri .

Let us now determine the image of the ordered generator set g ((10), (011}

under A
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ro Fr110] 0 1,0) + (01)1 [(01)1
JL (01j ~L lo) ol (OL, H )J

Therefore, A(10) (01), A(01) (U1), and since (11) = (10) 4 (0)), (00) 2(10)

4 2(01ý, we have A(11) (10), A(00) (00)

Now-, we have a _roup oG' f order 4 an4darhutohOtphism of order 3..

on G . We can now construct an 0(4,3) set . Since e ' (00), and if we let

x (10) in theorem V. 2.2. 3, we obtain:

3(010) I A(10) A (10) A(1O) A (10).
-: '(0 A20 A3} ,

A( 0 A A 41A(l0 A (10)A (10;) A(l0OA (10)3

23 32
A3 t)/A (lIiACoo) A (IO)A(1) A10A1)

-(10H . . O0. .(10)

(1) 10)1 (00) (01)

(10) 1I1) (01) (00)

Thie other two latin squares are obtained by a cyclic permutation of the last three

rows of Lo Tus,

oo) (01 (11) 110i (00) (01) (11) (10)

1 (01 1 (1. (00) (11) (10) (00) (01)'
L L

.01 (no)" 10 (11 (10 (11 0 1) (00 )',

(10) 00 (01) (01) (00) (10) (01)
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To simplify the notation we set (00) = 1, (01) 2, (11) 3, (10) = 4 to obtain:

I Z 1 3 t z 1 1 4 i,3 4

- 1 4 3 " 3 2 1 3 4 1 2
L O -0 i = and L .

341 I 143 4F37 I 2

We are now ready to exhibit a generating matrix of order n-f = q

with entries from Gr(q) for those n promised before.

n Generator Orden m Generator Ordor

22... . 1 0 . .. 7 . .. ;i .•

F 1

010,

1'4 31,

0 1 0 00 0 0 0 00

0 0 0 0 0I. 1 0 0 0" 0 j 0
0 0 0 0 00 1 o 0

UI 0 0 0 0 63
.0 0 0 1 0o o 10 0

0 0 0 0 000 0 1 0 0 0.0028 0000100 0 25 2 00 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 511
0 0 0 0 0 1 ( 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0

1 0 1 1 1 0 0 00 0 0000000 1
1 1 110 a 0 1
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n Generator Order n Generator Order

1*1Liii 8 33 [001 26

r 1 0001

"o0 1 0 - 0 0 0-
34 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 42

o So0~ 1
oI 1 0) 0 0'

0 001 00 I
0 00 0 0 0 728 5 0 0 I 124

,•. ,00 0 0 0 1 12 9. 01..
/I 1 4 0 o o "

5 2 48

4" 0i 0 0 10 624 ii ý3 3 120

3. 3 0 3

13 01 . D 16
01L 342 13

j2 1681

172 ~ 14 ~ 4 j 360

L ]528 27 ý33728

R4 31~ 32 [:1 960

To shed more light on the given procedure we go through another example. Let

3
n 2 Then
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G - ((00), (001), (010), (Oil), (10)0), (101), (110), (111)}

g = O((00), (010ý, (001)} and A = 0 .
I0

Ag t 0 0°(010) " (001)

-10 L](01)i (101)]

S ot x in theoremn V. 2Z 2. 3 be (100 i The,

A(100) = (01.0)

2
A (1o00= (001,

3
A (100)= 10 11 j,

A (100) (110)

6A (10 0)1 and

,1 7A (100)= (100i

Therc'fore, w-e obtain L0 as follows: .0.0

"(000) (010) (001) (101 , ( ..

(010) (o00) (011) (111) (10i) (100) (0oi) (110)

(001) (1i,) (000 ( (1o 0) (110o (, 0 0 1) (o0o) (101)

(101) (111) (100) (000) (010) (011) (110) (001)
LO (111) (101) (110) (010) (000) (001) (100) (011)

(110) (100) (111) (011) (001) (000) (101) (010)

(011) (001) (010) (110) (100) (101) (000) (111)

(000) (110) (101) (011) (oil0 ) (010) (111) (000

Setting (000) = 1, (010) = 2, (001) = 3, (101) = 4, (111) = 5, (110) = 6

(0 11)= 7, (100) = 8, then L0 in a compact form will be:
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.1 3 4 5 6 7 8

3 7 5 4 8 3 6
" 3 7 1 8-, 6 5- 2 4

L0 4 Z 7 6 3
5 4 6 - 1 3 8 7

5 7 3 1 4 2
E0•';''•-- ...---------------------------------------------------

7- -- -

8• (4 3 7 2 5 l

Now, we can derive L L,.., L6 from L0 by a cyclic permutation of the

last rows f 1, for example,

1 2 " 3  45 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8

8 6 4 3 7 5 1 7,. 3 2 6 8 4 1 5

2 1 7 5 4 8 3 6 8 6 4 3 7 2 5 1

3 7 1. 8 6 5 I4 4 1! 1 7 15 4 8 3 6
L 4 58 1 2 7 6 3 L - - ---' 3 7 1 8 6 5. 2 4

5 4 6 b 1 3 8 7 4 5 8 1 2 7 6 3

8 57 314 6 8 5 7 3 1 4 2

2j ~ s 6 8 68'5 73 14 2

ind so on. Note the way L1 is derived from L0 : except for the first row of

11.0 'ird 1.,, which are idrntical, the Ith row of L0 becomes the (1+1)th row

u, L4 , dnJ the last row L 0 becomn.s the second row of L1 . In general L

is derived from L .I1in the same fashion as L is derived from 1,0

mI m2  m
V. Z., n3 -q 1  q2  qr where qi is a prime such that q 0 q if i 0 j

and• m : s 3 positive integer, 1,2, r
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m m m
Theorem V.2. 3. 1. Let n q q "...'qr be the prime aower decomposition

ml
of n . Then. there exists an 0(n,. set based on a aroup. where y= min q,
m m
2  , q r - •

-onstruction. Let n1  q1  ' Then, by the method of theorem V. 2. 2. 3 construct

-an-.O,(nI n- 1) -set - L8, -. L, L• i), -L,--,...I,r . Nowv, let
---------- -1ý 71 -1-

8 =L 11,)L12,...:LI,}, i 1,2,...,r . Then, H (Al, A2 ,...,A } is

an O(n, V) set where A = a L ID... * Lrj denotes the Kronecker product

operation.

Demonstration V.2,3,1. Let n a 12 = 2 * 3 ) Then, -y 2,

1 _ "3 1 ,1 3

S3 1 2 2 3 1

S t 2 L 2 2  4 3 a
2 1 . 2 3

3 4 2 4 - 3 4 3 Z 1!

4 •l 34 Z2 1 4 3"

S (L L12 ) and $' • {L2., L22 } Then, the reader can easily

verify that

H = (A1 = L1 1  L2 1 . A2 U L1 2  LZZ

is an 0(12, 2) set.

Re•ark. Let n and y be the same as in theorem V. 2. 3. 1. Then It can be shown

that automorhism, method falls to produce more than y mutually ortlgonal latin
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I
squares. We shortly show that this inherent defeat Is due to the mapping not

the i:zvup structure.

S. -. ?.1.Consider for eaoh positive integer n an abstract group G of

order n with binary operation 4 * Let 19 be the collection of all one-to-ont.

mappings of G into itself. Then two maps cr and i in 0l are said to be

-oth~onal lfiota ay -g* in O.

(a. Z) g

has a unique solution Z in G . In particular if o- Is an identity map then 0p

is said to be an orthomornhi.ri map. A t-subset of 11 is said to be a mutually

orthogonal set If every two maps In this t-subset aie orthogonal.

Let L(i) be an n x n square. We make a one-to-one correspond.noe

between the rows of Lo' and the elements of G . Thus, by row 3c we shall

m ean the row corresponding to the elemont x In G . Similarly we make a one-

to-one correspondence between the columns of L(.) and the elements of G,

The cell of L(, which occurs in the intersection of row x and column y is

called tho cell (X,y)

Theorem V. 2. 3.2 .t a- oe in Q Put -in the cel (x,.y) 9. L(i) the-eleren

4r X) 41 y of G . Call the resulting sauare L(o), Then Lia- is a latin scuare

.of ordeg n 2n G. Moreoverif (a{•I2, ... "r t} is a set of t mutually ortho-

gonal maps then (L(a-l),..., L(a-t) is an O(n,t) set

Demonstration V. 2. 3.•2. Let G = (0, 1, 2) with the binary operation x + x2 2

x (mod 3), xi in G . Then the maps a and k with the following definitions

aro orthogonal.
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r(0) = 0 2(0) z 0

u(Z) =2 4,(Z) = I

The corresponding latin squares to cr and 4, ares
0 Z0 7 T J.!:

- -0... -, 1(,

2 0 1 1 2 0

which are orthogonal.

V. 3. Qunstqction of 0(nt) sets baoed on t different troups of order n

Up to now we have been concerned with the construction of O(n,t) sets

using a groupfof order n which admits certain mappings. In this section we want

to show that for some n's and t's one can construct 0(n,t) sets based on t

different groups each of order n , This approach proved useful because it lead

to the construotion of an 0(05, 3) set. We should mention that our motivation i
to search along these'lines has stemmed from the following theorem, with a nega-

tive f1~vor, proved by Mann (1944J

Theorem Y. \ It is imDossible to constru _t an O(S,2) j Jtt based on two dif-

ferent Bermutatlori croues.

For a while we thought that this :theorem might be true for other orders.

However, it was found that, fortunately, this is not the case as the following two

theorems shows

Theorem V. 3.2 It is mossible to construct 0(7, 2) mets based on two different

cyclic ipermtutetion arouns of order 7
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.troo_: By construction (Ll, L2} is an 0(7,2) set where

1 3 4 5 J 67 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

3 7 1 1 4 2 5 2 3 4 5 6 7 1

6 5 2 31 7 4 3 4 5 6 7 1 2
L . 4-- -6 3- -5 -L-

.7 5 7 6 4 3 5 " 6 7 1 2 3 4

5 3 4 721 6 6 7 12 3 4 5

4 b I 5 7 3 2 7 23 4 5 6

L and L are based pn two different permutation groups as can easily be seen

from the different stru ture of their rows. To be specific L1 Is based on the
* 1234567 d l aeonh

cyclic permutation group generated by (3 6 1 4 2 5)baed on the

cyclic perrnutation growp generated by ( 2 34 67 1 Note that, since Lland

L are based on cycliclpermutsation groups, then by theorem V.2.1.1 (L1) and

(L ) can be embedded in C(7,6) sets. However, whether or not {L1, LJ can

be embedded in a larger set Is an open problem.

Theorem V. 3. 3 It is Poshslble t construcLt 0(15, 3) sets based on three dLf-

erent cy.clic Permitatlon arouw•s of order 15.

We remind the roader that every group of order 15 is cyclic.

Prout: F41, .owIstructc.n (I1, 12, L 3  is an 0(15, 3) set where
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F{
0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 81 9 10 11 1 1

5910H 6 8 j 9 - 13 14 0 1
- 710 11 12 13 14 0 1 2 3 4 2* .

10 11 12 13 14 .0 z 3 4 5 6
1 0 1 12 13 1 4 0 1 2 3 4 5. 6 7

L T 13 14 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 13
L2 14 0 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 1.. 12 13,

35 4 S. 6 7 8 9 10 11 [2 1 1 1 4 4

-9r 'IT AT ToZ[z, 14 o -6 "1 4 s
-r -o 75- lz 11 14 0 1 2 3 44 5
1 0 1713 14 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 -9 80

0 1 2 3 ""4 5 6 77 8 9 10 11 12

!eneratedby 2 3 4 S 6 7 H 9 10 1 14 0 1

0 3 4 5' 6 7 8 910111 13 14L 0I '14

I1110 7~ 91413 6 03 4 2 A 5 12.
I r 24 6 3 12 5 13 1 7 10 10 4 8
-2 To 9 13 7 8 14 5 11 b 3.L1 '.IJ.LLL
10 4 3 5 6 0 12 14 2 13 7 90 111 1
; *4 9 7 14 13 1 8 12 10 5 b 3 21 0 11
9r3 612 5-11-0 8 14. 14 13' 7 10 1 11 2SLl af 7 1 14 2" 1 0 1 9 1z 5 .6 4 1 11 1 O

7 6 5 0 12 10 1 3 8 114 4
6 13 14 1 8 4 2 1 I 7 0 12 5 3 9

13 5 120 I 0 I 9 10 2 14 8 1 3 6

8 2 1 3 1 10 .13 .Q, 0 12 7 1L

8 0 11 9 10 13 7 3 12 .4 2 1 14 6 5

(0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12ý 13 14\generated by 11 10 7 9 14 13 o 0 3 4 2 8 5 12) , and
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0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 .9 10 11 1 Z 13 14
,7 4 8 9 11 Z 5 12 _1.3. O 0 I 1 1 3 6

12 14 I I n 1 A, 2O 6 - Q f1, l..!4 i 3, 0 6..13 8 4 9 7 12 11 1 2

4 b 91 . 7 1 7 . 3 13 11 10 12 1 2 14It1 5 10 121 , 9 3 14 0..1 1 4 9 6_ 7? 13

14 2 0 1 8 0 11" 13 5 12 , 3
L b 8 .,7 -4 13 0 1O 512 -U .. 149

S.. ... 3 0 1 4 ......... j. iL
3- - -- 1- 9

S:8 9A -614 .-- 2 :I .- 8 : :41 --i I -ý .0" J1 •1 .. 0.

9TT ---4 -6 10 - -3IT-:,13 10 Ill. .5 6. ,A 1 . .. 14 2- 9 7 6 i
3 0 14 -o 11 4 9 '6 8 13 12 10 j5 1
9 7 8 12 14 11 S 113 3 4 .

10 12 5 13 1'_ I r74 Z 1 3 9 4 7 87 1

generatedbYI ( Z '3. 4 5 r 7 '8 9 :10. 11 12 13 14)4 8 9 1 2 5 12Z 3 1O 0 14 1 3 6

Whether or not tLl, L L. L3} .on embedded in an 0(15 p )l t > 3, set

* is an open problem.

V. 4. Concluudinu Remark : -

Johnson. al, 119011 and Bose e.t a. jl.0Oj independently found, by an

electronic Computer, five ýnutuaI y)rthogonal latin square$ by first finding five/
mutually orthogonal maps /[or an cibelian group of 6rder 12. The 0(12, 5) set

exhibited below is the .et found by, Tuhnson et all [1961] . Note tibat the top

square is obtained, Mfter a proper renaming, as the direct product of a latin square

of order 2 and a cyclic latin squar.'2 of order t being both orthogonally mateless.

Morr'over. evw.ry )ther square is. ubtained ny proper row permutations, determined

b,., an orthomorphism, from the top square.

[inali Rer.i.rk. The group method fails to produce an O(n,t) set, t > 2 for any

S,.h "..rrr,= 4t • 2 . This is so because the Ca~'ley table of any group of order

r -it .-, which is a latin square of order n, is orthogonally mateless.
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1 2 3 4 5 61 7 81 9 10 11

5 0 l 1 . 3 4 I , 6v 8 9 10"

I4 5 0 1 2 3 10 11 6 7 89
3 4 5 0 1 2 9 ' 10 1 6 7 8S2 13 1 4 1 5 0 1' 8, 110 11 6 1 7 1

1 2 3 4 5 0, 7,8 9 10 1l 6
6 7 8 9 10 11

11 6 7 8 9110 5s 0 1 2 3 4-bi. 7 7 8 9 4 5 3 1 2 3

i7 = t•9 o 1 2 ..

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7[ 8 9. 10 It 0 1 2 3 41 51 6 7 -81 9110 11

6 7 8 ' 9 1 0 7 1 -6 1 , 2 3 4 . $ _I ,3 4 ,5 0 1 1 2 9 _J 1 1 1 -. 6 7 " , 8-

10 1 1 7 S .9 4 5 0 1 2 3 '6 7 8 9 10 11 0 1 2 3 4 -5

4150 1 1. , O i 6 .7- 8 -- 9 -- S 0 1 2• 3 .4 1.1 6 7 8 1 0"

11 6l 6 7" 8 9 0 5 0 - 1 •2 F-3 1 4 9 10 1 1 6 7 8 3 4 ,.. 0 1 2

-- 
.

!73 
4 0 i .1

S0 1 2 3 4 11 6 7 8 9 19 110 7 8 9 ro . 1, V 6. '-8 1 2 3 4 5 ,.0

6 10 7 1 6 7 8 3 4 1 5 0 1 2 4 5 1 I1 2 3 16 '11.6 7 " S 9

10 il 1 6 1 2 3 4 5 0 1 1 6 7 8 9 4 511 0 1 .2 3 4.

211 6 7 S .0 7 8 9 0.9 62 11 6

.8 9 L10 11 6 7 8 3 4 5 0 1 2 4 5 /0 1 
8 3 1 6

-- =- I _1 I Aa 74 0 7 1 I0 11 3 1i 6 7 8 9 10 0 -114 1 
'\V,`

0 3 45 0 7 8901 61
. 3 ,• f • o ' 2 9 lo 7 - 7• 8 -9 , t 7 6 , .T- '

0 Z 3 4 5 6 7 S. 9 11 111 6 
1 3 3 4.. 5 6 7 8 9 'o 11

1 1 6 4 5 07 10 1Z 3 2. 6 4 5 0 11 8 9 101 11.1 6 7

= "0 ,0 7 L 6 -, O 8 '9 10 11 6 1 2. 3 4 S 0
, , ..9.. 9 1 1 1 6 1. Z 3 4 5 0 8 9 1 0 1 1 '6 7 2 3 4 5 0 1

9 -10 11 1 6 7 8 13 4 5 0 1 21 1~ 1 7 18 ',9 10 5 1 0 __ 2 3 4

3 4 5 0 1 2 1 9 10 1 6 70 1 8 3 6 1 7 8 9 4 5 . 0 1 _j

8 9 10 1 1 6 7 4 2 3 4 5 0 1 68 7 
18 1 9 1 0 1 1 0 1 21 6

_ 4 ,5 0 1 2 3 110 11 6 7 8 ] 9 11 -1 I 'l L 7 91 3 1 4 1 5 1 0 1
7 .6 7 8 10 5 4 5 0 4 10 1411 6 7 J 0

3 7 8 9 11.0.. 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 3 4 5 8 I a,2 9 -FI I7

2 3 4 5 0 1 8 9 10 11 6' 7 1 2 3 4 5 0 7 8 -110 1 6
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V1. Projecting Diagonals Construction of O(n t) Sets

A very simple procedure (sort of the "man-on-the-street" approach) of

constructing balariced 'Incomplete block 'and partially balanced Incomplete block

designs for v = k ittms in incomplete blocks of size k hits been utilized

•,' ... :• , ,S-ince th#44lte 1940 .y- the-aithor "rd-ha= -its- owunerpvtt in -oons~~trutii -Olnt) 0...

sets. First we s l illustrate its use in incomplete block experiment design

construction, and thbn we show how it applies to the construction on O(n,t) set.

Th., theQretical basis for tnis method may be derived directly from the preceding

se9tion.

The procedure becomes apparent through !an example. Suppose that v 9

and k 3. After writing thb first square as illustrated below, take iuccessiv, ,

diagorals of the preceding square and use them to form th'e incomplete blocks of

a square, thus:

/ Sqiuare I Square 2 Square 3 Square 4
3 5,9 1- 6 8 1 4 7

2•a 6 7 2 4 9 Z 5 a
"3 4 8 3 5 9 6 9

As we have noted this Is a resolvable balanced incomplete design with the para-

r r = k ; k = 3, r = 4 = k 4 1, b = 12 k(k+l), and X = 1, where

'h, r ws .)f the above squares form the Incomplete blocks.

X. form a partially balanced incomplete block design for v a k in in-

c,ýmplete blocks of size k one may use any 2, any 3, ... , any k arrangements

(or squares j. To illustrate the formation of a partially balanced incomplete block

728
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design for v = 6 = k(k-1), r 2=or 3 k, and k' = 2 simýly deletý the

numbers 7,8, and 9 from the last k = 3 arrangements. The deletion of cqrtain

symbols from the set 1, 2,... ,v Is known a.s "variety cutting". For k = 25

' and k'= 5 partiaily balanced incomplete; block designs may be constructed for

v land k =k , v= 15 andk = 3, and v =20 and k' =4 by the above

"variety cutting" procedure.

2
Also, the suc essive diagonals method is useful for v = k. in1 Incomplete-

blocks of si-.,e k for any odd k . For example, for v - 225 and k = 15 four

arrangements or squares may be quickly constructed by the above method. like-

wise, the "variety cuttinq• proceduie may be utilized to obtain 2 or 3 arrange-

ments for v= Ip,: 2 p, p. 15, varieties. .

The above method has Its counterpart-in constructing mutually orthogonal

...latin squares arnd this posslity is briefly mentioned in Fisher and.,Yates 119571

in this context, AgZ. the'm thod becomes apparent through an examnple. First

write the latin square in stai¢dard order and of the form given below for the first..

"square, thaen project the main right diagonal of the preceding square into the first

column of a square, and then write the symbol order in the same manner as in the

first square. As a first example, let! the order of the latin square be 3; the

squares are:

first square second square third square

1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

a 3 1 1 1 2 3
3 2 2 3 1 1 2 3
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'1

4!

Thus, the main right diagonal of the first square is 1, 3,2 which becomes the
rr

fNzi co4umn ot the second square. Then, write the first row as 1,2,3, the

second rowas 3,1,2, and the thira row as Z,3,1. For the third square,

wnich is not a latin square, the right main diagonal of the second square is

1,1,1 and this becomes the first column of the third square; tbe rows are then
-- -- .. -.completed... -if Wehe taikethi-r-ight main diagonal of the third square, we ob-

tain the first square.

As a second illust~attve example, the five squares for order n 5 which

are. constructed by successively projecting diagonals, are:

first square second square third squareS12],31415 J12 3 45 1 3f4 5,
Z 43 4i5 1 2 4 5ý1213

' 45 123 3 451 Z 3 4 5
4• 5 [1 3 Z,344 5 1 2 3 4,

5, 1 34 3523 34 5 1

fourth. square, fifth square

5 1 2.34 1 2 3•14 1

45 23 1 234 5

14345 1.34

lh,', Mfth sq,ýdrQ is not a Iatin square out may be utilized to construct the fir.&t

square through use of the method of sucoessive projections of the main diagonals.

The me:hod may oc utilized for any odd order ni and will produce q1 " 1

crthogonal latin squares for ni ql..qZ . . ,qs where q < andq . . .
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V!

is the prime power decomporition of n . Thus, for n = 15 = 3(5) a pair

(q, -I = 3--1 a 2) of orth~gonal latin squares is easily produced. For n - 35

5(7), a quartet of mutually orthogonal latin squares is readily produced by the

projecting diagonals method.

~i

i ,
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VII. Relating Between Complete Confounding and Simple Orthomorphiams

We shall illustrate the ideas by going through a complete example taking

z4
n =. 12 s 2 X 3 . For this purpose we take the ring of 12, elements (obtained

by utiliking Raktoe's [1969] results) as follows.

- .4

0 0 0 0

"" 1 3 1 • 4

x 3x 2 2

x+ 3x4 3

R i I= 0,1,2,3,4,5,,3x, 3xsl, 3x42, 3x+3, 3x+4, 3x+5}
14 3 14 ,,,,

R is a. commutative ring under addition and multiplication (moddd6,

12
3x 4 3x 4 3,' 4x 4 4) in the following sense:

e.g.: (a). (3x+3)+ (3x+4) = 1x *. 7 = 1; here" we ha~e to reduce

only mod 6 to. get the answer.

(b). (3x+l) - (3X44) 9X 15x + 4

-' 3x .4 3x . 4

"- 3 +*O x + 13+0] x + [044] (3x2 + 3x) 44

3 3 = 1; here first we had to reduce

mod 6, then mod 3x 3X 4 3 leaving us immediately 3 and

4, which is irreducible mod 4x + 4, thus resulting in I

732 .
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Explicitly, to facilitate arithmetic, Ve addition and mutliplication of these 12

elements are:

+ 0 1 2 3 4 5 3x 3x+l '3x+2 3x+3 3x+4 3x+5

0 0 1 2 3 4 5 3x- 3x+ I 3x+2 3x+3 3x+4 3x+5

1 Z 3 4 5 0 3x+ 1 3x+Z 3x+3 3x+4 3x+5 3x

'2 4 5 0 1 3x+2 3x+3 3x+4 3x÷5 3x 3x+1

A_3 -2 3x+ 3+ 33*44 _3t2

4 2 3 3x+4 3x+5 3x 3x+I 3x+2 3x+ 3

5 4 3x+ 5 3x 3x+1 3x+2 3x+ 3 I1X4 4

3x 0 1 2 3 4 5

3x+ I 2 3 4 5 0

.3x+2 4 5 0 1
3xi 3 0 1 2

3x+4 2 3

'3x+5 4

0,O 1 2" 3 4 5 3x 3x4 I 3x+2 3U43 3x.+4 3x+5
/J . ......~J U UU0 0 0 0 0 o- 0 0 ' 0 0 O' 0

I 1 2 3 4 5 3x 3x+ 1 3x4 2 3x+ 3 3x+4 3x+5

4 0 2 4 0. 2 4 0. 2 4

3 3 0 3 3x 3x+3 3x '3x+3 3x 3x+3

4 4 Z0 0 4 2 0 4 2

5 I 3x 3x+5 3x,+4 3x+ 3 3x+2 3x+I

3x 3x+3 3 3x+3 3 3x+3 3

3Xk+ 3x+4 5 3x I 3x+2

"W3x2 3x+1 3 3x+S I
, 3x+3 3x+ 3 3 3x

3x+4 3x41 5

3x+5 3x+4
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Now, dssociate with a latin square of order 12 the 3 x4 2  [3X 4] X [ 3x 41

U| x I? lattice square with the following breakdown of the 143 degrees of

froedom:
V

4 3
A 2 C 3'
4
B 2D3

4 4

A B 2 C D 3

S C3 3x+3 3B

' ... A4C 6 B4C3 • 4B43 6 4B23
43 43 4 43 4 23A4D 6 B4D .6 A4B4D 6 A4BD 6"

433 4 43 4 3 ' 4 233
ACU 6 BCD '6 A BCD ~ 6 ABC D6
A 4C3D3 6 B4C3D3 6- A4B4C3D3 N6 A4B2C3D3 6

4 3 3x+ 4 3 3x3 4ý 4 3 3x3 4 2 3 3x3A C D 6 B C D 6 A B C D 6. A4B C D 6
A 4 C3 D 3+3 6 8 4 C3 D3x.+3' 6 A 4 a4 C3 D3x+ 3 6 A 4B 2C3 D 3x+ 3 6

For any row or column confounding we need to confound effects totaling up tdo 11

degrees of freedom. There are natural candidatps -available, !n fact, we may

choose for our first lattice square the confounding scheme-in many ways. A

,ichemn resulting in a pair-of orthogonal latin squares is the followingi
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I /

Using the complete confounding approach as outlined above, on'e can construct

whin [ i2.-i;, qJ-1) = 4 mutually orthogonal latin squares and "no more as can

S easily be observed from tie degrees of freedom table.

rrom the multiplication table of our ringq R,,, we observe that 1, 5,3.1,.

3x+2, 3x+4 and 3x+5 are the 6' non-zero divisors (I.*. elements withi-multlplioa-
t -iVe inese-s). .roIowi..g Bose, Chakravartl and Knuth [i960- . we consider

simple automorphisms in R of the form:
12

a•r i-r r

wtWre r" is a given fixed element having a multiplicative Inverse (bicause only

these elements are capable of producing automorphisrna of RIz) . Let now ou".

aim be to produce two orthomorphisms which in turn will produce an 0(12 112)

set. ror this purpose consider the automorphisms,.

(ri -: r '

,(ri= r . r

No'w V'-a implies the condition that r in the equation jr' . r-rJ c c has a

unique solution for e~very c of R I in our setting this means that r(r - 1) = c

has a unique solution, i.e., rcr + 5) c has a unique solution which in turn

implies that (r 3 . exists in R

Substituting in the values of r we see that:

[1 4 5J does not exist in R 1
-1I

45 5 1 It I t I

-l
[13x+lj + 5J does not exist In R

738•
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j [j(3x+Z) 4 5] -l1 3x+ )io! exists in k',.

(3x+4) + ]1 does not exist in-' R12

j(3x+5) 4 5] = j3x+4J eissnR12(3X+ ~ 4 593+4 exists .An R 12

Hence we have obtained two Oa~rs of orthomorphisms namely:

""nd'
a (r) (3x + Z)r a (r) =(3x+5)r

The OtiZ, 2) set presentedgab6ve using complete confounding corresponds to

-;,the first pair of maprs. It may be easily shown that simple maps of the type

a •(r) Ik r * r lead to 0(12, Z) seLs or in general to an, O(n, a) set, where
a m n 10 .1, 1, 1 k 1) and - so. that the ,.pleteon-

1 p2 -1. .) n

founding approach is equivalent to the dbnatrut;io-eof a set of a orthomorphisms.

I 73
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V!i1. J, 7- e R-rr,-,irks on "(;rthon .rphirm" Construction of OCn tJ Sets

•. je u;..; r_, I tt L. i. P',i:~kr sn;rcwed by a combination of classifica-

ir. 0!. Z.' =.. . , - uf ibumut phic repetition accessible

tu cat Joiwn on ccrputt.r ttiti tlowea Dy computer runs) that there are obtain-

able only 5 orthogonal laor; squares of order 12, all restricted to be copies of

F ~ =-7 sq iesrated by r-ow 'pertnUtatiofls. i7

'The researchers cited call this the method of orthomorphisms. Parker con'siders

".-s : .. . . _ &.,ly :ist , fro-iks of luck; 'urther, Paiker feels that

Pdrk.-r rmtmc an;:ther 'i"i-lir also n, hard Cldssification of cases followed

by zorrputer runs, which Marshall Hall [foe.ls is more important than that cited

aoc.e. D -: -a r :: rV.:,r- n ri.--a I squres of the type mentioned can be ex-

tcnacj to ; ;,,rn..ete se. r.r. cr, :; .e. , furthcr orthogonal latin squares are

allow,-".' t,V.. be, czMr.pletely gnera.I

,',, ;;" ,, _.. ..... . .r ,. squarcs of order .40 In like

.................-. ,-, ... ......l.- . ,'oian rc.up of order ZO is an interest-

ar.-; r.er tor :. t -- COr4V.'�"�v:)7I onf. might even produce a complete set

,I, ' r~i s'ý.-Ires q,:•i'aler. :o .i planr-r. Knuth and Parker discussed the

pr.o..•�' :~ j' 3, -.i nc!.: tr. ':exhrustive' s,.arch is out of the question;

- f - . " -in attr,'ctiv,' result.

'- i •., :', r V ,. . , at "h,. : ;-p'r,-'~ut3t~c. '"orthomorpnism" of Bose

at .. .......... . ... .•-: .. ;rc~;;r -f 'rdcr IS, and proved by Hasse-

.- ' .... -,V.t Ci JII| not ... so obtained. He dropped
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-.jh r viurk ; tr ** pori. I i :()uI'l "Lit' S' !,It)y y It I1 j u:~ n

crtr;CAqural squa:ý,. -f or-4er 15

irv(-stigator, (The fa~cts for crdor i.z mnertioned aD'-,vp rule cut char'ces here.

pcs- ght, -produce -sets-Gf -orthogonrs-l latin: squar-63-01..roviýPerrz'uta -qrcup ty-'pe

j~kv; uto -sms of the~ qrmp latkin. sc-uares tzý elimrinate -or, that fa~iirv-;

er~a1Jce - isornorp~i.c r,:petitiom. It moild not be shrewd to program a computer.

pr ~ iu:: :l f .:~. 1tir r' forrc rurnlnin ti;r.,. ar<" t

bl: e Lx•~~c .ien!r: c an; nint *',f ffUcjcc'n(y it wo'-uldC beI nt -i S~ a . 7..

.. j* anzt d c a r'>i'u!tior; or; :thý ý.-fmpul cutpait~. Aft-1r a set of ruw-permutt,;l

Pitin squarps ipc-3sibly exhaustivo for cirder 1., but almost certainl, nly .iv

ýirp[ :r o)r.4er 2,1 Arq.' r--.QUg tnrit computer sparching would require~

of; ~n.iuchtp,'occ-',i with tho-- noŽxt step, Produ~ a n I;I

trr~vis~isof se, fctc:nisji(sb.~rpt~ the-, fit the2se t'-,qi-.ý

S~f sS1~''.'i' ' iC : "I- -c iic r Ij to f,:-rr o rtrh i:Jna I md tc eS Ctn

- f - :1 .(f a ~1k ar - StIf ivŽ~ocr c

I rur ~ts'ir h fiI:,;,-~ ;wr, a. I- ~e n ,-. impy I --y l p (-s sI;

2 1 r. Mfg 14 -7l- 1 11d liv.. 4 - orP s 't 1n: .3w~
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' is well- ,:,..wn thdt rernoving one line from the plane, usually callpd

the line f inflnity., the remdlr.,rtq n + n lines can be arranged into Zn lines

passing through two points at infinity which are arbitrary up to notation and

2!

coord'ina-t-zation -of the plaie.-and h _-rM lines telonging to n l'1 mutual!y -

orthogonal latin squares. If the line at infinity is chosen to be a secant and

there are -r li,.--s. -he hn:. paz -,.1:roagh the two pc.ts of the oval such

n!

that ea:h of the n- I latin squares consists of n secants and non-
2%

intersectors passingq through eacn of the n- I points at infinity other than the

* pCin's of the s 0"

Isin.g the cescribe~ rneh,,od. it was assumed that a plane of order 10

Sexist•s. Pr tn• a�sutvli.--,::;s ,wou1:j e exhioited arbitrarily up to

r'.otati ,r . . CA o t a I s ; ~r, c-: w-; s *-p 1i ' twi Že -n- line! of infinity and the

r 7mair'.I:; 2'.. i . .s ', :l-'-ttz; ;A la T' hor oy trial ani error twenty

-.. ,. . .7:r . :-. . nil latin, squares. The method

L.; . . -'r.s r q -.qu,;,.. ,iffr-s r frcwr ther nrie describ.-d in literature.
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u m~ki.urta tely. no mrn)i-, Sqjudre.S COUld e~ I~. VJ *k d ,. :ri '1 , 1 .4 q:

Computer ;-stdblos.ied that the :w. sqW,, .reo did 1;ot -/ied 1.- dddIt on |l I•,.t i-i

orthogonal mate. Clearly it could happen that the choice .A[ the first two -..vrs

u t . same method was applied to the planof order 12 .Here .
S- hfortuniat~.•'- ?he 6a meoreth . er

the trial arid error method failed to produce even two orthogonal squares. 1t

may be worthwhile to remark that the constructicn of !h.- plane and con ':,*.r'.

,he search for orthogonal latin squares does not require the assumption that

the oval consists of the maximum number of points r, However. If the

plane does not include an oval consisting of n - 2 points the lines coul- nr."

be classified into two categorir,s onl/ a:r]J this ccmphicates the constructicn

the plane. Let us illustrate the.rnenod in the cas- n equals It, . 1:

easy, to show that in this case the :o.,al mdi.;t tconsis, of at least (6 poii-.

However, the case of an oval of 6 points, would be ignoresi sinc,, in':

case every quadrangle would have to have ccllinear ciiagonals. n•; t: !

hand, a plane of order ten must be a non-Desarguessian -i-r h enc, :-,s''
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r

a r'i : !,,,i, - ' , i+JJ: -;i,' w1J :jla..+nc-lI.. Sup ox~so thit 'he

I lr~e ,.. r El:. , quA.Jid::•ie '/th :.,::ulhliedr Jiagonals and suppvse :hat the

plane contains an oval consisting of seven points then the 104 points of the

plane--wr -h do not belong to the oval could be classified into three categories:

1i) points lying on 3 secants. I tangent 7 nonintersectors

'iii 6

Let u s -arne the nuinber of points in each category by x. y, z respectively.

Clearly x + y 4 z = 104

Counting the intersectiors of thc: secants and the tangents we get the

further equations:

3x- -105 i
",: -l)z - ••

The unicLue solutiuns of this systerr, of 'quations are x 20, y = 45, z 39

()rre coula start thro corstruction •, thr, pla•:e under the present assumption and

i:-vesw••atc, the possioilities ut ,: • ,nq o~tnlgodna1 latin squares in this way.
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X. Code C(onstructlon o0 f jn, t) )ots

Given an n-symbol alphabet. e.,;., 1.Z . ... n, anu a3 set c, I.-'JI,

of the n symbcls. we denote the set of ail k-tzple. by Ck Th:z -..

be thought of as a vector space or as a k-dimensional hypercube with edges Cf

.. length-1 n . Any Cubset of C_ is denoted as a block code with a block 1en!th
' .. . . .. . . . •. .. . . ..".. . . . . .. L . . . . .- t: - - - - - :---- -- - .. .- - ...7 - 2 . - - C . ' _

of k The elements of the subset are denoted iis edei WdrS; T-i-ezf.=---- -

symbols by which any two code words differ is called the Hamming distan',..

If any pair of code words in the subset differs b'. a Hamming differernt, r;

least r, the block code is called a distance r code. A distarnce r

called an (r-lI/2-error correcting code because fewer than ir-lu/2 .zhanties

leaves the word closer to its original form than to any other code word in the

subset. For similar reasons, a distance r code has also been desiqnatcI as

an ir-l)-error-dectectino code,

In an Interesting paper, Golomb and Posner 11964] discuss the rr.lati:.n-
2

ships between a subset of n code wu,ds and an injrt set and elat-. '..

to ideas developed from a consideration ot a set of n super rooks , ,
t+Z

on the n chessboard such that no two super rooks attack each (:th. r.

new concepts of rook domains and took packing were found to be veryu' - I,

providing a geometrical view of the results.
F 2

Any subset of n words from C, whiPh forms a sing1•-rrror-i. "-
3.nw

code may be used to construct a latin square of order n Is dT1y pair ot

triples differs by at least two symbols. Likewise, any subset of r' w.,r
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from J with a Hamming distance of t + I may be utilized to construct

an. C' n ti set. These results arp embodied in th fnilliwinn th-i-,va ',-,•,-

Golomb and Posner f 1964] ":

Theorem X. 8.1 The following three concepts are equivalent:

_qn Orin,t) set

...- )s et of.n. non' ttok-nc 1s929 02r 9 •--.
•/ ~2

Cor even t, also the following, a set of n super rooks of rower t/2 the

n board such that no cell is attacked twice, that is, such that the rook

aomains are ronoverlapping.

iii) A-distanoe t + I code of block length t + ith n ya

n-s.ymbol alphabet.

ror those interested in code construction, reference may be made to

Mann l(119A] and Peterson I11QlJ and the literature'citations therein. We shall
2

merely illustrate the method of construction of an O(n,t) set from n words

of lengtn t 2 2 ar:d Hamrnming distance 1 4 1 through an example. Let n -3

and t '2 . Then tne n ' code words with length 4 and Hamming distance

and the corresponding latin squares are:

latin squares of order 3
0 I 2 0 I 2

I)(MO ( I 1 022, n 21 0 0 1

1012 121) 1201 tz' produce I I Z 0 and 1 2 0 1

,021 2102 2 010 1 2 0

wher e th- first symbol corresponds to row number, the second to column number,

70



!tie third in symbul.± in the list latin square. and the fourth to symbols in the

second Latin square. The two latin squares form an -)!3.2! set. Note that an,

pair of the quddruples differs in at least three symbols.

The analogy of the above with many of the concepts from fractional repli-

cation and orthogonal arrays is immediately apparent. Theequivalences ot.many

-- -- t- - r---- es lt --- e"in h fierds need to be systematically noted much in the same

manner that Golomb and Posner [1964] note various equivalences among Orn~t,
a t*2

sets. error-correcting codes, and n nonattacking rooks on an n chess-

boa rd.
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XI. Pairwise Btlianced Design Construction of O(n~t) Sets

Cer.tral to the constructions of orthoconal latin squares of Bose and

Shrlkhande [1959) and of Parker 11959, 1960] is the following which might be

called a -rolk theorem, " being credited to no specific investigator.. From a set

•_f • oh~orH~~ 4 ~s o- rd- n-g._ma nnuc ,r e~ ii

(t42)-tuples on n symbols such that each pair of distinct Posilions contains

each ordered pair of syrnols (exactly once); the converse construction can also

be carr.ed out. iSome, such as Bose, prefer to call the set of (t-4)-tuples ar.

orthogonal array. j There is nothing difficult to prove in this construction. Two

arbitrary positions in the it-.t')-tphS are identified.with row and column indices

in matrices, and each other position with entries in one of the matrices. The

equivalence between orthogonality of l|tin squares and the conditions on the

it-Zi-tuples is then fairly apparent.

Parker [19 601 contributed the following to the construction of orthogonal

latir, squars. if tnere exists a p-a.ir of orthogonal latin squares of order m, then

th',r, exists a pair c; orthogonal latin squares of order 3m + I.

-et :h, 3m I symbols !- X ..I.. X and :he residue classes (mod Zm 1).

For•a "t.: l ni s; uare, arrray

, -i X 0

-i i 0 X

i iM



C,: ech 1, 1 <_ i << m, each row is one of tee ordereJ,'uddruprIe5.. 1i1 turn, tI'

i•s.: quadruples is built up by adding each integer imood Zrn I to -ill t,,ur

pjositcns at once, the X. symbols being unchanged by the acddition. lee :set

of 4m(Zm 1 1) ordered quadruples just described contains in each pair of distinct

P-, cs tions-exactly one occurrence of each ordered pair made up of ar, X an. a

------------------------ --------- -- --

-sidue class in either order, and of each ordered pair made up of two distinct

residue classes. The required set of ordered quadruples is completed by adjoin-

ing: i all ordered quadruples (j,j,jj), 0 = 0, 2 tir; Iiii 5•-t r[ ordor,.d

quadruples on the XI symbols corresponding to a pair of orthogonal latin squares

.:f c~rder "m guaranteed by the hypothesis to exist.

Bose and Shrikhande (1959, published 1959 and 1960 partly in a 3-author

paper with Parker) developed a sequence of constructive theorems which led in

steps to disproof of Euler's conjecture for all orders 4t - 2 > 6 . Their central

theorem given here does not exhaust their methodg, but virtually all their results

res" on this theorem. We begin with a definition. A pairwise balanced design,

PBin; k k ) is a collection of subsets of a set of n elements, each sub-

set having number af elements one of the k , and such that each pair of cistirct

elements in the set of n occurs in a unique subset of the PB . (Note: unlike

in balanced incomplete block designs, the subsets of a PB are not rý,strictfd to

nave equal numbers of elements. Now for the main theorem of Bose and Slh-ikhande.

Ita PBan;k,,...,kt) exists, and for each i, I < i < t, a set of m orthogonal

latin squares of order kI exists, then a set of m - I orthogonal latin squares uf

order exist. Loosely speaking, the sets of ordered tuples for each subset

1423



of the PB are construczed and these fit together to form a set of ordered tupl-

Sfur the full set of, n elements. The decrease from m to m -I orthogonal latin

squares occurs because in fitting the pieces together to form the large set of

ordered tuples, it is necessary that each set of ordered tuples formed from a

subset of t _n

'o -tha-t subset. (It is sufficin that this conidition be fulfilled I' h osrc

tion. Thus the theorerýi might be stated in slightly stronger form: "Iff... l< i< t

.i set ot m orthogonal Ilatin squares of order k. with a transversal exists, then

d set of m orthooonal latin squares of order n exists. ") Now for a more nearly

formal version of tne proof. If there exists a set of m orthogonal latin squares

2of order n, 'then there exists a set of the apprb>priate sort of n ordered

(m.fll)-tuples with each symbol repeated in an (m~l)-tuple m- I times. (The

condition mentioned is satisfied with m..)-tuples if the set of orthogonal latin

squares has a transversal. ) One need simply put together the ordered tuiples on

each subset of the PB in turn, subject to the Important, condition that within

each subset of the PB, each tuple of repetitions of each symbol be included.

Carrying this out on the alphabet of the symbols in each suoset of the PB, one

has the construction for the set of orthogonal latin squares in the conclusion:

,.•_h crd.-red tuple of a repeated symbol among the n is used only once.

A representative and very interesting example (Bose and Shrikhande in-

formed Parker that this was the first case of disproof of Euler's conjecture pro-

',iced in their joint work at a blackboard ) yields 5 mutually orthogonal latin

sq.•uares of order 50 via the P8 construction. One forms the affine plane of

7-•



cr•., ther adjoins exactly n_. Idneal point on each line of one class of paral-

Slel lines. This yields a PB(S0; 8,71. Since there exist 6 orthogonal latin:

squares of each order 8 and 7, there exist 6 - I 5 orthogonal latin squares

of-order 50

trivial PB designs, having a single subset of all elements, any PB has a sub-

set with at most one more element than the square root of the number of elements

in the large set. Thus other techniques are requisite to produce more than %n

orthogonal latin squares of order not a prime-power.

14
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XII. Product Composition of O(nt) Sets

About -0 years ago, for the first time, Tarry [18991 in his half-page note

asserted that if there exists an O(a, 2) set and if there exists an O(b, 2) set

then there exists an O(ab, 2) set. He exhibited the following 0(12, 2) set, by

tion. Note that in the following square the set of first integers belong to one

latin square and the set of second integers belong to the second latin square.

N(, more description is qiven by T-irry.

2-3 I-I 3-Z 8-12 7-10 4-l 1 1-6 10-4 12-5 5-9 4-7 6-8

i-I 2-Z 1-3 ')-10# 8-11 7-12 12-4 11-5 10-6 6-7 5-8 4-9

I-Z 3-3 2-1 7-11 0-12 8-10 10-5 12-6 11-4 4-8 6-9 5-7

1l-14 10-7 12-8 5-6 4-4 (%-i 2-1?. 1-10 3-11 8-3 7-1 9-2

2-7 11-8 IO-q 6-4 5-5 4-1 3-10 2-11 1-12 9-'1 8-2 7-3

10-8 !2-9 11-7 4-5 6-6 5-4 1-11 3-12 2-10 7-2 9-3 8-1

5-12 4-10 h- 1-3 10-I 12-2 8-9 7-7 9-8 2-6 1-4 3-5

6•-10 5-11 4 .!2 IZ-1 11-Z 10-3 9-7 8-8 7-9 3-4 2-5 I-6

4-i1 6_-12 5-1010-. 12-3 11-1 7-8 9-9 8-7 1-5 3-6 2-4
S-fý 7-4 9-5 2-9 1-7 3,-9 5-3 4-1 6-2 1'1-12 10-10 12.-11

'4-4 A-5 7-6 3-7 2'-H 1-, 1•- 5-2 4-3 12-10 11-11 10-1 Z

7-5 1)- f, 8-4 1-8 3-1) 2-7 4-2. 6-3 5-1 10-11 12-12 11-10

Tlrry not obser-v any generalization of his method. Perhaps this was

,jue to the fact that he, like so many other researchers, was only concerned with

sets of type 0(n, 2) . Probably h-' was not aware of the existence of a larger set.

•bot 23 years later MacNeish [19221 demonstrated:



* 1) The existence and a construction of an O(ri, n-1) set for n a prime or

prime power integer.

2) A generalizationi of Tarry's procedure viz., if there exists an O(a, r) set and

* if there exists an 0(b, r) set then thlere exists an C~ab, r), set.
cfa a

Jo~wf.i rid P, 0#v ~ tt 1 2 t
.. .. )~'* .1. .... "-- - * I L~

* is the prime-power decompositionof n- 7th&6 there-exists an O(n, 0~ set where

r= min p-li 112,..It}

MacNeish co~ld not embea nis O(n, r) set generated ir, 3.) in a larger

set. This unsuccessful attempt, reinforced by Euler's conjecture, led MacNeish

to prove (erroneously) geometrically that O(n, ti sets do not exist for t > r

and therefore, as a confirmation of Euler's conjecture. The preceding argument

o~f MacNeish is known as MlacNcish's conjecture in the literature. By constructing

an UZI 3) aut Parker [ 19591 qavfe a o;ounter example to MacNeish's conjecture.

Later Bose, Shrikhande, and Parker [19601 completely demolished Euler's con-

jecture except for n = 6. It should be mentioned that NMac-Neish's conjecture

has not been totally disproved yet. ror instance, no one ýs yet as far as we know,

*hai constructed an 0(15,4) set (an 0:15. 3) set is given In section V for the

first time) or an 0(ZO, 3) set. We believe that MacNeish should be given sub-'

stantial credit for his non-erroneous contributions. It is to be regretted that

* MacNeish is often cited in the literature only for his false conjecture.

Even though Tarry and MacNeish did not attach any name to their pro-

* cedure, it Is not difficult to see that it is the method of Kronecker product of

matrices. Therefore, we can state, more formally, their rosults as follows:



Theorem iTarr'y-MacNeish). If (A1 , A, A.) is an O(n,r) set and if
21 r

'LO, a02  1M. I is an O(m,rj set, then {A1 lBI, A 2 I ..., VAr Br

where I denotes the Krunecker product operation of matrices, is an O(nm, r)

3(4..

The preceding arguments clearly support the.choice of the title -for -this-

-- l iiin, tot"e choice of the name for the procedure given In

seccwon X11l. ,

I
4
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XIII. Sum Composition Construction of O(n.t) Sets

XJII. 1. Introduction. Perhaps one of the most useful techniques for the con-

struction of combinatorial systems is the method of composition. To mention

some, here are few well-known examples: 1) It there exists a set of t ortho-

gonl-la n--squares of order- n and .if there exists -a-set-of. t - orthogonal -latin

.squareigofotder n2 , then there exists a s9t of t orthogonal latin

squdres ol order nIn . 2) If there are Steiner triple systems of order v and

v2' th-ere is a Steiner Iriple system of order v --- vv 2 ' 3) If HI and H2 are

two Hadamard matrices of order nI and n2 respectively, then the Kronecker

pro'duct of HI and H2 is a Ha iamard matrix of order n1n 2 . 4) If Room

squares of order n-I and n2 exist, then a Room square of order nIn 2 exists.

) If BIB lv.,k,\ ) and BIB(v 2 , k,\ k ) exist and If f(\ V 2) k, then

BIB (v 2 , k,\\ k z) exists where f(Q\ v) denotes the maximum number of con-

2
straints which are possible in an orthoqonal array of \size k2 v, with v2 levels,

strength 2, and index \ 2 b) As a final example, the existence of orthogonal

t
,irrays (\ Vv, qi, v, t), I 1,2, .. , r implies the uxistence of the orthogonal

drry (\',,q,v,t), *where k = \ V M2 v v ' v rv and qr= min(q 1,q,

qr

The reader will note that each of the above examples involved a product

type composition. The method that we will describe utilizes a sum type compo-

sition, by means of which one can possibly construct sets of orthogonal latin

squares for all n > 10

XII. 2. Definitions. In the sequel by an O(n, t) set we mean a set of t mutu-

ally orthogonal latin squares of order n .



a) A transversal (directrix) of a latin square L of order n on an n-set 2:

! . .71 r .. c...•.. .•- z h 'h16,, lie uf the:se ceils exhaust the set

"a.. and every row ancd column of I I- represented in this collection. Two trans-

versals are said to be parallel it they have no cell in common.

b) A collection of n cells is said to form a common transversal for an O(n, t)

two common transversals are said to be parallel if they have no cell in common.

LxaLiý.Ple. The ":,,idrline~i anmi parcn:n'sized cells form twc parallel common

tr: .. er , :w: "lL- :ui&;wW.nl. ON(, •) •Lc.j

rI 2 (3) 4 1 23) 4~

(2 1. 4 3 (4) 3 2 1

1 (4) 1 2 2 (1) 4 3

L4 ()3 4 j (2))

X1II, 3. Compo:sina Two Latin Squares of Order n, and n

A very natural question in tne theory of latin squares is the followiný:

C;iv., v.,, litin squares L and L ol order nI and n (n n. respectively'.

In may' .,,:iy -.-y .in onre compose 1. and L in order to obtain a latin square1 2

.. -. ,r m, wnert m Is 3 function of n1 and n2 only? This question

.'r. r pirtially answered as follow•. FIrst, it is well-known that the Kronecker

U; i• =• a -h"tin q•u•reý -,f order m r n n2 irrespective of the

..:orL1~atcr[al strux-ture of L and Seccndly, we show that if L has a

- ... inatorial s;tructur., then one cdn construct a latin square L of

* *e7 .c



order n = n1 + n 2 . Naturally caough we call this procedure a "method of sum

composition".

Even though our method of sum conmpusitiun dues niot wutk fut all pairs

of latin squares, It has an immediate application in the construction of ortho-

gona,l latin squares including those of order 4t + 2, t > 2 . We emphasize that,

the 6fi HS 4, teiirtcfie rt 6hadti sbae 6 ee y fhe _met hod-

of sum composition is completely different from those of known orthogonal latin I
squares in the literature. Therefore, it is worthwhile to study these squares

for the purpose of constructing new finite projeotive planes.

We shall now describe the method of "sum composition". Let L and L

be two latin squares of order nI and n., n, a n 2 , on two non-intersecting

sets •1 ( a.,"an1} and 1 {b 1,b 2 ,...,bn b respectively. If L

has n2 parallel transversals then we can compose 11 with L to obtain a

latin square L of order n = n + n. . Note that for any pair (hn, n2 ), there

exibts L and L2 with the above requirement, except for (2,1), (2,Z), (6,5)

and (6,6).

To produce L put L and L2 in the upper left and lower right corner

respectively. Call the resulting square CV, which looks as follows-

Name the n tranaversals of L in any manner from 1 to n2 . Now fill the

call (1, n1 + k), k = 1,2,.,.,n,, with that element of transversal k which

appears in row I, I I,1?., . ,n1 , . il also the cell (n1  kJ). k- 1,Z, .... n,

Mh-



with that element of transversal k which appears in column j, j 1,2,... ,nI .

OII L•U lt: £eIiLng square u:, . Now every entry of C is occupied with an

element either from :l r ' or C2 is obviously not a latin square on

SU However, if we replace each of the n entries of transversal k

with bk, it is easily verified that the resulting square which we call L Is a

'rh procedure described for fillinq the first n1 entries of the row (column)

n k with the corresponding entries of transversal k is, naturally enough,

li•L. tLhu jiJjectiur, cA trdnSvosa[l K on the first n1 entries 2f row (coiqnj

n kI
We shall now elucidate the above procedure via an example. Let X =

1.2, .4 ,, - {(,f 7.. 8

4, .

.1 2 4 -4 3 67 8
1., and L, 7 86I 'A

:',L34 5' 8 6 7

Note thdt the cells on the same curve in L form a transversal.

I1 Z. 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2I 3
5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 4 5 1

4 5 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 3 4

{21 = and CZ
3 34512 2 3 345 1 2 512

. A45 1 Z 34513 4S45
6 7 S 1 3 5 2 4 6 7 8
7 8 6 5 2 4 1 3 7 8 6

4_ 8 7 1 1 3 5 2 8 6 7

w 1l . '



And finally

16 7 8 4 511 Z 31
7(8 -3 4 5 11
8 5 1 6 7 2 3 4
.J 4 7 h 5 1 Z

L= 2 f 78 i 4 5
1 352467 8
5 2 4 1 3 7 8 6

... .... .. ...... . .. . . .

which is a latin square of order 8on U •2 (1,2,... ,8}

Remark. Note that it is by no means required that the projection of transversals

ýýr, the rows and columns should havo the scrne order.in,. Ir.deed, for the fixed

set of orderer n 2 transversals, we have n I choices of projections on columns

and n2 1 choices of projections on the rows. Hence we can generate at least

(n2 ! I2 different latin squares of order n = n n composing L1 and L 2 .

XIII. 4. Construction of OGn ,2) Sets by Method of Sum Compositlon. In order

to construct an O(n,Z) set for n = n 4 n., we require that rl. Znn2 and

there should exist an 0(n 2 ,2) set, and an O(n, 2) set with 2n 2 parallel

transversals. It is easy to show that any n > 10 can be decomposed in at least

"one way into n 4 n which fulfill the above requirements. We now present two
1 2

theorems which state that for certain n one can construct an O(n,2) set by the

method of sum composition.

Theorem XIII, 4.1. Let n P" 8> 7 for any odd prime p dnd positive integer

a, excluding n= 13, Then there exists an O(n, 2) set which can be construeý..d

by composition of two 0(nl,2) and On 2 ,2) sets for n (n1 1-)/2 and

n n I n 2 .

'= -



We shall first give the method of construction and then a proof that the

cc~nstructed set is an O(n,Z) set.

_Oorstruction. Let B(r) be the n x nI square with element ra + a in its (14)
Ij

cell, ai. •) , r in Gr(. in 1,j = ,,...,n Then it is easy to see that

(8-),- xS a(y)), y-x - x. 1, is-an 0.(n,3) set. -Considerthe n- -ells-ir-i(1) .-

with , e a k a fixed elemernt in G(n. Then the corresponding cells inJ O

BWx and Byi form a common transversal for the set {B(x), B(y)} Name this

zcr.m ,on transversal by k . It is lhen obvious that two common transversals k

and k , k v k2 are parallel *,,.- lnnce {B(x), B(y)} has nI common parallel

trd•sversuis. Now let tAI,A) bt iny Oin 2 ,Z) set, which always exists, on

a set U; non-intersecting with Gr(n F for any X in GF(n1 ) we can find

in 1-, - pairs of distinct elements belonginy to GFl(n 1  such that the sum of

the twc, elements of each pair is equal to \ . Let {S} and {T} denote the

coliection of the first and the second elements of these (n - l)/Z pairs respec-

tively.. Note that for a fixed \ thes t (S) can be constructed in (n -C )(n -3)

I jii;tinct ways. Now fix \ and let L denote any of the (n I latin

sq'ua:s that can be generated oy the surn composition of L(x) and AI using

transvorais acetermined by the n elements of (S} . Let L be the latin square

• .. , •r::.. the 7ortpjsition of Lt y) and A2  using the na transversals de-

Ir• -. *,* "ne E.',merit. .f (T} in: the following projection rule: Project trans-

versals t , = 1, ,,.. ,n on the row (column) which upon superposition of

), cn 1I ,his row (column) should coincide with the row (column) stemmed

!r.:)rr. the- tra:nsversal \-t. Shortly we shall prove that (LI, L.) forms on O(n, 2)



The preceding arguments shows that {L1 ,L L can be constructed non-

isomorphically in at least (n -3)(n z)nI(n -1)(n -3).. 1] ways. For instance

in the case of nI = 7, there is at least 1209b non-isomorphic pairs of ortho-

gonal latin squares of order 10 Therefore, Euler has been wrong in his con-

- J . ecture by - very-wlde mazrgn. .

N~ote that w~e can co-ostruct infinitely many bO'irs of orthogonal latin squares

of order 4t + 2 by the method of theorem XIII. 4, I. For p -_7 mod 8 and L? odd

p L (St & 5)/ 3) . Hence n 1 n. = 4t - 2.

Prcof.. The constructional procedure clearly reveals that:

A. L and L are latin squares of order n on GF(n ) U P2

B. Upon superposition of L on L the following are true:

b . Every element of S2 appears with every other element of Q%

b., Every element of U. appedrs with every element of GF(n1 )

b3, Every element of 41'(n1  appears with every element of Q.,

Therefore, all we have to provo is that ever-y element uf GF(nQ appears'with

every other elemne;nt of Gr(n1 ? , Tu prove( tnls recall that B~x) is urthogonal t.

Biy') . However, since we removed the n, transversals from B(x) determin:d

by the n2 elements of {S} and n2 transversals from B~y) determined by the

n elements of {T} therefore the following 2n n1 pairs have been lobt.

(xu Crj, ya, 4 a,) with a. 4 a N for any 1tG1(n1 ), -Y*

We claim that the given projection rules guarantee the capture of these lost pairs

by the Zn n bordered cells. To show this note that the superposition of the

21
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prolected transversal S from B(x) on the projected transversal t = X -s from i

B(y) will capture the nI pairs.

(xa + a V& +,a with a. :a k (y-s) + a]/(l+y) I
.\It these transvers'als have been projected on row border and nh. 'pairs

•: I - 7-" " ~"Wfth" . 4 k:s 'l)" ").... A
if these transversals have been projected on column border. Now because

k + k' = \ and if sI A ., then k1 I k 2 and k!- k' hence the 2n2n, pairs

wmo.. r~n,ivv, beern resulted from tM. proje'ction of transversals determined by {S}

and IT) will jointly capture the In 2n lost pairs and thus a proof.

We shall now clarify the above constructional procedure by an example.I
1

r.xa rnple. Let n, 7, Gor() {6l1,...... Then for x = 2, y = x 4 4

We havt,

tBil), BtZ), Bý41•' .

• 1 2 3 4 516 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 5 6

I ?. 3 1 5 b 0 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 4 5 6 0 1 2 3

S4 -4 5 6 0 1 2 3 1 2 3 4 5 6 0

3 4.• J12 6I0 1 4 3 4 5 5 6 0 1 2 3 4

4 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 0 2 3 4 5 6 0 1

S.01 3 4 3 4 5 , 0 1 2 6 0 1 2 3 4 5

Z, 3 4 5 i 0 1 2 3 4 3 4 5 6 0 1 2

Fir 1'/ n - /2 " 3 let S {7,8,9J and

; . 9 7 8 1

A ,A '. 7, (3 7 8 . t'inally for X 0, (S)= {1,2,31 and

4 7 8 8 9 7

VT} (& s5 4} we have {LL }

""1'

• • I |I | I - | II d | li I d =I



0 7 8 9 4 5 6 1•2 3 0 1 2 3 7 8 9 6 5 4
7 8 9 5 6 0 1 2 3 4 4 56 7 8 9 3 2 1 0
890 0 C 27 3 5 n 7A A A

9 0 1 2 3 7 8 4 5 6 5 7 8 9 2 3 4 1 0 6
1 2 3 4 7 8 9 5 6 0 7 8 9 5 6 0 1 4 3 2
3 4 5 7 8 9 2 6 0 1 8 9 1 2 34 7 0 6 5
5 6 7 8 9 3 4 0 12 9 4 5 6 0 7 8 3 2 1
S-1 0 6 5 4 3 7 8 9 3 0 4 1 5 2 6 78 Q

S43 2 1 0 6 5 8 9 7 6 3 0 4 1 5 2 9 7 8 '
~:~b~m4 3-i- I-G-9- -7-48 2 3-0 4 -.1 -5-.&---9 7 - --.

the reader can easily verify that {L1 , L2 } is an 0(1, 2) set.

Remarks.

1) The method of theorem XIII. 4. 1 falls for r, 13 only because there is no

0(6,2) set. Otherwise, there will be no orthogonality contradiction on the other

parts of L and i, with their 6 x 6 lower right square missing.

"* 2) Inthecaseof n= 7, if we lot IS)= {0,1,3} and {T) {2,4,51 thenthe

requirement y = x is not necessary. l1ow"ver then we do not have a unified
-l

projection rule for the formation of L Qs was provided for the case y = x by

theorem XIII. 4.1. To give the complete list of solutions let (a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ) and

(b b 2b 3) be any two permutations of the set (8,9,10}. If we project trans-

versals (0,1,3) on the rows (a 1  a ,a 3 ) and columns tb 1,b,,b 3) in the forma-

t.Uon of LP, then the following table indicates what permutation of transversals

{2,4,5} should be projected on the rbws (a,a,,aO) and columns (b1,b 2 .b 3

in the formation of L 2 . Obviously these permutations will be a function of the

pair (x,y)

6L-



(x,y) ala,,a 3  blbZb 3

(2,3) 4, 2, 5 4, 2, 5

(Z,3) 2,5,4 2, 5, 4

S_____ -_ __4~7

(Z,5) 4, 'Z. 5 4, 2, 5

(2,6) 2, 5, 4 2, 5, 4

(3,41 4, 5, 4 2, 5, 4

(3,5) ?., 5,4 4P ,2 5

(3,5) 4. 2, 5 5, 4, 2

(3,5) 4, '. 5 z- 5, 4

(3, 5) 4, Z 2P , 4

(3,6) 4, ZZ,5 2, 5, 4

13,6) 5, 4, 2 4, 2•, 5

(4,5) 2, 5., 4 2,5,4
-- -4

(4,6) 5 4, 2 4, 2, 5

(4,6) ?, 5 4 '2, 5, 4

f4,6) 5, '4, 2 5, 4, 2

iThis table is by no rneans exhaustive.

The reader may note that whenever y x in the above table the given

solution(s) are different from the one provided by the method of theorem XIII. 4. 1.

Thus we can conclude that any pair of orthogonal latin squares of order 7

basFxi on the Gr(7) can be composed wit, a pair of orthogonal latin squares of

' A"' .-
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order 3 and make a pair of orthogonal latin squares of order 10 . In addition,

since we -have six choices for (a 1 ,a 2 ,a 3 ) and (b,,b,,b3 ) hence from every

Sline in the above table we can produce 36 non-isomorphic 0(10,2) sets or

16 X 36 576 sets for the entire table. Since all these pairs are non-isomorphic4--- ~- with alt1 ~vvoirAirs-i -pr.duoowd .byýýtheorem-X-EI.-4.1I thus b~y-_thv method-of sum

composition one can at least produce 12,672 non-i;somorphic 0(10,2) sets.

We believe that for other values of nI there are sets of (S} and {T}
-l

together with proper p.,ojections which makes the restriction y = x unnecessary.

Theorem XjII. 4.2 Let ni = .> 8 for any Positive inteer Then there

astsjan O(n, Z) set which can be constructed by composition of two O(nt,2)

and O(n 2 ,2) sets for n2 2 n1/2 and n a nI + n 2

We shall here give only the method of construction. A similar argument

as in theorem XIII. 4.1 will show that the constructed sut is an O(na) set.

Construction. Tn a similar fashion as in theorem XIII. 4.1 construct the set

(BliP, Bix), B(y)l over GF(2c') . Let also {A1,A,) be any 0(n,,,) set, which

always exists, on a set S2 non-Intersecting with GF(Za) . For any X * 0 in

GF(2 we can find n 1/2 pairs of distinct elements belonging to GF(2•) such

that the sum of the two eloments of each pair is equal to X . Let {S} and (T)

denote the collection of the first and the second elements of these n /2 pairs

respectively. Note that for a fixed X the set {S) can be constructed in

1np(n1rf2I(n1 4). . .I distinct ways. Now form Ll from the sum composition of 8(x)

and Ai and L from the sum composition of B(y) and A using the same pro-t1 2

jection rule em given theorem XIII. 4.1. Now (L1 ,L,} is an O(n,Z) set.Sae given



Example. Let n 8, GF(8) = (0,1,2,... ,7) with the following addition (+)

and multiplication (X) tables:

+0123567 X 0 1 3456 70 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 0-
1 0 6 4 3 7 2 5 1 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7

Z 2 6 0 7 5 4 13 2 0 2 3 4 5 6 7 1-3- -~*-- ,~4-7--V-- --- 6 2: 3 ~ '4 :6- A--------- i 0 6 --- 67 U
5574 6 20 31 5 056 71 23 4

6 6 215 73 04 60 67 1 234 5
7 75 3 2 61 4 0I 710 71 23 45 6

Then for x 2,y x =7 we have

/ .(Sdl), 9(2), B(7))

12 3 4 567 0 14Z3 4 567 0 1 234 56 71 06 43 7 25 2 6 075 41 3 7 53 26 1 402 60a75S4 13 3 47 0 1652Z 1 06i43 72 5
3_4 7 0 1652 4 35 10 27 6 2 60 75 41 3
4 3 51 0 276 7 46 2 03 1 3 47 0 165 25 7 46 20 31 '~1,2157 3 04 4 35 10 27 6621 57 3 04 7 53 26 14 0 5 74 62 03 17 53 2 6 140 10643 7 25 6 2 157 30 4

For n. n /2 z 4 let SI (A,B,CD} and

A Bi C D A 8 C D
(AA 8 BA DC D CB8A

CI D AB B AD C
1)C B A C DA B

n.L we~ have L.,=
A 32 CD 5 670 1 3 4  0O1 D3 4 AC 15 7 62b AOD C 4 13 6 2 57 7 5C 2 6 3D A0 13 43 4A 0 1 D 4C7 526 D C6 3A 72 53 40 1C D 5 A 27 6 10 4 3  

2 6a1 5 CA D 1 4 3D C 4 BA03 1 2 6?5 3 4A 0 1 D 7 52 6S2 D 57 A C33 4o01 A 3 5c D27 4 4 1

OC 43 eD A 57 62 3 A IDC3 0 42 67 5

7 1 23 4 AI cDA 20 1 74623 1-a TdC
4 63 51 0 21CDcA B 25 0 31746 2 AD C

which is ani 0112,2 set.

.• • :- -•:, -- '- ... ... •-• • -• •3 - --7 0 -••6 -• .•- ':;3 • •3:• :G :• 7 •~ -•i - .•....... .. •-_..•-'G! :-



D~czin Thc neesa- ris.drar.. 'c ft -- c~cusCU"t',uh U, s ks

n =n 4 n, t < n,, by the method of sum composition are: The existence of an

O(nit) set, n1 , atn 2 , with at least tnr common parallel transversals, and an

O(n zt) set. These conditions are obviously satisfied whenever n and n

While for some values of n there exists only a unique decomposition ful-

filling the above requirements, for infinitely many other values of n there are

abundant such decompositions.

It seems that if there exists an 0(nzZ) set and if n = n, + n,, nh> 2n2

then one can construct an O(n,Z) set by the method of sum composition if nI

is a prime power. To support this observation and shed some more light on the

method of sum composition we present in subsequent pages some highlights of the

rusults which we hope to complete and submit for publication shortly.

In the following for each givLn decomposition of n we exhibit an O(n,Z•

set which has been derived by the method of sum composition. We shall represent

the pairs in. a form that the curious reader can easily reconstruct the original sets.

Heruafter the notation L1 j L 2 means that L is orthogonal to L1 .

I) 9 -, 3

A C1C45679123 123456A3C8 97
I CA 123456976 g 7 s 3 1 2 B CA645
CA378I2123564 56 4897CA1 23
2315 64AA C197 645 A C3 1 278 9
* 9.7 a 3 1 a CA 4 5 6 2 3 1 5 C A 8 9 7 5 6 4
564197 CA3312 769CA 4 56312
3 12A5C97 645 A I • 3 3 64975
9 7 T 16 CA 645231 z cA7 8 912345 6

7 2 6 3 4 5 91 3 CA 357166 24 9CAI
4 1 3 9 1 226 7CA 5 81 69247353 C AK



2) 14 11 4 3, the only decomposition which fulfills the necessary require-

ments.

A a c 3 4 5 6 7 8 910 0 1 2 3 • 567 A3 C 910

1- C 9 10 0 91 0 3 4 5 A -6 7 1 8 910 0 1 2 C 5 6 4

10 0 1 2 34 5 6 i A C1C7 9 2 3 4-5 6Aj S 8V
67891001A1, C5*34 10012 3C67S9's3

6 78 9 1 A a C 2 3 456 7 10 0 1 .2 A "1 I C 4 5 3
23 45 6 7 AIC0 1 8 9 10 7 6 9 A I C 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 10

9 10 0 1 2 A _ C 67 8 34 5 4 5 A I C 9 10 0 1 2 37 8 6

5 6 78 & B C 1 2 3 4 910 0 .1 1A 8C 5 67 8 910 03 4 2

1 23 A 5C7 6 9100 4 56 A 5c 1 2 3 45 6 7 8 10

6 9 A 8 C 2 34 56 710 01 .3C 8 9 oo1002 3 A 6 7 b

4 A B a 89100 12 3,5w- 7 C 45 6 78910 0 AD3 2 31

0 5 10 4 9 3 S 2 7 1 6 A 5 C 6 10 3 7 04 615 9 2 A 5 C

7 1 6 0 5 10 4 9 3 8 2 B ,C 'A 3 7 0 4 8 5 9 2 610 C A 5

3 8 2 7 1 6 0510 69 C A 5 9 2 610,) 7 0 81 5 C A

,3 15- 12 & 3, 15 = i 1 , 4 a re the onl' Jecoi:pjsitlons which fulfill the neces-

sary requirements. However, we consider here the latter decomposition since

w; c•an utilizie the properties of Oalois field GF'I).

i'."
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h) We do not know whether there exists either an 0(18,2) set with 8 common
parallel transversals or an 0(15,2) set with 14 common parallel trans-
versals. Therefore the only decomposition of 22 which fulfill the necessary
rPrutirpmrnt.q Arp 22 = IQ 4 3 Andi 22 = 17 + 1;

a: 22 w 19 + 3,

A 3 C 3 4 5 6 7 8 9101112 13 14 15 1617 18 0 1 2
S C 5 6 7 8 910 It 12 13 14 15 1617 I1 0 1 A 2 3 4
C 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 0 1 2 3 A 2 4 3 6
9 10 11 13 14 15 1 6 17 IS 0 1 2 3 4 5 A B C 671

-12- .4 -0Tn 6 0 4 - 3 ýý614 *I -c4 -IA 0
18 0 1 2 34 5 6 7 91011t A 5C c15U6 17 12 13,14

141 51671 01 2 A1 A 6 C 7 8910 1 1214•3 4
5 6 7 8 9.1 1 12, 13 14 1ABC012 4617
1 9 1 2 4 6 A4 c1 16 12 23 1 4 1 +617 78 0 1 9
451731 67 A D 17 1 0 AB..6 6 7 8 9 10 1 2 3
7 9014 1516718 0 1 2 A+ B 611102 11 1 1 3 4 5
1 2 A B C 6 17 18 0 11 1 15 16 17 IS 6 7 8 9 5

4 5 6 7 8 A 8, C113415 16 • zz17 18 +6 0o 39101
7 8 9710 AoB C 14 15 16 17 1 0 1 2 3- • 4 5 6 11 3

10 11 12 A B C 161 16 0 1 •Ol2 34 67 13 14 1•5

13,14 A BC ci8 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 121516 17
16 A C 1C 2 34 5 6 7 8 9 10 1 12 13 4 15 17
o 17 5 13 11 9 7 5 3 1 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 1 2 AE- I
3 1 18 16 14 12 10 8 6 4 2 0 17 15 13 11 9 7 5 1 C A

5 4 2 0 17 15 1311 9 7 5 3 1 6 16 14 14 1 10 S C A B

13 14 15 16 17 18 0 1 2 3 4 5 A B C 9 10 11 12 9111 A 11 811 3 6
7 8 9 1011 12 1314 15 16 17 A 5 C 2 3 4 5 6 0 1 18
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 10 A B C 14 15 16 17 18 0 12 13 1114 15 1617 180 1 2 3 Al Bc 7 8910 11 121356 4
8 9 101112 13 1415 A u C 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 17 1616
2 3 45 6 7 B A B C 12 13 1415 161718 0 110 11 9

15 16 17 18 0 1 A B c 5 6 7 8 910 11 1213 14 3 4 2
9 10 1112 13 A sBC 17 180 12 3 456 7 815 1614
3 4 5 6 A B C 10 1112 13 1415 1617 18 0 1 2 8 9 7

16 17 16 A BC 3 4 5 6 78 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 1 2 0
10 11 A B Ci1S 16 17 18 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 13 1412
4 A B C 8 .9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 0 1 2 3 1 7 5
A B C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 1011 1213 14 1516 16 017
B C 13 14 15 16 17 18 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A 11 12 10
C 6 7 8 9 1011t 12 1314 1516 1718 0 1 2 A B 4 5 3
18 0 12 3 45 &7 899101112 1314 Al3 C 1617 15
12 13 14 15 16 17 16 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A 3 C It 9 10 8
6 7 8 9 1011 12 1314 151617 18 0 A 5 c 4 5 2 3 1

LI 18 6 13 1 a 5 3 10 17 5 12 0 7 14 2 9 16 4 A8-
5 12 0 7 14 2' 9 16 4 11 16 6 13 1 8 15 3 10 17 C A I

17 5 12 0 7 14 2 9 16 4 1118 6 13 1 8 15 3 10 3 C A



b: 22 -17 + 5,

A B CD 5 6 7 8 9 10 1112 13 14 15 16 0. 1 2 3 4
B C D 9 6 7 89 1011121314,1516 0 A 1 2 3 4 5
C D E 7 8 9 10111213141516 0 1 A 9 2 3 4 5 6
D 5 8 9101112131415 16 012 A C 34567
E 910111213141516 0 1 2 3 A. C D 4 5 6 7 8

10111213141516 0 1 2 3 4 A B C D Z 5 6 7 a 9
1213141516 0 1 2 4 C D 511 6 7 8 9 10

16- IV - -- 2-3 4-4 1. A ~ A -- -~13 -1-13 '1 -7--~I--f94 Al-
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A 5 C D Z 1415 I16 0 9 1011 1213
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D 5 1516 0 1 2101112 1314
5 6 7 8 910 A B C D 8 16 0 1 2 3 4111213 14 15
7 8 91011 A B C D 2 0 1 2 3 4 5 6121314..1516
9 10 11 12 A B C D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 13 14 15":16 0

111213 A B C D E 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 910141516 0 1
1314 A B C D E 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10111 21516 0 1 2
15 AkC D 24 5 67 8 910 11 1213 14 J& 0 1 -2L...L..I.
0 1615 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 A D C D E
2 1 0 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 B C D E A
4 3 2 1 0 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 C D E A B
6 5 4 3 2 1 0163151413121110 9 8 7. D E A I C
8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 16 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 E A I C D

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 A B C D E 14 15 16 10 11 12 13 9
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 A B C D 5 5 6 7 8 1 2 3 4 0
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 A B C D E 13 14 15 16 0 9 10 11 12 8

10 11 12 13 14 15 A B C D E 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 1 2 3 16
2 3 4 5 6 A B C D 3 12 13 14 15 16 0 1 8 9 10 11 7

11 12-13 14 A B C D E 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 0 16 0 1 2 15
3 4 5 A B C D 5 11 12 13 14 15 16 0 1 2 7 8 9 10 6

12 13 A B C D E 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 15 16 0 1 14
4 A B C D E 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 0 1 2 3 6 7 8 9 5
A IS C D E 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 14 15 16 0 13
B C D 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 0 1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 4
C D E 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 * 10 11 A B 13 14 15 16 12
D E 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 0 1 2 A B C 4 5 6 7 3
E 16 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 A B C D 12 13 14 15 11
7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 0 1 A B C D E 3 4 5 6 2

16 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 A B C D B 15111213 14 10
a 9101.1 12131415 16 0 A A C D E 6 7 2 3 4 5 1
514 615 716 8 0 9 110 211 312 413 A B C D 3

14 615 716 8 0 9 110 211 312 413 5 E B CD
615 716 6 0 9 110 211 312 413 5 14 D 9 A B C

15 716 8 0 9 110 211 312 413 514 6 C D I A 5
13 514 615 716 8 0 9 110 211 312 4 B 'C D 3 A

!C



XIV. Computer Construction of O(1O, t) Sets

In about fifteen years the effectiveness of computers in searching for

orth-ogonal sets of latin squares of order ten has increased strikingly. Still

ths, problem is so large that there seems to be little rebson for optimism that the

__ Wderi ten-prob-lem-,can be c-ompleted by -cormpJ.teros. oe-zeieI,-4a m~-

conversant with the problem considi~r quite plaulilble) not Orthoijnal tiriple of

orthogonal latin squares% of order ten exists, then the number of cases to con-

id:sfeems too lairge to: an ex~haustive proof by computer to be achievable. The

numtbcr of latin squares of order ten is astronomical.

Abc-ut 195l Paige an,; Tompkins 1195a] programmed SWAC to search for

s~quares orthogonal to a fixed ldtin square uf order ten. A few hours of running

Ptr-,:u,-ed noc orthogvnal square, and wits regarded as a bit of experimental evi-

d-ný:c' :or the truth of Euler's conjecture. calculations based on the progress

rnia':- in thfe search led to the extrapolation that over fifty million years of computer

time wcould be requ.,red to'search for all squdres orthogonal to a latin square uf

vrder teni pit into SWAG intidl ly. (At Abuut the same time a similar program was,

Y-r Itt JIn- simi~lar results obtai-w.(:-. with MANIAC at Los Alamos; this attempt

t itobec'n reportod in print.

In 19 S9, after Eulier's ccnje,,-turo hid been disproved for a.11 orders
t)- , Parker programnmed UNIVAC 1206 to search foi squires orthogonal

&i latin square of order ten. The running time was sharply lest, tha;- for SWAC

c.r '.ANIAC, about thirty r-inutes for the majority of-latin squares. This was

d*Cic\':mph shed by generating and storing all transversals of the input latin square,



then searching for all ways to form latin squares from the list of transversals.

(A transversal, or directrix, is a set of cells of a latin square, one in each row,

one in each column, and one containing each digit. ) The striking gain in sp,.ed

over the earlier efforts occurred largely because the number of transversals of

11:1 ZW~fi~It~ &qare-0'! rder__ erviur-ughly 00ý- -inehje (-7t~shan.A ~~n-

of course, the search was several levels deep. (SWAC and MANIAC were pro-

grammed to build up starts of latin squares toward orthogonal mates by filling in

cells to form rows.)

There were two main outcomes from considerable running of Parker's 1206 '

program: 1) Orthogonal triples of order ten latin squares are not numerous; more /
/

precisely, only a small fraction, if any, order ten squares extend to triples. /

Some 400 latin squares were run. Some were random, some were computer output

,ed back as input and hence known to have an orthogonal mate, and some were

considered interesting candidates for intuitive reasons by Parker and others.

Not cnce did an exhaustive search for orthogonal mates of an input latin square

include a pair orthogonal to one another. Mild evidence may be claimed sup-

porting the opinion that no order-ten orthogonal triple exists. 2) Of a computer-

generated sample of 100 random latin squares of order ten (program by R. T.

Ostrowski), 62 have orthogonal mates. This, unlike triples, order ten ortho'-

gonal pair: are quite common. Euler's intuition for order ten was not only wrong,

but in this sense wrong by a large margin. It was this finding which tempted

Parker for a time to believe that repeated runs of the program should have a good

chance of producing at least a triple, but many failures dimmed this optimism.

i :? A*@ .



tiewas one half minute. Almost needless to say, transversals again were

Of iputordr-tn ltinsquares produced no orthogonal triple.



xv. On the Equivalence of O(n.t) Sets With Other Combinatorial Systems

k XV.U. Summary

In this section we have densely summarized some of the results obtained

-by author and at least fourteen others in order to demonstrate the importance of

r s tai f6-i th :

well-known and important combinatorial systems with certain parameters are

actually equivalent to a set of mutually orthogonal latin squares. A schematic

representation of these equivalences has been demonstrated in four wheels which

we have called "Fundamental Wheels of Combinatorial Mathematics".

XV. 1. I ntroductiotn

The theory of mutually orthogonal latin squares owes its importance to the

fact that many well-known combinatorial systems are actually equivalent to a
set of mutually orthogonal latin squares; XiL, finite projective plane, finite

Euclidean plane, net, BIB,. PBIB, orthogonal arrays, a set of mutually orthogonal

matrices, error correcting codes, strongly regular graphs, complete graphs, a

balanced set of t-restrictional lattice designs, difference sets, Hadamard

matrices, and an arrangement of non attacking rooks on hyperdimensional chess

board. These combinatorial systems are unquestionably potent and effective in

all branches of comnbinatorial mathematics, and in particular, in the construction

of experimental designs. Therefore, a statement that the theory of mutually

orthogonal latin squares Is perhaps the most important theory in the field of

exPeriment designs Is not in the least exaggerated as far as this author is con-

cerned.



Our purpose in this section is to demonstrate the relation of a set of

mutually orthogonal latin squares with the above mentinned e.nmhbnAtorial systems.

We shall present the essence of the known results available only In scattered

liteprture in one theorem which we consider to be a "fundamental theorem of

combinatorial mathematics". For the definitions of these combinatorial systemns

_and'the Prokf &h fotcm'in~g-.hOr-er-s~ee. the- list~of ýreferencesm-Oi-venl.at--the -ýr.ýý

end Of this paper.

XV. 2. Notation

!'., th, seko I f cncisenn;sq wv. introduce the following nutations:

0) C)(n,t) donotes a set of t mutually orthogonal latin squares of order

I1 MOM(n,t) denotes a set of t mutually orthogonal n X n matrices.
2

( i.)A(n,At) denotecs a set of orthogonal arrays of size n , depth t, n

Ic-vels, and strength .4

31 Net(n,t) denots 11 tit of urerAr n and degree t "

4) ,,,,',nrt:m) Jornot,,s i . ., n code words each of length r such

thait ,iny two cude words ore tit luest at Hamming distance _>t on an

rr-s,.t -' with n hJistinct ,ltmnts. We remind the reader that such

I cude is ilso. coll-'j (t-1l-crror detecting code or (t-l)/2-error cor-

,ctinInq iod(' h,,c,uS, ,uch ,i codo is capable of detecting up to t-l

Trrs IAn• l r.. up I., it-I/ - errors in ea-ch transmitted code word.

-•i PE3Ifln,v,r,k.\1,\k 2 )ni onotv.'s a partially balanced incomplete block

,Jfsign with - bluck.s .ich of size_ k, v treatments with r replication

'drnd ,I S ociatifl(. i,1diC(s x and X



6) SR-Grath (A) denotes the strongly regular graph with incidence

matrix A

7) Non #(n,t) denotes an arrangement of n mutually non attacking

r •rooks on the t-dimensional n X n chess board.

~~~~~~~~~r Ad&hls PGAs dntsajnt jetvp)efr s- _(r -9necsaarily -- 77

Desarguessian).

9) e(2,s) denotes a finite Euclidean plane of order s

10) BIB(b,v,r,k,X) denotes a balanced incomplete block design with b

blocks each of size k, v treatments with r replications of each, and

association index X

Mii K-Graph (A) denotes the complete graph with incidence matrix A .

12) DIF(v,k,k) denotes a difterence set with parameters v, k, and X .

13) BLRL(s) .denotes a balanced set of f-restrictional lattice design for

s treatments. Note that a 1-rostrictional balanced lattice designs for

simply a BIB design.

14) HAD(n) denotes a symmotric normalized Hadamard matrix of order n

Hereafter we also adopt the following two notations:

0) A * B means A implies B and B implies A

ii) A wwO B means A implies B . Whether or not B implies A is

undecided.

- -- -- t



2. The Result:

Theorem

(a) For any pair of positive integ~ers n and t we havet

1) Q(n,t) 4m1 MOM(n,t+2)

-) - 1 nr,tK) Ne(n,t±2) -- - -- .--

2

4r) COun,n1 0 Blden t+Z, tln)

2
) (An~n-) e=; Uod(n + nt+Z, n t+n,0,1Z;)

6) O(",nt) S K-Graph (A) whe~re A is the incidence ctx

PBI Inr~ 5).adwt IBI 0

7)~ Oin-) Omw No~n O+n+1 n~l t ) +

(b) 1 p t W.- hen" palsoa: in~admi oitv nee hnas

H).i 0->PGZ

r~l C)(n~n _____!2,n
,p -) ~BLR~p



(d) If n= Zr and t a r-Z, r_> 3 then the following are also true:

15) O(2r,r-2) •>HAD(4r

16 j O(Zr,r-2) =>BIB(4r 2-1, 4r -1, Zr -1, Zr -1, r -1)

2. 2. 2
17) O(Zr,r-Z) mno Oode(4r -1, 4r -1, Zr ;2)

2 2 2
18) O(Zr,r-2)= Code(Br , 4r,-Zr2 2)

r - -

A complete schematic representation of this theorem can be demonstrated

in. fuur wheels which will be called "fundamental wheels of combinatorial mathe-

matics". For the sake of compactness we shall omit the associated parameters

with each system in these wheels except for Oln,t) . By knowinq the values

of n and t in the given O(n,t) sets,then the reader can easily find the

associated parameters with other systems in the wheels from the proper part of

above theorem.
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4.

ON CONFIDENCE LIMITS FOR THE PERFORMANCE
OF A SYSTEM WHEN FEW FAILURES ARE ENCOUNTERED

Sam C. Saunders
Boeing Scientific Research Laboratories

Seattle, Washington

-SUM W. . • .- -.

assemblies, are so reliable thatrno failures are observed within the
time available for testing. This can pose a problem in both interpreta-
tion and analysis. We consider here the iroblem of determining lower
confidence bounds on the reliability of a complex system, such as the
Saturn 1-C, when each component is assumed to have an exponential life
and different components have different multiplicities within the system.
We discuss -the assumptions necessary to obtain confidence limits using
the likelihood of the data when only a few failures are encountered. The
bounds resulting from two models are compared. The first model is
Bayesian with uniform prior distribution of the failure rates. The
second model regards the failure rates virtually as unknown constants.
Here the argument is made that models of the first type are deficient
in several regards In comparison with the second.

0. INTRODUCTION. The problem of determining the probability of
successful operation of a large complex system when one haii data only on
the reliability of the components has, over the past decade, been the subject
of many investigations. However, much of the literature was of a proprietary
nature and was never published, for example, see (1], [2] and the references
there.

Some of the studies, see [71 and [9), were based on an asymptotic
theory for which the precision of the approximation is unknown. Currently,
much of the analysis is based on Bayesian methods utilizing subjective prior
assumptions, see [12] and [13].

Because estimiating the probability of failure under some models
requires that at least one failure be observed, the statistician may be
placed in the uncomfortable position :of having less confidence in his
estimates of reliability when fewer failures obtain. Ultimately, when the
system becomes near perfect and no failures are observed the statistician
has no confidence if his procedures are necessarily based on failure analysis.
In this unsatisfactory situation it is an understandable reaction of persons
with good engineering judgment and statistical intuition, to form a distrust
of statistical inference and its "numerologlits," see [3). Some recent
surveys have been made to determine the most useful and applicable procedures
for current needs. One of the most comprehensive is (8).

04,.



In this note we examine some statistical techniques which do
not depend upon the sampling method yet arm applicable when there is
a paucity of observed failures among the components which have been
tested. The archtypical situation for this study will be the Saturn 1
1-C and the data which was available prior to the first launch, a

gtiven in Table 1.

The remainder of this article has been reproduced photographically
fron the author's mapiuscript.
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1. THE BASIC MODEL

Consider a complex system designed to perform in a specified

manner when all of its components, grouped in assemblies, are

~peui~g~A-tquesion s ~eL-coufide ~e-' "m ca ve -that-vit d

perform adequately for a specified time.

We shall consider the reliability of the system for a

specified time t as being given by

(1.1)h%90c a e xj. Aiwiti
P1 I

where the w, are known weighting factors for the unknown parameters

( " cA1e., , .). The problem is obtaining a lower confidence bound on

(1.1) from the limited amount of data about the X, for i-l,...,m.

The particular form (1.1) can arise in several ways. The first

we mention is that it is itself a lower bound on system reliability.

If the time until failure of the ith component it exponential

with unknown hazard rate i and these m domponents are in a

coherent system, then there exists a set of integers ql'"''*q,,

where q, i. the multiplicity of the ith component within the
m

system of order q qi. which can be used to obtain a lower bound
1

on the reliability of the system at any time t > 0. This lower

bound is hQ,t) a& given in (1.1) with wi replaced by qi.

For a proof of this result, see (41.

,*v*. &•
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An assembly containing several components can malfunction by

having different components fail, e.g., a pressure system can either

rupture or leak. These separate ways of failure are called "failure

modes" in the current terminology, however, they correspond to

Malfunctiouis wtlhin thl subsystem and need not necessarily cause

• .. ylt63fi iJ? .. -: - -•-............ -41--4

lWe assume

V The time until malfunction in each mode of a given assembly

has constant hazard rate and all are independent.

Suppose we separate the possible sodes of malfunction for each

assembly into mutually ekclusive, funcitionally independent," classes,

labelIng the time unt:il malfunction T for the ith mode of the j th" i

assembly. The time untiL malfunction of the assembly by any mode is.

Tj a min(Tij) and the hazard rate of Tj is AX'= J Aiij with the

obvious interpretation of., h as the hazard rate of Ti"

Unfortunately, the system may have different vulnerability to such

malfunctions depending upon the period within the mission phase.

Thus the second situation In which the form (1.1) can arise

is a series system with such mnlfunctloning assemblies. Assume

2" Given a malfunction in thewjth mode of the ith assembly

during the kth time interval (t(kl) ,t(k)) of a mission,

system failure will result with known conditional probability

Bijk"

For a' mission of fixed length t we defi•e the beta factor

for the ith assembly, which is a known constant, by the equation

'A.

//•
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,,, [ (k)-t(k- 1
I ) ~J,k.]

where t (0) o, lm t(k) - t. Thus from 1', 2 the probability

itf f h - j .1titerv0aL.~ L h,1 ,:7
r+-.in (1.1) with wit replaced by 0i Without loss of 8onerqlity we

S~shall henceforth assume that all time intervals are expressed in

factions of this fixed mission length t, to wit, assume t - 1.

Needless to may, in the practical example given, all of these

complications occur simultaneously. )Moreover, the determination of

the q, through minimal state reliability analysis is itself a

non-trivial task, not to speak of the analysis of the malfunction

modes and their effect upon mission success (or vehicle safety).

All of this is a necessary prelude for the determination of the

beta factors. But we phall assume this work has been completed

so that wi . qLi~ is known, consequently equation, (1.1) holds

with t .•...

The problem that we wish to discuss is of another genre,

namely the methods for utilisation of the data so as to determine

a lower confidence bound for the reliability after the wi have

been obtained. Since it is this aspect which is important we shall

assume that 1, = I for our data so as to further emphasize the

differences betwoen the two models under discusuaion. Of course this

fictitiously makes the reliability estimate low.

I . •.
•i4-,



2. THE DATA

In -=-ry caZC- OWa Zfit L (4ztd numetimes the only) data one has

concerning the reliability of the components comes fror environmental

tests. This test data must be reduced by engineering evaluation into

the equivalent operational time during the given mission phase.

orneformatiofýttou'herwj~ K~t 4- -

practici, see 1411, to accelerate the testing and/or reduce its expense.

Specifically, during the first phase of a mission a component may j

experience several types of vibration as vell as several temperature

a~d humidity changes. Consequently, testing the component. In these

'separate environments must yield results requiring a transformation

into the appropriate missionphase equivalent time. (The dangers of

such a procedure are apparent but are taken in view of the ;xhorbitant

.ost of the alternative,)

We do not discuss this further but we merely point out that in
/

such instances the data on the operational behavior of the components

are not God-given, but rather are the construct of engineering knowledge

and judgment.

Thus, the statistician is ultimately provided with data on all

components in the form

"(2.1) x, - (tisni) iml,...,m

where t is the total time, expressed in equivalent fractions of the

mission length that the ith component has been operated, and ni Is the

total number of malfunctions of the ith component during time ti.



I

In the life qualification of components, it is usually the

case that testing proceeds as long as there are funds available

and this is usually neither until a fixed number of hours nor a

*fixed number of failures occur. Moreover, there are always

extraneous c ircu .mst ailces which might ter~minate the testing program

4- t U. d toANt
the treatment of the daea that we adopt should not depend heavily

upon a particular sampling scheme which might not obtain.

Assume that a number of identical components, say m, are put

on test. What is observed at each trial is the random length of

life, call it Y, when the component fails or the random time, say

Z, at which the test is terminated for any reason other than failure

of the component.

Thus we observe the event

[Ymy]fl[ < Zl or ([ z] r) [Y Z]

which we note is not the minimum of Y and Z since we know whether

Y or Z is observed. It is well known that.the likelihood'is independent /

of the sampling method for type I or type II censoring, i.e. stopping at

-either a fixed number of failures or after a fixed time".

We make the

Remark: If (Zl, ... ,Zm) is a vector of non-negative random variables,

independent of all Y such that (Yi > Zi], where (Yl,...,ym) are

themselves independently and identically distributed with common density

function f and distribution F, then the likelihood of the event

I,.!



In

r ~where n (' ) to the random number of failures observed, is of

adteconstant' depends upon the outcomes (y3i'**.'yn) but

no pntheir distribution.

Teproof is immediate. Let g be conditional density of

given (Y1,.,~ assuming Z,..z idpneto

Yn,,.,Ymon f (Y~ Z1] Then the probability of the event
imn+l

specified above is

~{z~y~, ul,..,n} i-i J-n+l

which. upon simplification showsý that

C f~" ± i~ , . , j (aI .. y d z p . . d z

as; claimed.1I

Taking the data x NO In) for the i th of a assemblies, the
thI assembly having exponential life with hazard rate A,, and substituting

into (2.2) we obtain the likelihood

(2.3) P(xiINi) aC(xdi)~ 1

where C(xc is independent-of A

Because the likelihood is the sane for this very general sampling

situation and we feel that the data by it~s nature requires such Independence

41W



1 i hc favor methods of qattiatiral analysis which depend upon the

likelihood.

From Bayesian Prit~ciples, Lindley [8], pp. 1,2, the joint

pootetioii density of (X1.,...,l), based on the evidence
.. ... .. L: ,•. - .. . • - + ., ,,. . .. • - , ,- - - -.. . - , -:-- - - . . . .• • •. . . • . . . .. . . . .

(2.4) f Q1) - TT p(xilxi)T(Z)
i-l

where i is the joint prior density of X.

Two difficulties remain. One is to formulate a reasonable

Joint prior v and the second is then to calculate,lother than

symbolically, the posterior distribution of

(2.5) V i•i, s.ay Gc(vI.) for v > 0.

Following the usual method, p. 15, Lindley, loc. cit., the value

vO, depending upon x and e, 0 < t < 1 such that O(VoIU) =,

provides a lower lO0ci Bayesian onfidence bound for the system

raliab'ility e•' given 1,, of the form e and

(2.6) P[expf-ZEi } x "v°] -0.

Essentially this method has been utilized to obtain confidence

bounds on the reliability of certain systems and is presently the

subject of much discussion, see [8]. In what follows we shall

discuss two such methods and their reasonableness in dealing with

the situation at band.

t . .. .=• •• ' + i -



3. A UNIFORM PRIOR

The first approach is to assume the special prior density

(3.0) 1( s 1 for all A > 0.

ioCafled n l~e, of insufficient

reason: since we know nothing specific about it we have Insufficient

reason to take n anything but uniform. Strictly speaking 7r as

defined in (3.1) is a non-probabilistic prior. But, of course, one

could consider It proportional to an approximation to a prior density.

Substituting (3.1) into (2.4) we find

S. nt " tr-(Att

(3.2) T for > 0.

The mathematical problem becomes that of finding the dietribution of

V * where 0 are known constants and A± are gSmmA variates

with known scale and shape parameters. To wit, each A is r(t,n +l)1

where r(t,v) denotes the law with density, given v • 0

(3.3) t Vtx V e-tx for x > 0.

We also quote two related results, see p. 46ff, Feller (7].

If Aj is r(tC.uI), then tiA is r(l,v ).

If V ' 1, then X " ,' + A" in distribution where
j ii a

is r ,(til) independent of A" which is r(ti,v -1).

Thus by the first remark we see that in distribution V - b A
Jul ii

- -I -'Vt



where bj = A j j- Ti J-1,.,.,m and each Aj £in SLuW r(lnj+l).

ri b

whore a is the numbir of components with two failures during testing

Dy r-s is the number of components with-one failure during testhnt

where s is the number of components with no failures during testing

and Xk, Vt, Zi are all independent r(l,l), i.e., exponential with unit

mean, variates.

We now quote a result proved, for example, in 111 as a

ja 1: If Zl,...,Zk are independent exponential random variables with

.uit.man, then for b > 0, oil distinct, we have

+ k ) eu/bl
L(k)

(3.35) P1bf'.O l B a

where B(l) I. and for ,k ' 2.

I

(3.6) BW for j0l,0...k.

Also these recursion relations hold

k -1 (k )
3 k) B (k-1)b (bj-bk), J1.,...,k-l and B k) -I- I B

i ,uk k

Also we have

, : The distribution of i b Z1 + i bjYj is



a r {!ct
*- ( r .(ii,.)}. for t 0,

where Tj= 1/b2  for Ju1,...,uax(a,r)

t

• teiT t If

,-Tit -t
- - if I J

The proof is accomplished by the convolution of two distributions

each .of the form given in Lemma 1.

Consider the more general definition

I (3.7) Vk •Ju Xj
imi iai i

where the X are all independent exponential variates with unit mean.

ii'Let Vk have distributton Fk, then

Vk Vk_ + biXIV

Defining F = 1-P with any affixes, and taking •T as given in Lemma 2,

[k 1
(u) I b Xk u-J dF (v)

=i + I dFkL(v)J.
"i 11 0

"• • 1• - -- - - ----i i i i i J--i- ------- i i i



I
But the quantity in braces in the equation above becomes

k-l(u)e fu Fk-(v)e dv.

" Hence we have shown'the following:

ah survive~ pro bi3ty ve Vk am --defindz in4tiotCI(3.7

is given in terms of the survival probability of Vk.I as

(3.8) Fk(u) - B [ e + Tif FkPl(v)e We d
i- 1 0 j

N ote that (3.8) can be used to prove Lemma 2 and used recursively

to find the distribution of V k for small k. Thus we now have a

computationally feasible method for the calculation of the distribution

of Vs called G, Using the lemmas above a machine program was written

for the IBM 360, using double precision for the computation of the B k)

whi.ch tabulates the distribution of V in the region of interest. Using

the data presented in 4able I, this distribution is graphed in Figure 1.

For example, we find that if v0 - 12.8, G(vO) * .90. Thus a

lower 95% Bayesian confidence limit for, teh system reliability is
~ e-12.8 _1 1O-5.,

I
!.
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Figure L.

Graph of the distribution F of the random variable V - I

in the region near unity. If v is the abscissa value, the value

F(v) of the ordinate is the confidence the system reliability

exceeds e-v.
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4. A CRITICAL DISCLI5•557

A word about the computation necessitated by this method. It is

clear from Table I that the differences of the i are neither small

nor uniform. A glance at the formula for the B (k) in equation (3.6)

""-.-.-• i:- n -oit-C Vilu O -thi-e.--ycan -become very-,large for -such -cases-.

(In fact, for such data as we have for 67 components, values as high as

1020 are not impossible.) Since all B (k) summed over j must add

to unity, some must be positive and some negative. However, because

of the nature of machine decimal arithmetic, the summands will be

rounded off and the machine cumulate the error. We should, by

definition, have' G(O) - 0 but computationally we do not. For

example, referring to Figure 1, the machine value at v - 3.2 was

G(3.2) - .699 x 10"3 but at v - 2.4, G(2.4),'= -. 123 x 10"1 with

wider fluctuations for smaller values of v. Fortunately, we are

interested in those values of the argument for which, G(v) is near

one .end the values of V necessari.ly become large enough to eliminate

the errors due to this circumstance.

7 dever, this is merely a limitation due to the accuracy of the

method of computation which was adopted. We feel there is a much more

primary objection.

Without any real loss of clarity to the fundamental ideas, let

us fix our attention on an assembly with two separate modes of mal-

function with hazard rates X1 and A2, say. Suppose this assembly

was operated for a time t and no failure of either type wao observed.
1 14

By using the uniform prior of (3.1) the posterior distribution of the

component hazard rate X( A 1i+A 2 ) considering ýhe component as a

unit, is
46",



(4.1) Pi "•] I - .- i for a 0

so that • is a lowir bound on the reliability for a mission of

unit length and the confidence level is P(A < a&.

But on the other hand, br considering the posterior distributton.". .

X1~ iai tC .0)47au t W-tii TImd - -0

insufficient reason to apply the uniform prior for each mode, we have

(4.2) P[A < a] - 1-e-_a-atO for a > 0

as the posterior distribution of the hazard rate A of the assembly.

SBut notice that (4.2) is less than (4.i) which was the distribution

from the same data for the same assembly.

The point we are making is simply this: For a series system,

with no component failing during test time t > 0, the confidence -in

the reliability of thl system should be the same as that for each

component, since the system and the components both experience the

same operational time t without failure.,,

Our criticism of the former method is that the €confidence in thb

reliability does not depend only upon the data, it also depends upon

the arbitrary designation of component or assembly. If we arrive at

different answers when using the same data, then something must be

wrong.,

To continue this point, further, let us suppose that we have a

series system with separate malfunction modes with hazard rates

•i,...,Xneach of which has acquired the same operational experience,



II

namely x- (t, 0) for -i,...,m, i.e., no failures during

operation for a length of time t. Again by bsing the uniform

prior density we have the disribution of X ,* X as

-' -i - t J %

(4.3) l

which approaches zero as m approaches infinit) regardless of

"j - ithe value of ta > 0.-

Of course, (4.2) results from a different specification 9f the

Bayesian model.. The point-in that each specification of.another

independent component wi,! Aiways result in a dWffrent posterior ,

Sdistribution. (Need'less to say, a dfferent prior will lead t•o a'

different posterior density for X as well.).

Moreover, It is clear that almost any choice of prior-denuity.\ I .

v•!. X which is the product of independent prior densities for each

Swi 11l result- in- con idence level which is essentially thi" same•

as that given in (4.3), to wit so low as tobe nonsensical for m

large.

One uodification suggested is to assume functional dependence

vith statistical independence, among the prior densities of Xi.

One such is to take the (conjugate) prior density of X as

r(u ,vi) for i=l,...,m, using here the notation of (3.5),

subject to the constraint

(4.4) v 1  0, .O. vi -

I001



9I
Comining this with the 1tkelihood of the form (2.3) shows

m ni~i + -Ai(ui+ti

fQi)c- i~l,

subject to (4.4) above. Thus the posterior densify of Is

U -X Nr -- -V =-,-

and each A is r(l,n +v ) for i-l,...,m subject to (4.4).

Because n i + v is not an integer we are faced with an

analytic and computational problem beyond that of the precedinS'

section. However, it is clear that this ertiface does introduce

enough degrees of freedom that proper choice of maintaining

the restriction (4.4),. can yield reliabilities of not unreasonable

size. We do nor pursue it further. The difficulty, making such

an assumption untenable, is that ones prior knowledge about the

reliabilitypf a component should neither depend upon the prior

densities of the other components in any way nor upon how many

of them there are. These prior densities should be independent

in :every sense.



5. THtE DEGI [t.I-RAT- PM OR

-,,r iio -• • ,)• ... ." ) 1, , .' ' :. -- ..

random variables having a distribution which is to be constructed

from prior knowledge. The more commonly accepted point of view

is that the A are unknown constants about which inference must

if the k"i were unknow positive real numbers, then there

would exist-a constant of proportionality between any two X a

which would be fixed, even though it was unknown.

Thus we make the assumption '

3" There exists a constant of proportionality, say r$iis

between any two A" and X.

If we have m different modes of malfunction, we define a

for i m, .... ,m as the probabiZ•t• of ma.[unation in the ith mode

given that a matfunc~lion in the eyetern has occurred. 'One. sees-that

" P[T1 < ti [TI < ti],

where we made the convention that the summation of events denotes

the disjoint union. It follows that nt where

Thus 3* is equivalant to taking the prior distribution, say

HQ)1, to be singular with all measure concentrated along a ray out

from the origin with the direction of the ray determined by the

constants of proportionality. Specifically, we assume

am&



> 0 if some X, for i j
(5 . 1 ) d 1 . .

cl

0 otherwise.

In the case m , 2, Rl(AlP 2 ) is zero everywhere but alongi the

to find the posterior density of 0 B1Ai. We make the change of

variables = and by (2.3) and ri = t-/S1 we have

m ni- 0i"
f(£ix).. " ( 'r1 0 )ie: dn*(P1  .. ,Pm)

:2i-i

where

Thus

0 0 if some 3 for i,5j

(5.2) dn*(pl,...,p )

I 0 otherwise.

The density we seek is proportional to

m( n i -T i° 1

(5.3) f JF (T (ipi )ieiidf*(pl,...,pm).

Consider the line in m-spaceý

a 2 2 amAL(Pl) =(Pf. C,1--- -R"'" Pl)

41W1



I
B~y equatioll 0. 21) A I til' 1~-~ ýif i s~ 4zC olc ~t T1 a I nb~ t he T ay

9 (~'~ nr ~ ~0. in effect the only quantity that has a distribution

is and we shall later see it ,mjtkes no difference what this

-- distribution is as long as it has support on C0,-). This line inter-

rsects the plane p£-a at a single point, namely 0 1 such that

A J 
-------- --- -- _-

L-i2 i0i 1l~£-

*and solving for 0., we find P., Y1  where we define

* ~a~8
(5.3.1) Y, -lull...,Im.

Then the value of P at the point of intersection of the line I with

the plane to,"~ a is p0j ey, for i-l,....,u. Since all the measure

of n* is concentrated along the line Z., the integration over the plane

in (5.3) yields a mingle value at the singularity of the measure TI*. It

f follows that the density we seek is proportional to the value of the

integrand at that point, namely

mn m
TT (F ay) 1exp- Tjayil.

If we define

(5.4) 0 1 ~ n i
Jul ii1 1



w!• ih art0 re ýpt"ctively, a weighted mean of the ti, and the total

Pumhur of filures, w': can write the posterior density of V Pi

1

22

.ga) e- for a > 0.
•~k'

eon then is

s -e - e O U~o )i

(5.6) P[V < u] f k ds 1-
0J.0

which we recognize as a Chi-square distribution. If we set

(5.7) U X 29 (k+)

where X2(m) is the lOOcth percentile of the Chi-square distribution

with m degrees of freedom, we have e"u providing a lower confidence

bound of level c.

We note that the computation for this method is trivial. We

compute only the two quantities k and 0 and then from a table of

the Chi-square distrrbution calculate u and e u.

Unfortunately, equation (5.7) gives the confidence bound e-U

in terms of the alpha factors which are still unknown. Nonetheless,

based upon the objective model that the failure rates are virtually

unknown constants, we do arrive at (5.7) and knowledge concerning

the a is whwt is needed to determine the confidence limit.

However, this does not necessarily mean that the values of Ai



need be known, foi exiumpl•, It is sufficient tha° their ratios

be known. Perhaps in somc instances engisittL C^,j tL 1, -C-Lh

be eblo to classify all the failure rates as multiples of fixed

one, say the lowest, at least in a conservative manner.

Disregarding for the present the computation of o, this

- -aa-. a. dr: '7 7Tearnn&: Lhe onc u.- dfficulties . hi......

preceding method possessed.

Firstly, the confidence bound is the same regardless of how

the components are apportioned to subsystems within the system.

In particular, if T T . , we obtain the same density of

EBy, as we would by considering the system as a single unit.

The addition of components to the system none of which have

failed, i.e., data of the type (tiO), do not necessarily cause

the confidence to go rapidly to zero. (Of course, the confidence

does depend upon ti through ,)..,..t is clear from (5.5) that it

is not the number of components but the number of failures which

rapidly decrease the confidence,

In the special case when 6ijk a Bi for all j,k we can

,make an intuitive interpretation of yi as the conditional

probability of failure of the ith assembly given that an assembly

has failed. To see this, label the events "the ith assembly fails"

by Fi and "the ith assembly malfunctions" by Mi. By definition

0i P(F*jMi], oi P[Mi! EM

e.



and from the calcu lii N V .r _.kbqi¢ i*f*: -, of 14- #

P(F1 )

and hence from (5.3.1) follows y- P(F¢iEP I.

obtained by this method.

Example 1:

Let us suppose that y for ±ml,...,m. We recall that

under certain conditions this would'mean the event any one particular

component had failed, knowing that exactly one component was in a

failed state, was equally likely with the event any other component

had failed. "

From Table I we find k 8 S and compute from (9.4), 0 N £ET/m -

25.35 and hence for c - .95, ,sing'the Chi-square value for 16

degrees of freedom, we have u * (28.87)150.7 - .569. Thus a" -.

.566 is a lower 95% confidence limit for the system rellAbility.

Example 2:
1

Let us suppose ,a - for i ~l,...,m and from Table I, we

again use (9.4) to compute 0 - (Eti)/(Eoi) - 16.27. For k - 8,

e - .95 we find u,- (28.87)/(32.5e) - .887 and oftu t 412 is
the low.er 95%' confid'ence limit for the reliability of the system.



6. BOUNDS ON0a

In this section we make the argument that what prior information

one has about X for il,...,m should be applied so as to determineI
bounds on e rather than in the production of prior distributions of

-c X272 -Cr-- -- --- -AC__- -

It as clear that if - i is cnstfraiwmed and - lower

bound 8 1,. e(#) can be determined, then correspondingly from (5.7)

u1 > u, from which it follows that e provides a lower confidence

bound of level not less than c. For example, the trivial inequality
FU

viii provide such a bound. 'Hovever, unless the ri are nearly all

equal, a state devoutly to be wished and planned for, it is not certain

this bound would be a useful result. However, if testing were continued

until t- for iw1,..,m, ye would then be in the favorable

position that mi need not be known.

If. Tj were the minimum of , for i-l,...,m, then rj = O(

implies yj'1 1, yt w 0 for I 0 j which in turn by (5.3.1) implies

that -1, lo " 0 for I 0 j which requires by (5.0.1) that X

be Infinitely large with respect to all other X This would seem to

be an unlikely state of nature, one which might be reasonably excluded

from consideration.

We now give some examples of information which in various degrees

exclude the state mentioned above and are of a type which may provide

a non-trivial bound.



Let us suppose it is known that

(6.1) aiX i - p.

i-I

(This would mean in certain situations that the probability of a

failure given a mAlfunction was known to be p.)

as defined in (5.4) where (tipi) are known positive numbers subject

to the restriction (6.1) and

(6.2) = 1, at '0 for 1-1,...,m.

Call the set of £ satisfying (6.1) and (6.2) the set of p

Clearly with the denominator fixed in (5.4) we have a linear

progranmhSig problem with two constraints, for which theiheory is

well known.

Of course the restriction (6.1) is a mathematical convenience.

What we desire are bounds on min 4#(p) for p taken over some

p
subset of the range

mun Bi p 4 max Sit

where

This can be obtained from a graph of 0(p), which is here

accomplished with a linear program using p as a parameter. 'A plot

using the data of Table I is given in Figure 2 as on Illustration.
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Consider --. as a function of y., (y'"" ,y-) as defined in

(5.4). It is linear (hence convex) and we wish to minimize it subject

to some restrictions on its domain which are measures of the variability

of the x for ±ml,.,s,.,First we shall consider the region ,

-a7•ned for 0 - - by-

(6.4) 1 - i x + 1=, 1, Yi 0 for i-l,...,m.

The region P is convex and thus there exists a unique minimumx

for e over the region. The method we shall use is Lagrange multipliers.

Let

2 1 2

*• " ,) 2-Y Yi "

We wish to minimize € ,subject to the conditions

x2 2 , Y or il.;(6.5) M 2 ,•2 + , ZyIi 0 for

Thus

"•"-= - m - •2 j-il,...,m.

ýYj -t n lyJ 2

We now" consider the three equations

(6.6) -Yi ' - rT a 0, a 0
a~lim iýYim ay1

which upon simplication, and imposing the restrictions of (6.5),

yield three equations which are tro be solved for e by eliminating

I and X 2

Ater

....................................................-.-....--,..-'-,--..- ,..-. .- -- ,..~..-".-"



F/

First eliminating A2  we obtain
02

-2 2
i •i o2_-, (e-•)2 x2--

) (6.7) x 2 a 2

where • and a are the mean and standard deviation of Ti 'a,

...... Oup..tivoly,

n r r -r r- - I rot ' l - 1 C -- - .- -

of e from (6.7) as the smaller root

(6.8) qe-x- .

Also from - 0 we must have

(6.9) Y•j A -l .0 for i-i,..,.
A1  .~j2)

in order to satisfy the restrictions. Since by (6.7) and (6.8)

1 -a/x we see that a suff icient condition to satisfy (6.9) is

"(6.10) Max() ! 2X + Ox "

ThiwiAs satisfied for all Tj which are reasonably close together.

It in elsar from (6.8) that the minimum value of 6 is a decreasing,

function of x.

Remark: If Tl"*s"¶m satisfy (6.10) for a given x between

0 x < Am--1, then

where ,c, are defined in (6.7).

From this remark we see the restriction (6.4) yields a lower

100e% confidence bound for the reliability, namely



,0.1) expl-2F(2k+2)/2(C-x2)l for 0 < x < oG(max T

Using thl data in Table I we find t 25.35, a = 21.25 and

mlax :. = 98.1 and thus the range of x is 0 < x < .31. A graph
3

of (6.10.1) for this case with k = 7, E = .95 is given in Figure 3.

Next we consider the problem of minimizing 0(y) subject to

(6.11) z2 ' 1i 1, 1i > 0 for i=l,...,m.

Since we can write

1 fo-

2-2 -12
the first restriction can be put in the alternate form Ey B. C(ZY i.B

Again we use Lagrange multipliers to take advantage of the symmetry of

the problem.. trite

m 2 -2 1 2 -2

S= - [ii <(EyiB - X2(Eyi-l)
2 ' 2i

: -2 -2(•iil81] -1 •2

We now consider the four equations

m MJ M j

M j ; Yj 1 ay.

By setti.- (= i 2i for notational convenience and

,,:i " thk. rve;Lraiits ;i,; encountered we obtain four equations

w~ o:,,tarin thc four variables ).1 5. Eliminating Ai,1 2 and 6

, . , : !r it i c e ,,:Tit ion in ", namely
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~.2. 2Bi

where, recalling t i for i -1 .,

A -6 
B- to X'---'- C-~ --- - (t 2- - - t

* ~ ~efie'ent deendupon the value df ,~*--- -

Thus the Minimum value is the smaller root, call it

(6.14) ex (B~ - /

where S2 B2 AC or equivalently S~ 2 xa 2 x2b2

and

a 2  1 Z(t ;-a 2  b 2  J022 (tj) 2 .

It in clear that if x isf constrained by

-2 2 2
(6141) 0 <x .cminj.ai

then the values of 6 are meaningful.

We now argue that there is an interval of positive values ofx

for which e is decreasing as a function of x. Note e0' !.0 iff

xx

(6-15) ()'-S'A

S o 8



To see that • is an increasing function, note that 4'(x) - -A2SI'
2 2

Now S'(x) (a 2-2xb 2)/2S(x) so that by (6.14.1), S'(x) > 0 and

likewise we check S"(x) < 0 and hence €'(x) ? Oj Notice that

(Oo) - -- so there is an interval of values in x for which (6.15)

is true, and _ is dcreasingý This region can be detemined from
!X

:•However, we must also satisfy the condition yj 0 for

J-1,...,M. From M .. 0 follows, by using (6.13)

B 6le- z ( t1 -- 4(())

(6.16) YJ 0 0 - t-BO

But by the argument above a - 0 / for x > 0. Hence the

denominator of the right-hand side of (6.16) is positive. Thus

Y 1 LO for J-l,...,m 1ff

To be presuaded that there is indeed a neighborhood of zero in which

(6.17) is true we introduce the power series expansion of 9X

x " " -V-_ • + 0(x).

Thus (6.17) is equivalent with

-(x2 )



which is clearly true~tor x sufficiently small. Thus we can make

the

Remark: If (t~) i1,., are given and x satisfies (6.14.1),-~

then 6xdefined by (6.14) satisfies

whenever (6.17) is true.

Using the data from Table I we find that the upper bound for

2 2(6.14.1.) is a /2b - 26056 while the largest value of x satisfy-
2 1frk-7

in& (6.17) is .145. A graph of ax{x (2k+2)/2e~1 fr k7

C* .95 with. as defined in (6.14) is given In Figure 4.
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Graph of expf- 28E8 for 0 -ý x <.15: a lower 95%
122

confidence bound on the reliability given - a



CONCLUDING REMARKS. By considering a series system with a given
number of components, each component having been tested for the same
time and each experiencing no failures, one intuitively feels since the
entire system could have been operated, conceptually at least, without
failure for that same period of time that the confidence one has in the
system's reliability should be exactly the same as the confidence in
each component's reliability. Moreover, this confidence should be the
same irrespective of the number of components in the system.

By thinking how the confidence should behave for such a series

system, as components are added with different test times and different
numbers of failures, we see that the Bayesian approach with independent
prior distributions of the failure rate fails to fulfill our expectation
as to this incremental behavior. At the same time the second model chosen,
with failure rates as virtual constants, does seem to behave in conformity
with our intuition and moreover it has the added appeal of computational
simplicity.

Lastly, for the practical case chosen namely early data for the
Saturn 1-C which at this juncture we know is a highly reliable system,
the second model gave reasonable interval estimates of the reliability
while the first did not.
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TABLE I

Summary of test data for Saturn I-C

t test time in mission lengths, n0 number of failures observed

wi qi component multiplicity, T" t /0 1

Lt nl t n w

i- 6

138.8 0 16 8.7 33.9 0 1 33.9
69.4 0 16 4.3 30.2 0 1 30.2

159.2 0 4 39.8 45.7 0 1 45.7
187.0 0 8 23.5 36.5 0 1 36.5
144.9 0 4 36.2 50.6 0 2 28.3
69.7 0 4 17.4 45.2 0 2 22.6

148.7 0 4 37.2 22.6 0 2 11.3
146.8 0 4 36.7 37.7 0 2 18.8
15.1 2 2 7.5 49,9 0 1 49.9
7.5. 0 12 .63 34.3 0 1 34.3

120.7 0 4 30..2 37.7 0 1 37.7
113.1 0 3 37.7 11.3 0 1 11.3
98.1 '0( 1 98.1 15.1 0 2 7.5
92.8 0 1 92.8 226.1 0 30 7.5
9.0 0 1 9.0 30.3 0 10 3.0

97.9 0 13 7.6 32.0 0 2 16
87.3 0 4 21.8 179.0 0 8 22.4
26.4 0 1 26.4 32.5 2 1 32.5
83.7 0 4 20.9 75.4 0 10 7.5
14.1 0 1 14.1 191.9 0 8 24
41.5 0 1 41.5 34.6 0 2 17.3

7.5 0 2 3.8 17.7 1 1 17.7
15.1 0 3 5.0 73.6 0 4 18.4 '
11.3 0 2 5.7 88.6 0 4 22.2
29.3 0 5 5.9 8.0 1 1 8.0
82.9 0 1 32.9 1.6 0 3 .5
7.5 1 1 7.5 2.4 0. 6 .4

20.8 0 2 10.4 18.9 0 1 18.9
52.8 0 1 52.8 11.1 0 1 11.1
51.8 1 1 51.8 1.4.9 0 1 14.9
65.3 0 1 65.3 13 0 1 13
66.2 0 1 66.2 7.3 0 1 7.3
65.2 0 2 32.6

" I '"
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A PROBABILITY MODEL FOR THE ASSESSMENT OF HUMAN
INCAPACITATION FROM PENETRATING MISSILE WOUNDS

William P. Johnson
William J. Bruchey, Jr.

Ballistic Research Laboratories
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland

S

ABSTRACT. A mathematical model is proposed for the evaluation
of the altered performance of one of the most complex syst-its known
to man, himself. Probabilities are associated with a random fragment
penetrating varying distances within the human body, striking a critical
anatomical component and inflicting damage to the extent that the wound
recipient would be unable to perform his assigned duties.

These probabilities are combined to determine the conditional
probability of all events occurring, simultaneously, to a tactical
soldier under battlefield conditions.

The remainder of this article has been reproduced photographically from
the authors' manuscrivt.
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1. INTRODUCTION

To evaluate the effectiveness of antiperqrnnnrl weoiPons it has

becomo m.-cessary to employ a quantitative casualty criterion. A suit-

able criterion for many purpoIV os is the probability that the weapon

will wound, tatally or severely, its Intmndcd target.

illold criterlon of wounding power is the 58 c ootr pound ruls, In

-- ordits crudes It ha itc t studa so t ihl sh .t ween .the volesT j

hof .inetic energy do 'hill. r is criterion was never intended to be more
than a rough h ule of thumb. Burns and Zuckprelan made a more refineda

analysis in 1941 of the quantitative requirements for woundind, while
1 2sterne),y suggested that drV 3 was a imore suitble critsrion than the

kinetic energy standard for woundinglhuman targets.

-Wooind ballistics work carried out in this country during-and since

World War II has included studiesof thle relationship t betwsnethe vo know

of, caviteofh formed in tissucs and tissue -Orrialants by mssiloes and.theo.

physical. paramcters describing the projectile on ipact. With the target.

Stich work has not yet c rovided numerical relations between the physical

sarameters of fragments and the probability that the wotinded man will
* stiffer Ony specified degroe of impimn ofhsaiiY,.ofnci

For the evaluation of the antipfersonnel weapons, there is nooded a know-

1ledge of-the numncri cal probability that a omai, str|uicky a projectile of

*.spec ified characteristics, will thereafter be linable to perform the func-

tions of his tactical role. For evaluation or desisn, the size of a

wcand/iz nlot directly employable as a useful crit~rion. ýo fatr, cavity

studies have unfortunately led to little or no information suitable for

the evaluation or design of fragmenting wcapons.

'I'l Ho rna. and Zuckermian Studie,. led to numerical probabilities of

the typo needed for evaluation. A later numerical study of a similar

type was rvported by Mfclillen and Gregg of the Princeton Department of

Biology, in .4issile Casualties Rlcport No. 12, 6 Nov 1(,,45, National

Resca rch Counc cil, Division of 'Mvdical Sciences,. Mccu illen and Gregg were

concerned with wounds that they considered to be either fatal or s re. ..

:z4:t','V•.'' t nwvraZi, ri. fe.' to rerf7rrencev.

! -'° x. ..... .



These could be caused, they assumed, by projectiles reaching certain

vulnorable regions ino±dc thc body after travcrzing profertive layers

I of skin, soft tissue, and bone provided that the projectiles reach the

vulnerable regions with velocities in excess of 750 m/sac. The thick-

.nessOs of the anatomical structures that had first to be traversed were

.dtqorminod from.anatomical charts depicting cross scctions of the body

yp iate•• ,fgrom head to feet. The veoties '

weredetermined through'in vivo exparimenttion. The selectiow'O .

vulnerable regions was somewhat arbitrar/, .since no experiments were

conducted to determine which regions were in fact of primary importance.

The final results, which were therefore semi-theoretical in nature, were

in'the form of probabilities that random hits-with steel balls on a

human target would cause fatal or serious wounds.. These probabilities

were plotted against the striking energies of the balls, and were on the

whole consistent with the earlier conclusions o'fturns and Zuckerman.... .
A generalization of quite a different type ;was published by T. E.

Sterne in May 1951. In that studf the experimental Ontd employed by-

McMillen and Gregg were re-examinod and ro-int/rpretd. in addition,

the calculations of Mc~lilenawind Gregg were repeated for randomly shaped

fragments similar to bomb fragments instead of spheres. The temporary

cavities caused by the fragments penetrating the target were taken into

account by requiring that a fragment, in order to cause important injury

to a vital region, must not only penetrate thc intervening skin, tissue,

and bone, but must also reach the vulnerable regions with sufficient

remaining energy to produce a temporary cavity of 2 cubic centimeters.

In October of 1956, "A New Casualty Criterion for Wounding by
4Fragments" was published by Allen and Sperrazza. This study revised;

the combination of mass and velocity combinations which appeared to be

related to incapacitation. Instead of employing the tV/A parameter used

by Sterne, MVW, where 1 < 0 < 2, was introduced for the first time. This

criterion has been used extensively to determine the relationship between

trauma and fragment characteristics. llolbc, clqoe_-*xamination of the

techniques used within the current model reveals that the resultant

I . . .. 1.. . u=i



quantitative data is based upon numerous subjective assumptions which

vary from one evaluation to the next and that the resultant data are

not probabilistic numbers in the mathematical sense.

With the advantage of the knowledge available in the area from

earlier investigations, it is the purpose of the current study to estab-

lish a model that will supersede the currently used fragment criteria.

The specific objectives of the proposed study are:

(1) To establish a truly probabilistic model for the assess-

ment of human incapacitation from penetrating mis:;ile wounds.

(2) To eliminate the necessity for tissue retardation firings

and in vivo experimentation as a prerequisite for the evaluation of the

wounding potential of future fragments.

(3) To eliminate the need for trajectory tracings through

anatomical cross sections of the human body in order to establish quanti-

tative Values for the probability of incapacitation.

1 (4) To establish a common basis for the comparison of all

fragmenting rmunition:s.

The approach and procedure for establishing the proposed model while

accomplishing the above objectives, are presented in the following sections

of this paper.

11. APPROACHES AND ASSUMPTIONS

For the purposes of establishing a mathematical model to predict the

probatbi lity of incapacitation to a human upon impact from a random pro-

ject i t the fol lowing assumptions are ýade:

(1) The fragmenting pattern of grenades and other exploding

Butnit ion-,; ha:ve been studied in sufficient detail to provide the proba-

hlity of a specific fragment striking a human target, P(H).

(2) Each fragment impacting the human target has a distinct

;,r,•bL ltit V Of penetrating specific distances within the wound recipient's
hijv•. I' (1 )



(3) Each fragment striking the casualty has a distinct proba-
Ibility of encountering a critical organ along its path, P(E). This

probability is conditioned by the penetrating ability of the fragment

and the location of the critical components of the human anatomy.

(4) Eachanatomical component has a distinct probability of

being damaged, P(D), to che extent of preventing specific biomechanical

motions required by a tactical soldier for the full performance of his

mission.

(5) Each specific biomcchanical motion has a distinct proba-

bility, P(M), of being required during the performance of the soldiers

total mission.

(6) The probability of incapacitation from the N'th, P(N),

component may be described by the expression:

P(N) = P(H) • P(P/l1) - P(E/IIP) * P(I)/IIPE) * P(H/I{PED)

(7) Each of the component probabilities are independent and

can be combined mathematically to provide the conditional probability of

incapacitation, P(fIIIPEDM.1), to a tactical .oldicr from a random projcc-

tile by the following:

N
P(I/IIPED?.) = 1 P(N)

N

For the purpose of brevity, henceforth the conditional probabilityjof

incapacitation of a tactical soldier, P(I/IPIED,1), will be shortened to

P(I/H). It is to be understood that the second expression includes all

of the conditions provided within the first expression.

(8) No synergistic effects occur from multiple wounds. Thus,

the probability of incapacitation to a tactical soldier from two or more

wounds can be determined by mathematically combining the independent con-

ditional probabilities associated with each wound using the following

expression:

P C I l l ) = l C 1 - ( I I I I ) ( 1 .P ( / I 2 ) ) ( 1 - 1 1 ( 1 / 1 I3 ) ) . . . . .

(I-PCII ))



As mentioned earlier, the probability of a fragment striking a

stationary human target is assumed to have been established by Exterior

Ballistics experts. Therefore, the remainder of this paper will con-

centrate onthe procedures to be used to establish the probabilities

required for the other portions of the model.

III. PROBABILITY, P(P), THAT PROJECTILE WILL PENETRATE
A SPECIFIC I)ISTANCE, (D), WITHIN TIlE HUMAN BODY

As assumed by McMillan and Gregg, it seems reasonable to suppose

that the probability that a random hit will cause fatal or severe wound-

ing depends upon the fraction of the body's superficial area through

which the fragment can wound a vital organ. The identification of the

vital regions, and the conditions of striking them necessary to cause

fatal or severe ,wounding may not have been correctly chosen by McMillen

and Gregg, nevertheless, it still seems reasonable to suppose that the

probability P(I/Il) will be a function of the penetrating ability of a

fragment. If fragments possess such great penetrating power that they

traverse a body completely wherever they hit, then the probability P(I/tl)

that a random hit will incapacitate is the ratio of a rather large vulner-

able area to the total presented area of the body. On the other hand, if

the penetrating power of a fragment is so low that it can never reach the

critical components of the body, then the probability P(I/IH) must ap-
5

proach zero.

It is proposed that an indication of the penetrating potential of

fragments be obtained thru the use of facilities currently or soon to be

available to wound ballisticians. These include (1) the Ballistic

Research Laboratories Computer han6 and (2) striking versus residual

velocity comparisons for each of the anatomical components of the human

body.

A brief diversion is required at this point to acquaint the reader

w'ith the 11I. ('Cofptlter Man, in order that he may fully appreciate its

potential for aiding in the solution of the current problem.

In brief, the BRL Computer Man is a computer program currently used

w.i iH the wound ballistics program to determine the extent of incapacita-

tion exprixced by w•onded tactical soldiers. It consists of coded

-,



versions of human anatomical cross sections extracted from Eycleshymer

and Schoemaker, "A Cross Section Anatomy." The combination of the

cross sections represents a human male in a specified tactical position.

Every major anatomical component illustrated in the original cross

section anatomy has been coded within the computer version in approxi-

mately the same proportion as found in the published version.

The associated instructions accompanying the coded cross sections
within the computer model permit simulated fragment paths to be traced

through the individual cross sections at various impact angles. Retar-

dation data is provided for each of the anatomical structures and is

used to determine the velocity loss within each coded component as a

function of the distance traversed by the fragment through the individ-

ual components. Thus the penetrating ability of each fragment becomes

a function of (1) striking conditions at impact upon the cross section
and (2) the retarding ability of the anatomical components encountered

along its path.

Retardation data for several anatomical components has been used
within the Wound Ballistics program for several years. However, the

data in existence is of inadequate quality for the ultimate solution to

our current problem. Fortunately, a program is currently being con-
6ducted by Sturdivan and Thompson which should provide the necessary

retardation data input to the BRL Computer Man.

Upon completion of the retardation studies, the data will be fed
into the Computer Man model. Maximum distances traveled within the ana-

tomical model will be determined as a function of several physical para-

meters of the impinging projectile (mass, velocity, presented area).
Success or failure for each trajectory will be determined by its ability

to penetrate at least each of several pre-specified distances within the
human anatomy. The robability, P(G), of a particular fragment-velocity

combination penetrating at least each of the pre-specified distances
within an anatomical subdivision will be the ratio of the total number of

successes at that distance to the total number of initiated trajectories

not perforating the subdivision. It should be noted that the denominator

becomes the number of non-perforating trajectories rather than the total

44*
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number of trajectories originated within a subdivision. This becomes

necessary because of the varying distances within the human anatomy at

which ýerforations will be achieved by most projectiles because of the

variations in tissue structures encountered along each path. In addi-

tion, the geometry of the human anatomy i,,such that the distance avail-

r ~ -Or -tf' _h ne~u~oi'b jc be my#$1t1-uoh1~f

the om e-nter: of th0oy

If we let P' represent the probability of a projectile perforating

the human anatomy, then (1-P') represents the probability that the pro-

jectile will stop within the human body. However, it is desired that

probability figures be determined as a function of several distances

within the non-perforating group. The probability, P(P), associated with

each non-perforating projectile penetrating at least each of the pro-

specifiid dista,.ces will be given by the product of the probability of

retention of the fragment within the human anatomy, (1-P'), and the

probability of the fragment reaching the required distance, P(G).

Symbolically, this becomes: P(P) C(l-PI). P(G)

There appears to be two alternatives for cons'idering the perforating

projectiles:

(1) It can be assumed that thd penetration pattern of the non-

perforating projectiles are representative of that which would have been

displayed by the perforating projectiles, if the human anatomy was such

that it allowed all projectiles to penetrate as deeply as possible.

Based on this assui0ption, the penetration pattern as a function of

distance would he represented by P(P) and the perforating projctr•...

paths would only be used to condition the probability of the body retaining

an impinging projectile.

(2) It can be assumed that the perforating fragment paths repre-

sent the upper limits of penetration and that because they do perforate,
the fragments would be able to reach any desired depth within the human

anatom'.'. Based on this assumption, the penetration pattern as a function

of distance would be represented by the sum of P(P) and P'.

.2kr



As of this writing It has not been Icceided which of the two alter-

natives will Ins tbvtl with ain the prnpo'.i'.i m~ri I. However. s ince we are,

awarc oi* thco iv;ki Iabu1e optaioens, It IS Nuit that ",)~u cuiwt diiscussions'

with knov;! vd:4eah Ic personnel will provide inSijIlgt uLS Lo the propler

Probability dAta of- the uhovo type will. be obtained for severalI iiU3~~Tty 61itybirn -onw -pv tht o kQ~Iqlt quations__ --

fi sed to:: iTi 6tr riw ei ==jf* e- t- =vf V'1

a phys ical puarwnecite of' theIoroject 1le. Thus, Voneralized equations can

be developed whiich will prov'ide tile user with tho probabi lity' of a

particular projectile penetrating i specified di stancc within a humnin

as a function of its impact point oil the. anatomy iiind other relevant

physical characteristics of the lImpinging projectile.

IV. PROflAPI.TLTY (111 P1103.1CTTILI: UNC0 NITPRIN THlE N 'TH ANATOMICAL.

COMiPONENTr VUlRlNG ITS PAItI I'11l0UOUl 1T111: HIUMAN flOIY1 IIP CE)

If it lis assuined that a projectilea will imptict. the human target

ranklumly, then it ritit lit sssuiSL'd fllt th0 pikih cf thV projc~tile throughT

the body will be random. Although the proposeod mnodel is dosirnled to
yield priinari 1>', the probability Of Incapac1itaktI0en from a singAle pone-
truting, projectile, it should'bc reallivid thtit an almost in'~iiite coin-
bination of orgacns or tissuecs cain be, oncountured along the path of a

single wound, F~or this reason one iiuus, deal, with thle prohahi lity of
encountering each inde4,ounkIunt ainatoini cl . omiponunlt wi thin u givecn wound

tract, rathor than comblnation3 of troumnati zvd organs. The Mhiclding

ciffect% afforded some orgains by their surrounkdings;, combined with the$ ~ orientation 6if t~he orgalis to specific impact angles makes the ratio of
t~heir size to the total bodyv ntea ain inaccurate mecasure of the proha-

bility of encountering the orgahi.

In addition, because thle gcomectry of most anatomical components vary

as a function of their depth within the anatoiny, probabilities of enicounl-

toting ecah structure must be developcd as a fund i on of thv obl iquitty

angle of the impinging projcctilo and the tnirget depth with.in thle hu1man
body. Hloweve'r, for the purposes of this modelI, finail plrUhhid lit i Ces will

be doctumncted as a function-of penet ration distance only. Several



obliquity angles will be used to determine the probability of encoun-

tering each structure as a function of its depth within the human ana-

tomy . 7he final probability figures will reflect the weighted averages

obtained from each of the independent analyses. Not only will this

approach reduce the amount of bookkeeping involved within the project,

it should also yield probabilities of encountering specific organs more

representative of -those ix'pected from a truly random penetration.

obtained within this phase of the model. Imaginary trijectories will be:

traced through the coded cross sections and allowed to penetrate specific

distances within the human anatomy. For each organ or tissue under con-

sideration, a strike upon the structure within a specified distance will

be recorded as a'success. The probability of encountering each structure

as a function of the specified distance will be the ratio of the total

number of recorded successes to the total number of trajectories traced

through the anatomy. The above will be documented at unit intervals for

each anatomical component. The'final probabilistic numbers will reflect

the chances of having encouthturod each component with penetrations up to

the indicated depth.

Subsequent additions to the proposed model will provide insight on

the effects of missile "bite" on the probability of encountering compo-

nents-within the human anatomy. This physical phenomena considers the

fact that a projectile need not actually strike a component in order to

damage it. Investigations in these areas are currently underway within

the Woynd Ballistics program and once these data are available in quan-

titative form, the proposed model can be modified to include this

phenomena.

Subsequent acquisition of modern anatomical cross sections reflec-

ting the internal structure sizes of soldiers from specific military

anthropometric percentiles should allow the probabilistic data generated

during this subportion of the model to beigeneralized as a function of

a physical measure of the human anatomy. No dat 1 exists of this type at

the present time, therefore it is impossiblo to iake such generalizations

or even speculate as to how the probabilities of organ encounter are ex-

pected to vary between population percentiles.

..s 1



V. PROBABILITY, P(D), THAT DAMAGE TO AN ANATOMICAL COMPONENT WILL

PREVENT THE PERFOR]XtANCE OF SPECIFIC BIOMECIEINICAL MOTIONS

Before a missile wound can be evaluated in terms of the bio-

mechanics required to perform a given task or role, it is necessary to

describe the wound in terms which can be easily related to the phy-

siological function of the body or subsystems within the body. That

is, criteria must be developed which relates the probability of pro-

ducing a given damage level to performance. This must be carried out

in three steps. They are:

(1) Determine criteria to be used for damage description of

the anatomical components.

(2) Determine the probability that missiles from a given

munition will produce a specific damage level to a particular ana-

tomical component.

(3) Determine the probability that this damage level will

result in some biomechanical decrement.

At present work is being conducted under area (1). This task is

oriented towards wound description in terms which can be related to

biomechanical decrement. The criteria used to describe the wound will

depend on the particular tissue or tissue type encountered. For

instance, injury to muscles may be described in terms of hole size,

percent muscle severed, etc; injury to blood vessels may be described

in terms of the rate of blood flow from the injured location. Once

these criteria have been determined, step (2) can be undertaken.

Presently, there exists a data bank of wound descriptions through

animal tissue in terms of various parameters for several penetrating

missiles. If, for instance, the criteria chosen is hole size, the

wound data will be used to determine the distribution of.hole size as

a function of the missile parameters (mass, presented area, velocity).

The information combined with the distribution of missile parameters

for a given munition will provide the distribution of hole size for

that munition. Using the probability distribution for hole size for a

given munition an expected hole size will be computed, i.e. the



expected damage level, E(D). Likewise, if the criteria for damage was

blood loss, a similar E(D) would be computed.

This value of E(D) would then be prdsented to a medical assessor

who would subjectively determine the probability that the indicated

damage level would prevent an individual from accomplishing a specific

biomechanical motion.
S It is recognized that this subjective input into the'm del p-e-

-- -- -----

in order to quantify the effects of damage levels to various, anatomical'

components; years and years of experimental laboratory work would be

required. As of this writing little experimental work has begun. In

view of the fact that the decision made by the medical assessors will

be a function of the-expected damage to aihranatomicai component, totally

Independent of the physical parameters of the Kupinging'projectile and

made only once within the lifetime of the mod9l, (except perhaps to im-

prove a previous decision), it is felt that the, subJocti~hy. y will be

minimized as much as possible.

VI. PROBABILITY, P(I), 'L"THAT A SPECIFIC BIOMECIIANICAL MOTION WILL BE
REQUIRED DURING THE PERFORIANCE OP A'SOLD4ERIS MISSION

Due to the wide vari.ty of specialties anliong servicemen, it is

almost impossible to generalize upon the duties of active combatants.

However, basic to the perforimanco of duties associated with every ape-

cialty is the ability of the individual to perform controlled movemen't

or biomochanical motions. Regardless of the traumatized anatomical

components or region, a soldiers ability to function under battlefield

conditions is directly related to his ability to carry out controlled

movements. If an individual's wound site is such that it does not ham-

per or impair his ability to make the necessary biomechanical motions,

then for all practical purposes, the individual cannot be regarded as

incapacitated, These controlled movements of the body may be resolved

into the functioning of the following subsections:

. I
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I. Shoulder Girdle

II. Shoulder Joint

III. Elbow and Radio-Ulnar Joint

IV. Wrist and Hand

V. Pelvic Girdle and Hip Joint

_ V~.~ne'Joint -'i

V I

VIII. Spinal Column

IX. Thorax

.I. Movement of the Shoulder Girdle:

1. Adduction - movement of the scapula medially toward the spinal

column.

.2. Abduction - sliding of the scapula laterally and forward along

the surface of the ribs.

3. Elevation/doprossibn - the upward and downward motions of the

whole scapula without any rotation,

4. Upward rotation- involves an upward turning of the glenoid
cavity and the lateral angle in relation to the

superior angle and medial border, which turn

downward. /

S. Downward rotation - reverse of upward rotation.
6. Foreward tilt - occurs when the inferior angle moves backward

away from the rib cage.

7. Backward tilt - the inferior angle and the costal surface

return to the surface of the rib cage.

II. Movement of the Shoulder Joint:

1. Flexion - foreward elevation of the am.

*2. Extension - return movement.

3. Abductioh - sideward elevation of the arm.

4. Adduction - return movement.

5. Inward rotation - turning the humerous &round its long axis so

that its anterior aspect moves medially.
4*



6. Outward rotation - the opposite with the anterior aspect

moving laterally.

ii... ,-,bv• 1:1 Cf 4w daiu Ntdiu-Uiitur Joints:

A. Elbow Joint:

1. Flexion.

2. Extension.

B. Radio-Ulnar:

1. Pronation. -.

2. Supination.

IV. Movements of the Wrist and Hand:

A. Wrist Joint:

1. Abduction.

2. Adduction.

3. Circumduction.

4. Fl'exion.

S. Extension.

B. Hand:

1. .-F~mhensi1v movement.

a. powoer grip - an object is clanped by the partly flexed

fingers and palm with counter pressure ap-

plied to the thumb lying more or less in

the plane of the palm.

b. precision grip - object is pinched between the fingers

and the opposing thumb.

2. Nonprehensile movement - objects are manipulated by pushing

or lifting.

V. Movement of the Pelvis Girdle and Hip-Joint:

A. Pelvis:
I. Forward rotation - increased inclination resulting from

lumho-sacral hyperextention.

2. Backward rotation - opposite movement.

3. Lateral tilt - the lowering or raising of one iliac crest.

4. Rotation - turning about a vertical axis either to the right
or left.
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B. Hip-Joint:

1. Flexion - forward movement of the femur.

2.Extension - rovieie movement.

3. Abduction - movement of one limb away from the other toward

the side.

4. Adducdion - movement of one limb from the side towards the other.

5. Circumduction - moveminnt of the limb in a circular manner.

.Combine movements 1 - 4.

-6. --Rotation . may' be. outwa.rd or inward deponding on which way

the toes are turned.

VI. Movements of the Knee Joint:

1. Flexion.

2. Extension.

3. Inward rotation. -

4. Outward rotation.

VII. Movements of the Ankle and Foot: /

A. Ankle and Foot: /

1. Dorsiflexion - consists of raising the foot toward the

Santerior surface of thý leg.

2. Plantar flexion lowering the foot so •s to bring its long

axis in line with that of the leg.'

3. Eversion - the solo is turned laterally or outward.

4. Inversion - sole is turned medially..

B. Toes.,

1. Flexion.

2. Extension.

VIII. Movements of the Spinal Column:

A. Cervical Spine:

1. Flexion.

2. Extension.

3. Lateral flexion.

4. Rotation.

3. Thoracic and Lumbar Spines:

S- r



I. Flexion.

2. Extension.

3. Lateral flexion.

4. Rotation.

IX. Movements of the Thorax:

I. Elevation.

2. Depression.

As can bc seen from the above the possibility of a wide variet of

.body movements exists for every individual. ilowever, 1areconcerned

only with the essential--or necessary movements involved in the tasks of

combatants.

It is assumed that every task, regardless of its complexity, can

be resolved into a series of controlled movements of the type presented

above. It is further assumed that a probabilistic figure which reflects

the chances of an individual being required to perform a specific bio-

mechanical motion during the course of his duties can be determined. If

an individual is required to assume multiple duties, then the probability

of his performing a specific biomechanical motion will be conditioned by

the probability of his performing the duty which requires the motion.

Thus, the evaluation of a soldier's incapacitation can be related to

several duties required within an overall mission.

In order to obtain the desired probabilities, one must be knowledge.-

able of the specific duties required of today's soldier. In addition,

these duties must be analyzed from the kinesiologist point of view in

order to reduce them to the series of independent biomechanical motions

required for probabilistic ahialysis.

Once the duties have been reduced to a series of controlled move-

ments, two alternatives for determining the probability, P(M), that a

specific biomechanical motion will be required during the performance of

a soldier's duties or mission appear to exist. The first assumes that

each motion is independent of time and that every motion involved within

a tpecific task requires the same percentage of the solhier's.time.

This does not eliminate the possibility. of repetitions of the same

S,'W



movement within a given task. Repetitions are accounted for by includ-

ing each repetition as a separate component of the total sum of move-

mentS invnlved. The probability. P(ýO, of a particular motion being

required within the task will be the ratio of the total repetitions of

the movement within the task to the total number of independent move-

ments involved.

The second approach considers the total time required by the com-

•*tant -to perfo-rm his duties. as the unit and the, probability.,,-P(M), is

aeterine~fd by thefunCtiofta part of thle total allocated to-each

J independent motion.

Each of the two approaches has advantages and disadvantages obvious

to the authors at this point. However, suffice it to say that the merits

of either approach will be discussed in detail with the experts on the

subject prior to deciding which approach is most feasible. It appears

that either of the alternatives will yield probabilistic data of the

type required for input into the model. Therefore, no serious problems

appear to exist.

VII. SU•MARY

A mathematical model for assessing the probability qf human
Incapacitation from a penetrating' missile Wound has been proposed. The

model assumes ..that several probabilistic eveits must occur, sequentially,

in order to cause incapacitation to a tactical soldier. Among these

events are (1) the soldier must be hit, (2) the impacting projectile must

penetrate deep enough into the human anatomy LO strike a critical'anatom-

ical component, (3) the anatomical .component must be damaged to the ex-

tent that its physiological function is impaired, and (4) the dysfunction

of the component must be diCectly related to the soldier's ability to

perform specific biomechanical motions required for the performance of

the soldier's task.

An approach has been given for obtaining the necessary experimental

data needed to relate each of the above events in a probabilistic manner.

In addition, the assimptions and anatomical equations used within the

model have been detailed.
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